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In 1921, 1924 and 1929-1934, markets for the future delivery of wheat went through periods of extreme volatility and/or significant depression, and in all three cases there were significant and long-lasting changes to both the institutional and regulatory framework of these Chicago-dominated grain markets. There was no real change after these key reforms until 1974, while indeed much of the original regulatory and market innovation remains.

The result of the severe depression of 1921 was the Futures Trading Act of 1921. In 1924-25, the so-called ‘Cutten corner’ market turmoil was followed by three key institutional innovations brought about in 1926 by US federal government coercion of the grain futures trading industry in collusion with industry leaders. The Great Depression gave birth to the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act. This Act was based on research done by the government and/or with government-mandated evidence that essentially saw the small grain gambler as needing protection from the grain futures industry, and was pushed through by a coalition of farmers’ organisations and the agency responsible for the 1922 Act’s administration. The government demanded information that was begrudgingly provided, and the studies of this data formed the basis of a political and intellectual justification of the usefulness of futures markets to the marketing of farm products that influenced the Act of 1936 and – more importantly - continues to today.

My key thesis is that government worked closely with the futures industry to the extent that the agency was captured by special interests for much of the interwar period, and I claim that government intervention was responsible for the essential changes that assured the dominance of futures markets, with the Chicago Board of Trade as their hub. The lasting institutions created in the 1920s and 1930s continue to immensely influence the financial markets of today, including being incorporated into the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010. My study differs from the accepted account that sees federal regulation as an irrational ‘populist’ attempt at controlling or even banning the markets, with the new institutions developed during the interwar period as the result of effective industry self-regulation in spite of state interference.
The findings are based on a theory-driven reading of archives of the Chicago Board of Trade, its regulator the Grain Futures Administration, and the other key government agencies engaging with the grain trade, the USDA, the Federal Farm Board and the Federal Trade Commission. My approach differs from the accepted accounts in that it is based mostly on my archival work, including the newly reorganised (in 2014) Chicago Board of Trade archive, rather than on public sources such as Congressional hearings and newspaper stories.
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Chapter One

The Coming of Age of the Modern Futures Markets and their Regulation

It is not too much to say that free commodity markets [...] are symbols of free societies [...] State Socialism, whether Communist, Fascist, or Socialist, means the destruction of free markets and their replacement by governmental buying and selling monopolies [...] Commodities exchanges are vital to the economic stability of a free society.¹

1.1 Introduction: Crises and Regulatory Responses

Futures trading came of age in the middle of the nineteenth century in many commercial hubs of the US, especially in the Midwestern city of Chicago.² The exchange trading of contracts of specified quantities and qualities of a commodity to be delivered at some future date has since expanded to include most globally-traded commodities and, more importantly, currency, stock, bond and money markets. Such contracts are now ubiquitous in modern finance. In 2014, 21.87 billion futures and options contracts were traded on exchanges globally, for a dollar-equivalent volume of $50,000,000,000,000. In 1910, as in 1940, the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) was dominant, executing 80% to 85% of all futures contracts traded in the US.³ Chicago futures

³ Other commodity futures markets existed in other centres in the US. For example, wheat and most other grain futures were traded in other Midwestern cities such as Kansas City, and New York handled the
exchanges – with the CBOT now merged into its ex-rival, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), and the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) spun off into its own entity – continue to lead derivatives trading into the 21st century. The 1921 Futures Trading Act and the 1922 Grain Futures Act (the 1922 Act), which in 1936 became the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA), was the futures markets’ first federal regulation, the current version of which continues to shape these now gigantic markets.

This interdisciplinary study fills a gap in the literature by analysing the development of the modern futures markets and their regulation during the interwar years, documenting the role of a newly-empowered US Federal Government in co-constructing these financial markets together with, rather than in opposition to, the Chicago-dominated grain futures industry. This ‘ethnographic’ study applies both the theoretical and empirical regulatory literature to a thick description of the relationship between the futures industry, its clientele and government, and contests the accepted historical accounts of the emergence and regulation of exchange traded instruments. One key conclusion from this study is that governments play crucial roles in developing and maintaining the efficient functioning of markets, since the CBOT may not have been capable of acting in its own best interests, let alone in the interests of society. This finding, in the general case, is still relevant to this day.4 This study suggests that modern futures markets and exchanges owe their success to the way the US Federal Government nurtured them in the 1920s and 30s; indeed, if it had not, the important innovations associated with modern markets, the CBOT in particular, and futures markets in general, might not have been as dominant when financial, non-commodity futures appeared in the 1970s and 1980s. Government and industry collaboration created a near-monopoly that survived for close to a century.5

---


5 While the CME (a merger of the CME and the CBOT) led in terms of volume in 2015, there are many large rivals in the developed markets and newer competitors in emerging markets. See Statista, Largest derivatives exchanges worldwide in 2015, by number of contracts traded (in millions).
The economic and political upheavals of the US interwar years provide context for understanding the functioning and regulation of the grain markets. Methodological tools and theoretical approaches from political science, economics, and sociology inform the interpretation and analysis. Nobel laureate Ronald Coase has stated that ‘what regulatory commissions are trying to do is difficult to uncover’.6 This study explores a vast but under-used archival record to answer precisely what both the grain futures industry, and those tasked with regulating it, were trying to accomplish during the interwar years, and what the results of those efforts were.

Theory identifying ‘focusing events’ suggests that government policy and other significant institutional changes are often reactions to serious crises.7 The interwar period saw three major market disruptions to one of the world’s most important crops – wheat. In 1921, 1925 and 1928/early 1929, the grain markets fell from their peaks by 47%, 27% and 42% respectively.8 Cash Chicago wheat hit a low of 43 cents per bushel in November 1932, down 74% from the middle of 1928 and down 81% from the reopening of futures trading in 1920.9 Between 1932 and 1934, following the crash of 1929, the US economy was in dire straits, triggering significant and long-lasting changes to both the institutional and regulatory framework of the grain futures market – wheat, corn and oats – traded primarily at the CBOT. In 1921, political machinations following the post-war agricultural depression resulted in the Futures Trading Act (the 1921 Act) and the Grain Futures Act (the 1922 Act). The ‘Cutten Corner’ wheat market volatility and price uncertainty of 1924-1925 was followed in 1926 by key institutional innovations brought about by government involvement in the grain futures trading industry, informed through data gathered under the 1922 Act.

After the Crash of 1929, the Federal Farm Board intervened in the futures markets of 1930-1931, at great financial cost to US taxpayers, while the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act followed the Great Depression devastations. No substantive regulatory changes occurred after these reforms

8 Holbrook Working, “Prices of Cash Wheat and Futures at Chicago since 1883,” Wheat Studies of the Stanford Food Institute, II (1934).
9 Ibid.
until the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) Act of 1974. Indeed, much of the original 1921 and 1922 Acts remains; here Robert Stassen evidences one aspect of their continuing importance:

Congress after Congress - at least fifteen by rough count, beginning in 1936 and as recently as June of 1980 - have busily scribbled away. They have added postscripts, but have never edited the core text, which was hastily contrived in 1922 from the tattered remnants of a 1921 statute that the United States Supreme Court had just declared unconstitutional. ¹⁰

Important legal and administrative aspects and even phraseology from the 1922 Act remain preserved in the current legal framework of the GFA’s successor agency – the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) – which is reflected in other regulatory frameworks, such as the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) for stock brokers in the United States.¹¹ Hence, the 1922 Act stands as an important benchmark in the history of state control of financial markets: however, it has not been subjected to adequate historical analysis.¹²

Accordingly, this thesis is structured around the three crises and the interwoven administrative history, with Chapter Three focusing on the 1920 crisis and the government reactions, Chapter Four addressing the reactions of industry and government to the 1924 to 1926 dislocations, and Chapter Five covering the Great Depression and the eventual legislative response (Table 1.1). Chapter Two sets the stage for the regulatory changes by examining the political, economic and social context of the times as well as the characteristics of the main actors.

The most popular conclusion in the existing literature is that the free grain markets successfully defeated any ‘populist’ government attempts to control or even ban them. Exchanges were then free to introduce their own innovations that made markets more efficient, leading to the widespread adoption of such instruments by all present and future derivative exchanges. The exchanges’ victories set the stage for the development of efficient markets for managing and


transferring risk by participants. That is, the enduring innovations of the period are seen as effective self-regulation in the face of irrational and anti-free market government ‘populism.’

Table 1.1: Market Disruptions and Institutional Reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market disruption</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1920</strong> Agricultural bubble and crash: The Crisis of 1921</td>
<td>1921 Futures Trading Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1922 Grain Futures Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1923 Rules and Regulations, including large trader reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1925</strong> ‘Cutten Corner’ volatility and crash</td>
<td>1926 Modern Clearing House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1926 Business Conduct Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigations into wheat futures trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1929-1934</strong> The Crash of 1929 and the depths of the Great Depression</td>
<td>1930 Federal Farm Board intervention in wheat futures markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1936 Commodity Exchange Act – Based on academic, government and industry legitimisation of futures markets that relied on analysis and data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The events and activities of industry and government during the interwar years have too easily been lost amidst other events that have attained greater popular salience. For instance, the Panic of 1921 has been overshadowed by the Crash of 1929, while the Commodity Exchange Act of 1936 has been overshadowed by the New Deal, the Glass-Steagall Act, the Securities Exchange Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Additionally, the Cutten Corner wheat market volatility of 1924-1926 is considered now to have been no more than a minor hiccup in the roaring 20s. Yet, 1920s and 1930s Chicago saw the introduction of many of the key features of the modern futures trading process, such as, (i) the reporting and monitoring of large positions, (ii) the collection, dissemination and analyses of vital information regarding the volume of trading and the number of open positions, (iii) the creation of a modern clearing house in Chicago, and (iv) the establishment of business conduct committees. Later, investor protections against manipulation and fraud were introduced, along with ‘mandatory margining’. This work argues that these innovations, all occurring in the interwar years, were a result of collaborations or tensions between the CBOT, Federal Government legislators and bureaucracy and certain farmers’ organisations.
This study argues that the Federal Government was able to effect real change, even in the face of chaos within the ranks of the grain futures industry itself, who were unable to forge any consensus on the critical issues relating to the modernising of their markets. Policy ‘entrepreneurship’ was central to decisions made behind closed doors between government officials and the CBOT.\textsuperscript{13} Government intervention – through negotiation, joint problem-solving and threats – was at least partly responsible for the essential changes that assured the dominance of futures markets with Chicago as their hub. This did not amount to coercion, but rather a back-room collaboration between elements of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and futures market executives to serve the industry rather than guide or fight it, at least until 1933. Executives of the Chicago exchange were well aware of both the usefulness and willingness of the Federal Government to support futures markets, and used this information to compel their members and the competing exchanges to comply with ‘best practices’. To this end, the greatest challenge for the CBOT executive was to prevent its members from rebelling against the beneficial legislation that was often incorrectly supposed to have been ‘imposed’ on them. After 1933, however, it was an ‘advocacy coalition’ of farmers’ organisations and government – through policy entrepreneurship - that provided new ‘market facilitating’ regulation.\textsuperscript{14}

\textbf{Figure 1.1 – Chicago Monthly Average Cash Wheat Price 1919-1935}\textsuperscript{15}


\textsuperscript{15} Source: Holbrook Working, “Prices of Cash Wheat and Futures at Chicago since 1883,” \textit{Wheat Studies of the Stanford Food Institute, II} (1934).
Throughout the interwar years, the government demanded information that was begrudgingly provided by grain exchange members. And it was government-mandated information disclosure that helped legitimised futures trading. Yet interwar futures market investigations, which will be examined in Chapters Four and Five, are far from the only examples of the value of information for business, academia, government and the general public. Yet the investigations conducted by the regulatory body formed the basis of political and intellectual justifications of the usefulness of futures markets, while also influencing the innovative actions of 1926 as well as the making of the CEA in 1936. Indeed, the governmental responses to the three crises of confidence in the futures markets during the interwar years are interrelated. For example, the 1936 Act’s development, construction and implementation was heavily dependent on the government’s information-gathering experiences, while the 1926 changes in the regulatory regime were enacted specifically because the 1922 Act was deliberately designed to be weak.

This chapter will, (i) begin with a short history of futures markets, (ii) provide a justification for their existence, (iii) present a literature review, and (iv) detail this study’s methodological approaches and sources.

1.2 Early Futures Markets

Wheat was the crop that opened up the US Midwest to large-scale farming, and the region’s eventual importance in global agricultural trade was the result of technological and biological improvements.\(^\text{17}\) Transportation improvements benefited the Midwest in general and port cities such as Chicago in particular.\(^\text{18}\) The CBOT began as a businessmen’s club in 1848, yet ended the 19th century as an Illinois State-chartered self-regulatory body with powers to make its own trading rules and enforce them over its membership through arbitration hearings and rulings.\(^\text{19}\) In effect, it was a loose association of disparate interests, where many of its members were in competition with each other in buying and selling cash wheat as well as futures contracts. During the 19th century, the Board’s rules and norms for cash trading developed, while its disparate business groups could hardly ever agree regarding what rules were in the best interests of the markets. These rules covered important details of how brokerage should be charged, how fees should be divided, who paid for errors, and what constituted an adequate grain inspection report.\(^\text{20}\) In the 19th century, courts generally upheld the right of the Board to set its own trading rules and discipline its own membership for any violations, and the appeals committee of the Board acted as a court of last resort.\(^\text{21}\)

In 1927, grain would leave a farm for one of 20,000 country ‘elevators’, where grain could be stored or quickly shipped on, generally by rail. Elevators or other intermediary agents would then on-sell the grain to (1) a local consumer, (2) an intermediate (railway) line elevator, or (3) elevators at a terminal market, such as in Chicago. In Chicago the grain could be stored


\(^{19}\) For an early history, see Charles H. Taylor, *History of the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago* (Chicago: Robert O. Law, 1917).


speculatively or sold as far afield as Europe. Because wheat in particular is easy to store cheaply, it is unnecessary to clear an entire harvest immediately. Surpluses were held in country elevators on railway lines and at markets like Chicago for future use or for speculation.

It is not clear precisely when futures trading began to dominate the Chicago markets. CH Taylor, a Board historian, observed that, by 1855, futures trading was ‘heavy and almost continuous’. Before this, in the time between the grain arriving at Chicago and it reaching New York, middlemen were exposed to price fluctuations such that when prices collapsed many were forced out of business. As a solution, prices were set in advance of a shipment’s arrival and grading inspection standards were created on the principle that grain of a certain type and quality was ‘fungible’ (exchangeable) for any other; the way was paved for modern futures markets.

The defining characteristic of a futures contract, as compared to a ‘to arrive’ contract, was that its seller, who was said to be ‘short’ the contract, was not required to deliver a pre-specified shipment of the commodity. A buyer who went ‘long’ might expect delivery, at any time during the contracted delivery month, of a pre-specified quantity with a certain range of product quality, but not any one specific shipment. One who agreed on 1 December 1924 to buy 10,000 bushels of wheat in May 1925 at $2.00 per bushel would be required to pay 20,000 dollars to the seller in return for a warehouse certificate for 10,000 bushels on any day of their choosing in May 1925. While delivery was possible under such contracts if they were left open until May, a buyer would more likely offset the long position before the delivery month by a sale of 10,000 bushels for May delivery to any other counterparty. That is, the buyer and seller did not have to re-contract with each other in order to offset the original agreement: either or both could enter the futures market and transact a closing out of the original position with any third party as long as they were members of the exchange. This fungibility of individual contracts and the required standardisation of contract maturities, sizes, deliverable grades, and eligible counterparties, defined a futures contract, and this is true even today. Hence, any contract could be substituted for any other.

---

23 Ibid.
During the Civil War, the fixed price contract for future delivery developed out of a need for risk-sharing of government procurement contracts. As Edward Dies wrote in 1929, ‘One man did assume the enormous risk of the government contract, but he immediately […] succeeded in spreading the responsibility among many [who…] agreed to deliver to him at certain future dates specific amounts of grain at stipulated prices’. By 13 October 1865, soon after the end of the Civil War, Chicago grain contracts had achieved a high degree of standardisation.

By 1880, the telegraph was used to communicate futures prices to other centres, thus allowing non-local market participants to trade in Chicago, and to price their own products far from the main trading hubs based on price discovery in the futures markets. By the 1920s, when a world market in wheat had developed, it was usual for cash grain transactions in the Midwest to be based on Chicago’s current futures prices; hence markets in Liverpool, London and elsewhere looked to Chicago to set world prices. After its revolution and during WWI, Russia exited the world wheat market and large swathes of wheat growing lands in Europe became fallow, resulting in the Chicago market holding a near monopoly in Europe.

This study focuses on wheat futures trading, specifically at the CBOT. There were other futures markets extant in interwar times – e.g. cotton in New York – but none were as highly regulated, nor as heavily traded, as wheat futures on the CBOT. While other exchanges ended the interwar years with larger cash grain markets, Chicago remained by far the dominant grain futures exchange. Even while cash wheat flowing into Chicago declined rapidly to only 29 million bushels by 1910, futures trading had expanded to 1,000 times that, with the CBOT trading 80% of all grain futures. Thus CBOT membership had significant advantages, including being charged half the one cent per bushel commission charged to outsiders. In 1921, the CBOT had about 1,600 ‘voluntary’ members, most of whom lived in Chicago, all of whom agreed to abide by the Board’s rules. During pre-specified hours, six days per week, wheat futures were traded

25 Statement of LF Gates, President of the Chicago Board of Trade during 1919 and 1920, before the Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives, Washington, January 13, 1921. CME VII:ss3.65.2.
27 See, for example, William Falloon and Patrick Arbor, Market Maker: A Sesquicentennial Look at the Chicago Board of Trade (Chicago: Chicago Board of Trade, 1998), p. 58.
31 Ibid., p. 70.
32 Ibid.
in octagonal ‘pits’, with three sets of steps. Pit traders were one or more of four types; (i) scalpers, (ii) speculative traders, (iii) brokers, representing hedgers or speculators, or (iv) hedgers as principals. Such floor traders ‘shouldered’ their way ‘into the mass of yelling’ to trade with each other. The common justification for markets in the 19th century, and even today, is that speculators create markets for the hedgers to manage their exposures to farm commodity prices. That is, elevators who were holding cash grain could sell ‘short’ futures and fix a price of wheat today, even if the cash grain was yet to be sold at a fixed price. Scalpers were called on to absorb trades on a minute-by-minute basis, and in 1929 were compared to:

A school of small fish nibbling at one another’s fins and tails [...] provid[ing] a service that is tremendously important in a commodity market. [...] It is possible for a merchant or a farmer to hedge at any moment he cares to, because they are ready to buy or sell.

While scalpers attempted to profit from holding positions for a few hours or even a few seconds, a few outsized speculators could gamble in millions of bushels, holding positions overnight, or for weeks or months. However, far too many small speculators regularly lost their entire investment trying to anticipate market direction. Both speculators and scalpers were effectively gambling on the price of wheat, and, to this day, ‘futures markets are often attacked on the grounds that they attract and facilitate “speculation” in the unfavourable sense of the word’. The famous speculator, Arthur Cutten, described himself as ‘once a scalper, a wheat-pit trader, a bull one minute, a bear the next, glad to make an eighth of a cent a bushel profit, making a living by showing such a profit on three trades out of four’.

On any day of the delivery month, a ‘short’ could deliver to a counter-party a State-approved warehouse receipt for the contracted amount of grain of one of eighteen pre-specified types. In return, the short would expect the cash price contracted. May futures trades consummated in December implied a significant financial and/or delivery obligation in five months. To aid in the settlement of such pit trades, in 1881 the CBOT established a simple clearing house. However,

---

33 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
38 Author Unknown, “The Chicago Board of Trade, How to Speculate,” Circa 1890. CME VII.ss2.57.2.
the trades in such ‘ring’ clearing could be exposed to the risk that the other party defaulted before the expiry of the contract at final delivery, even if the contract had been previously offset (Chapter Four). To mitigate the risk that a customer would renege on a trade by the settlement date, third parties that used CBOT members as agents on the exchange could be asked to put up a ‘margin’ – i.e. a good faith deposit against their obligation to sell or purchase; however this, even if called for – and at the turn of the century it was common to trade without margins – was rarely more that 10% of the full value of the grain. Consequently, punters with a small amount of capital could take large speculative positions in the grain futures markets, while those with large amounts of capital could take overwhelming positions, which is what they often did, to dramatic effect. Therefore, a common justification for regulation is to limit price manipulation so as to ensure a market clearing price representative of true supply and demand.

Attempts at manipulating markets are as old as markets themselves. Joseph de la Vega in 1688 dramatically described the sorts of under-handed tactics that remained ever-present in the 19th century and early 20th century US grain and cotton markets. On the largest of the grain and meat exchanges of Chicago and other Midwestern cities, Craig Pirrong counted 121 separate manipulations, while between 1868 and 1921 28 such activities were identified in cotton. Speculative buyers of grains, or ‘bulls’, would fight with ‘bears’ who expected markets to fall and sold short contracts for future deliveries, where such short sellers were obliged to deliver wheat that they did not possess. If the price went up, the bulls could close out their contracts at a profit before delivery. If prices fell, the bears who sold short could ‘buy in’ or ‘cover’ their short position for a profit, again before they were obliged to deliver the grain they had sold forward.

Traders could attempt to play many games to ‘encourage’ markets in the direction they had positioned for. Because delivery eventually needed to be made, the most popular manipulations

---

39 What is now known as modern clearing system was not used at the CBOT until 1926. An excellent description of early ring settlement procedures is in George Wright Hoffman, *Future Trading upon Organized Commodity Markets in the United States* (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932), chapters 11 and 12.


were the ‘corner’ and the ‘squeeze’. A speculator attempting a corner would purchase all of the deliverable underlying cash crop and buy up (go ‘long’) as many futures contracts as possible such that, at delivery time, the shorts would not be able to secure supplies to deliver, and could be held hostage by the cornerer. This is not the easiest strategy to pursue in the long run, but in the short term it can force shorts to pay a very high price to be let out of their contracts to deliver. A squeeze is similar, but here it is unnecessary to control the entire crop to push prices temporarily higher.43

Grain traders were often seen by the farmers and their representatives as parasites who made outsized profits by standing between the producer and the consumer. A government study in 1921 estimated that the return on capital of many Chicago middlemen was in the triple digits.44 The grain merchants were regularly considered a scourge to farmers and consumers alike.45 Yet, regarding grain ‘interests’, it is crucial to note that there was no unified set of ‘grain men’, and they rarely shared consistent interests. Grain users, such as flour millers, had completely different needs from farmers, elevator men (who profited from storing and buying and selling wheat as principal) and brokers. Elevators and millers, especially, were often near-monopolies. At the turn of the century, four companies owned almost all the milling capacity in Minneapolis.46 At the same time, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) found that three grain buyers controlled 30% of the wheat that moved through New York City.

Beginning in the mid-19th century, the CBOT, whose directorate was tasked with appointing the memberships of the various committees that adjudicated on the key issues of the day, enforced a long period of fixed commissions as well as the ‘call rule’ which forbade members to underbid each other for cash grain after closing hours. Fixed commissions were seen as a way of enforcing monopoly profits. A departure from this rule from 1890 to 1901 ‘resulted in ruinous competition of rates and impairment of service, and utterly destroyed all profit in the commission business. The lack of profit led to practices which were […] in many cases dishonest’.47 The CBOT was seen as ‘a gentlemen’s club with few true gentlemen’. Consequently, rules were developed to stop

47 Letter, J Griffen to J Barnes, 7 July 1921. CME III:ss1.7.
the ‘non-gentlemen’ from taking advantage of each other. The most relevant regulation was the ‘anti-corner’ rule of 1910, whereby a Board committee could intervene in the markets and set a ‘fair price plus liquidated damages not over 10% per cent, etc.’ However, such rules were rarely enforced, consequently most participants saw manipulation as normal.

Many commentators view the self-regulating board as a panacea of norms and rules that facilitated efficient transactions in the cash and future grain markets. However, the Board’s rules were not sufficient to prevent regular occurrences of manipulation and fraud, even before 1921. That is, self-regulation solved certain initial coordination and standardisation problems in order to facilitate market transactions, yet voluntary organisations could not address more complex yet still crucial issues. For example, while it is true that the Board began grading wheat and forming rules for its delivery and storage, State inspectors actually performed the task, while federal inspection standards were enforced by those State-licensed inspectors in 1916 due to failings in the self-regulatory system.

It has been observed that:

A natural disaster, an assassination, or even a war can send the futures markets into a frenzy while the general public looks on in stunned disbelief. The vision of trading floors crowded with profit seekers while the nation grieves is not a scene likely to endear futures markets to the public.

High prices upset consumers and processors while low prices upset farmers and those who depend on them. While public outrage was predominantly focused on high food prices at the beginning of the 20th century, it was the short sellers who came under public scrutiny after the great grain price collapse of 1920-21. Determining what grain price is in the public interest is problematic. Moreover, high volatility impacts decision makers in periods of uncertainty and

48 Ibid.
49 Ibid.
50 Statement of LF Gates, President of the Chicago Board of Trade during 1919 and 1920, before the Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives, Washington, January 13, 1921. CME VII ss3.65.2.
52 Report by Special Committee on Cash Grain to President Steam. August 1923. CME III.11.7.
also causes crises in that market prices may not reflect market fundamentals. On the other hand, volatility may benefit futures brokers by attracting new gamblers, who pay commission on every trade, win or lose. Dissatisfaction with unstable prices occasionally attracted State and federal attention before 1921. While Congress considered introducing about two hundred control bills between 1880 and 1920, however the only Acts passed dealt with the quality of cash commodities suitable for delivery into futures contracts – government intervention that even free market academics would deem appropriate to facilitate proper market function.\textsuperscript{55} For instance, because of frauds perpetrated by short sellers of the New York Cotton Exchange on each other by delivering poor grade goods, traders asked for and received federal intervention in the form of the Cotton Futures Act of 1914 that set grading controls.\textsuperscript{56}

The agrarian unrest common in the mid- to late-19th century cooled during the run-up in farm product prices from the end of the Long Depression until the end of WWI. While grain prices were fixed at historically high levels by Herbert Hoover’s US Food Administration created under the wartime Lever Food Control Act, by 1920 trading on grain futures exchanges had resumed.

Between 1920 and 1927, following its investigation of the grain markets, the Federal Trade Commission published seven volumes of the seminal \textit{Report on the Grain Trade} and, in 1922, the Capper-Volstead Act was passed exempting the commodity markets from certain Sherman Act antitrust provisions. After key parts of the Futures Trading Act had been overturned by the Supreme Court in 1921, the Grain Futures Act (1922 Act) was passed by large majorities in both legislative Houses. The 1922 Act was administered by a new Grain Futures Administration (GFA), reporting to a three person Grain Futures Commission, headed by the US Secretary of Agriculture. In 1923 large traders were made subject to reporting requirements and, in the same year, the GFA began publishing annual reports and frequent detailed market studies in response to requests from the USDA and Congress.

\textsuperscript{55} Jerry W. Markham, \textit{The History of Commodity Futures Trading and its Regulation} (Westport, Conn: Praeger, 1987).


1.3 The Benefits of Futures Markets

From 1897 to the present, the existence of futures markets has been justified by the fact that they provide ‘a special class of speculator who carry the price risks of merchants and manufacturers’ who provide a facility for risk shifting or hedging, on grounds that speculators are motivated by the profit through effective forecasting. Futures markets can be used to insure against lower prices on unsold or anticipated inventory. Others rather stress the role of continuously traded futures markets in price discovery for market participants. Indeed, auction markets such as those at the CBOT, where buyers and sellers enter simultaneous competitive bids and offers, are generally agreed to be an efficient means of price discovery and, therefore, bargaining. Scholars further generally agree that self-regulation on such exchanges produce efficient markets. Participants act in the market according to their own view of the future and their tolerance for risk. Justice Holmes in the famous Christie case wrote ‘speculation of this kind by competent men is the self-adjustment of society to the probable’. A 1927 commentator added:

When the competent man speculates regarding the probabilities of the future, he tries to know all that he can about the certainties of the present. He may buy wheat or corn or cotton, but the real raw material of the speculator is information.

The markets provide a central location for the distribution of fundamental market information, both real and imagined. The pit is a place of gossip and rumour, but it is also a place where minds focused on what the true price of a commodity should be. A study of modern futures
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64 Statement of LF Gates, President of the Chicago Board of Trade during 1919 and 1920, before the Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives, Washington, 13 January 1921. CME VII.s3.65.2.
traders observed: ‘Rumours represent opportunities, manna for the speculator’.65 The spreading of false rumours was an everyday occurrence because it proved to be profitable.

Currently, futures markets include a wide variety of underlying assets such as stock market indices, US treasury bonds, currencies, other sovereign longer dated fixed income instruments, short dated bank-determined interest rates – such as Eurodollars or ‘Euroyen’ – and most globally traded commodities, such as gold, crude oil, cotton and wheat. Additionally, there are over-the-counter, non-exchange traded, forward – not futures – markets in such products as above and more, such as credit indexes. Forwards are similar to futures without a central exchange, and where margin is not required by a central clearing counterparty – although this is changing post 2008. A forward contract is bilateral and so not fungible or easily assignable, while offset generally requires consent of the other party at the very least.

1.4 Historiography of Futures Markets and Regulations

Mary Furner states that regulation study: ‘falls squarely within the larger context of longstanding conversations […] about the optimal relationship between market and state, economy and polity, individual and society’.66 Neil Fligstein has suggested that new regulatory institutions shape subsequent economic, political and cultural developments.67 The study of US commodity futures markets is therefore tied to larger questions regarding the role of politics, institutions and cultural norms in influencing the development of markets, as well as to the state control of markets. John Stassen believes that ‘to the serious student of the legal system […] the legislative history of futures regulation is obviously of great value’.68 The interwar futures market not only provides an example of the growing federal government involvement in the economic affairs of American citizens and businesses, but also a study of how political institutions and cultural


norms can come to influence the adoption, and evolution, of what is now known as 'economic regulation'. Yet until now a detailed 'inside' history did not exist.69 This study provides both a detailed history of a market and its regulatory regime that survives into the present day and a sharpening of scholarly understanding of the general case of the development of a new co-regulatory regime for markets.

Commodity markets are not natural endowments of an economy but are politically constructed social realities. Understanding how these markets develop and become controlled by the state is extremely important for the study of political economy.70 Edward Balleisen, both a regulation scholar and historian, sees value in ‘bringing historical approaches to bear on the analysis of regulatory governance’.71 Indeed, another scholar, Peter Pashigian, inspired this study by observing that: ‘while futures markets have been regulated in one sort of a way or another over many years, little is known about the sources of support for regulation and precious little is known about the underlying reasons for the regulations’.72

US historians have approached the history of economic regulation in various ways. For some students of regulation policy, interest groups with the most at stake were able to obtain concessions from the government. In some cases, it was the ‘monied interests’ who were able to wrest ‘rents’ from the government.73 For those biased towards the more ‘progressive’ explanations, regulation was defined by an unequal struggle of the people against the monied interests who frequently dominated politics as usual.74

This thesis argues that CBOT as the ‘rent seeker’, was able to dominate Congress, the USDA and then the GFA, as a product of shared ideology in industry and in government. Later, in 1926, there was a co-construction of markets by both government and industry even as the CBOT remained influential in Washington. By 1936, however, a powerful lobby driven not by rent-seeking but rather by revenge, was able to impose important changes on the exchanges that ended up being in the interests of all of society.

Most of the academic literature sees both the 1922 Act and 1936 CEA as the result of ‘an orgy of populist rhetorical excess’ aimed at removing the grain trade from the sphere of free market capitalism. In this literature, the legacy of the attempt at control by the federal government remains important. A vice-chair of the CFTC described the then-current state of regulation as ‘a chain letter, first penned in 1921’ and concluded that ‘many of the provisions in today’s law are legacies both of Senator Capper’s [interwar] attack on speculators and of the system envisioned for their control.’

The scholarly literature either assumes, or explicitly states, that regulation is a struggle between the state and so-called ‘free’ markets. In this model, the market, in the form of the self-regulatory authority at the CBOT, either won or lost the interwar political struggle with a newly-emergent federal government, egged on by the ‘populist’ agrarian movements that began in the late 19th century. Nowhere is this more evident than in Stassen’s comment: ‘in fact, the history of futures legislation in the United States is largely the saga of a single institution – the Chicago Board of Trade – fending off countless politicians on both the state and national level, all of whom seemed intent on shutting the Board down.’ Pashigian sees the failures of many bills that were tabled after the original 1921-22 legislation as a victory of the free marketers over irrational legislators and regulators. Charles Geisst also relies entirely on the public record and secondary sources to conclude that ‘the [1922] law was nevertheless the first salvo in the war,
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initiated unsuccessfully many times in the past, to gain some modicum of control over the futures and (indirectly) stock markets'.

He cites the *New York Times* as reporting: ‘the farmers are seeking to “hog tie” the exchanges because they do not understand them’.

This study provides evidence that the history of modern futures markets can not in any way be described as the result of a confrontation between ‘grain men’ and populist farmers and their Washington representatives intent on shutting the exchanges down.

### 1.4.1 Ideology and Biases

There has been very little focus on the early years of agricultural futures markets regulation, even though the regulation of the period has had an important influence on current market rules, norms and ideas. Much of what has been written suffers either from over-simplistic explanation or is excessively ideologically-driven. In analysing the 19th century futures markets, Jonathan Lurie wrote:

> It must be acknowledged that historians do not know enough about the development of regulations in American political-legal history to make [...] generalisations [...] Viewpoints owe more to the ideological convictions of their exponents than to the existing state of historical knowledge, [suffering] from a tendency to produce history that vindicates the deeply felt and previously formed convictions of those writing. Perhaps historical writing cannot be totally free of such bias. Historians, however, should be aware of its dangers, especially in fields that have not been adequately researched.

---


Yet most academics who study the functioning and economic value of markets tend to come from the American finance tradition, which supports free markets: ‘Regulation, most economists would feel intuitively, can only detract from the performance of perfectly competitive markets’.83 This bias tends to be evident in any historical examination of market regulation, although few so obviously resort to free market discourse as Stassen, who labeled the CFTC Act anti-futures ‘propaganda’.84 Other accounts simply lack nuance. An important example comes from one of the most respected specialists in futures markets, Hendrik Houthakker, who, in a 1982 address to the American Finance Association, began, ‘In the United States most of the pressure for […] intervention [in the futures markets] came from farmers, who have traditionally viewed futures trading with suspicion, if not outright hostility’.85 In a two-volume study of futures markets, both economic and regulatory, the American Enterprise Institute repeats the oversimplified case thus: ‘Futures regulation surfaced in an atmosphere of chronic distrust and suspicion toward those markets, hardened by decades of campaigns to outlaw futures trading entirely’.86 While traditional command and control regulation by the state is considered anathema to many free market commentators, among most scholars and many policy-makers, industry self-regulation is much more in favour. The CBOT itself, as early as 1920, was of course highly in favour of self-regulation.87

Most of the research into the origins of futures regulation is ideologically biased. Jonathan Lurie’s commentaries on both pre-1905 and interwar futures markets suffer from a bias towards viewing
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all useful regulation as originating with the exchanges.\textsuperscript{88} At least part of the issue is that neither Lurie nor Leon Kendall, in his 1956 thesis on futures regulation, engage with the private correspondence between the key actors including the USDA, the GFA, the CBOT, the exchange lobbyists and Congressmen such as Arthur Capper.\textsuperscript{89}

Depending on the commentator’s ideological biases, the fact that the CBOT remained relatively unregulated during the interwar years – and, indeed, beyond them – either was a success story in protecting a nascent industry providing a critical service to consumers and producers, or was the result of the protection of a small group of middlemen with vested interests who preyed on farmers and consumers during this tumultuous period. This ‘state versus markets’ struggle is further confused by its parallels in the often ideologically based studies of the New Deal policies of the 1930s, particularly state interference in the cash grain markets that continues in the form of the Farm Bill to this day. Although some work hints that the state’s granting of monopoly rights to the exchanges is anti-free market, very little is made of this and other industry-friendly outcomes in terms of explaining the phenomenon by using the regulation theory.\textsuperscript{90} In both its populist and monopolistic explanations – not, of course, mutually exclusive – the strong ideological biases of commentators cloud the important discussion of why, how and with what consequences, new controls on free markets are implemented.

This study requires the separation and disentanglement of futures regulation from the wider movement away from pure laissez faire and the then pro-industry Hooverite policies towards Roosevelt’s New Deal. By 1939, the accepted narrative claims, the step change of the New Deal introduced a permanent and complete government presence in many aspects of American economic life, but especially in agricultural policy. As the earliest federal attempts at regulating agricultural futures markets occurred roughly during this time, observations and conclusions about the cause and effects of the said regulation are often caught up in the same ‘state versus


\textsuperscript{89} For example, see Jonathan Lurie, The Chicago Board of Trade, 1859-1905: The Dynamics of Self-regulation (Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1979) and Leon Kendall, “The Chicago Board of Trade and the Federal Government” (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 1956).

\textsuperscript{90} Jonathan Lurie, The Chicago Board of Trade, 1859-1905: The Dynamics of Self-regulation (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1979), pp. xii, 5. Lurie mentions the basic theories of regulation only in passing, before dismissing capture outright.
markets’ rhetoric in both the academic literature and the popular press. Although of course futures regulation was a product of its times, it is anachronistic and in other ways incorrect to assume that the motivation for futures regulations should be conflated with attempts by farmers to ‘rent seek’ their way to higher agricultural commodity prices.

It is also dangerous to assume that contemporary or modern literature on futures regulation is unbiased. Besides natural ideological biases from classical economics and finance traditions, there are many authors who might not have displayed completely unbiased approaches to the subject, since conflicts of interest abound. For instance, John Stassen was legal counsel for the CBOT, John Rainbolt was a vice chairman of the primary futures markets regulatory body, Pashigian’s research was funded by the CBOT, and Todd Petzel worked for the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the current owner of the CBOT. Work by other historians was commissioned by powerful actors, such as Broehl’s on the grain giant Cargill, and William Falloon on the CBOT. Many seminar series and edited publications were produced under the CBOT’s sponsorship. Earlier commentators were at least as conflicted. Many so-called academic studies were sponsored by the CBOT or other exchanges. Some, such as Boyle’s, had been funded by the Board in the interwar years.

Those studying both American institutional history in the 1920s and historians of particular markets unfortunately do not generally apply modern understandings of regulatory regime formation and evolution. This study analyses the history of interwar futures market evolution using such theoretical tools as are fit for purpose (Section 1.6).

1.4.2 Agrarian Populism

The study of interwar relations between industrial America and farm interests is generally viewed only as a battle between populism and market liberalism. This is perhaps unsurprising as this (apparent) struggle between grain interests and the people was, and in some cases still is, ingrained in the social and cultural fabric of the US. In a popular novel published in 1903, Frank Norris wrote:

Think of it, the food of hundreds and hundreds of thousands of people just at the mercy of a few men down there on the Board of Trade. [...] They say just how much the peasant shall pay for his loaf of bread. If he can’t pay the price, he simply starves.92

The Granger uprisings and the subsequent populist movements, such as the Farmer’s Alliance, had provided agrarians a voice against speculators in agriculture futures.93 Grain prices were low throughout the Long Depression and beyond, and during this time there were several attempts to regulate the growing grain futures markets in the Midwest, yet none were passed into law.99 The rhetoric of the Grangers and their successors was strongly anti-grain trade. As late as 1914, Minnesota Representative Manahan stated at the House Committee on Rules:

Controlling [exchange] members [...] depress or raise the price of wheat to suit the purpose of their gambling operations; that the prices are by such combination and manipulation depressed while the farmers are compelled to market the heavy portion of each crop and raised and manipulated so as to tempt speculative investors after the bulk of each crop is in [their] control.95

However, there are a number of problems with an agrarian populist theory of futures regulation. In the first instance, it is unclear that the populist movement’s campaign for anti-trust busting of railway and storage monopolies originated with farmers. George Miller argues that the few laws against anti-competitive behavior that were passed at the turn of the century appear to have been instigated ‘to assist individual shippers in their judicial struggles with giant corporations’.96 Indeed, it can be ‘demonstrated that the Granger advocacy of regulation was dominated by merchants and shippers […] rather than by dirt farmers themselves’.97 That is, medium sized businesses were fighting for free markets against the larger monopolists, with both groups represented in industry organisations.

The timing of agrarian power in government does not correspond with the timing of the early futures regulation. John Mark Hansen argues that:

92 Frank Norris, The Pit (New York: Penguin, 1994 [1903]).
95 US Congress, House, Hearings Before the Committee on Rules: HR 424, 63rd Cong. 2nd Sess. (5-7 March 1914), p. 3.
The competitive advantage of the farm groups in Midwest was ambiguous until about 1926, despite the creation of the Farm Bloc in 1921, despite agrarian unrest in the 1922 elections and despite the advent in 1923 of a well-orchestrated pressure campaign for the McNary-Haugen subsidy bill.\textsuperscript{98}

For example, President Coolidge was anti-interventionist enough to veto the McNary-Haugen Bill on numerous occasions. Additionally, the mismatch between the (re)emergence of Midwest agrarian power in Washington by 1926 and futures legislation in 1922 and 1936 needs explaining.

Jonathan Lurie in 1980 made the common error of identifying the 1921-22 Acts with farmer discontent, yet the simple dichotomy is more confusing than useful in understanding the evolution, if not the origins, of this earliest legislation. This study argues that the producer had no voice in the development of the legislation, was not a user of the futures markets, and did not have an organised campaign on Capitol Hill or in the public eye with respect to futures regulation. During the 1920s, in committee after committee, for every politician who came across as a ‘dangerous populist’, numerous legislators and bureaucrats who utilised the discourse of the futures industry were seen as benign bastions of efficient free market capitalism. Representative Ellis, for example, argued frequently against the 1922 Bill, thus: ‘There is nothing in it to praise; there is everything to condemn. The bad features of the old [1921] bill are made distinctly worse […] More than all, and worse than all, this bill reeks of populism’.\textsuperscript{99} But just how much did the Act ‘reek of populism’? To answer this question, it is important to understand the role of the bipartisan Farm Bloc. The Bloc picked up the cause of agrarians in the early 1920s and two of its members introduced the Capper-Tincher Bill to supervise the exchanges. But Representative Tincher, according to Lurie, ‘admitted the [original tougher] bill fell far short of [that] called for by more militant agrarian spokesmen’.\textsuperscript{100} The final legislation was even less controlling than that already criticised by some as being powerless, as is shown in Chapter Three, which describes Senator Arthur Capper as not attempting to look after the interests of the farmers. In fact, he


simply claimed that the Act would eliminate activities that were for the ‘benefit of the speculator and against the producer and consumer’.\(^{101}\)

Robert Gallman in his comments on Lurie’s 1980 work observed, ‘why the farm bloc should be concerned with [gambling on exchanges] is not altogether clear’.\(^{102}\) Pashigian, who stated that ‘some regulation can be explained by opposition by special interest groups’, correctly concludes that:

The most easily identified group is the farm sector. [But] not all segments of the farm sector have opposed futures trading, and the position of some groups of farmers has changed over time. While some farmers have opposed futures markets, the underlying reasons for this opposition have never been satisfactorily explained.\(^{103}\)

The farm lobby can not be assumed to be a unified interest group, and it is in any case unclear why farmers would oppose futures markets. While he was Secretary of Agriculture, Henry C Wallace was very supportive of Farm Bloc efforts. Yet it should not automatically be assumed that either the Secretary or the Bloc was anti-futures in practice. In fact, Wallace was a firm believer in the free markets as determinants of agricultural prices, even if he was no friend to the grain trade.\(^{104}\) In the CEA, the fact that a farmer’s organisation was at the heart of lobbying efforts and co-wrote the Bill once again causes observers to equate futures regulation with agrarian populism. However, the new archival data in no way suggests that the goal of the farmer’s organisation was to extract benefits for the farmers, as is shown in Chapter Five.

This study disentangles the history of futures markets regulation from farm relief efforts, successes and failures. The fact that some grain futures regulation occurred at roughly the same time as significant efforts to aid the farmer and were often supported by the same legislators should not allow one to assume that all legislation had the same goals and were aimed at the same constituents.

\(^{101}\) Capper’s Speech, National Wheat Conference Program, 19-20 June 1923. CME III.657.1.


1.4.3 Beyond Dichotomies

The preoccupations of the existing literature obscure an important case study in markets regulation, including ‘co-regulation’, government-protected monopoly, the trend towards bureaucratic administration and the search for information required for any rational scientific approach to controlling the ‘dark side’ of industry. Another issue when invoking any ‘markets versus state’ explanation for regulation is the important observation that more of one does not lead to less of another. Indeed, it is possible to end up with ‘freer markets and more rules’, as *laissez-faire* is in fact impossible without state intervention since the state has ultimate power over property rights. Recent deregulation studies show that markets became freer no matter whether the state maintained or increased its grip on regulation. The dichotomy incorrectly defines the government as perennially anti-free market, and business as never welcoming government intervention. What is often ignored in the text of important studies of regulation such as those by Markham, however, is that legislators were just as much in support of futures markets as they were against it and exchanges, such as the CBOT, were not wholly anti-regulation.

Many of the principle sources for futures markets history of the 19th and early 20th century rely largely on the public record. Newspaper accounts, especially, were often sensationalist or politically biased: in their desire to sell papers, they would embellish and even purposefully misinterpret events. The populism of the earlier era has left an image of the period’s public and legislators, since the Chicago markets first began in the middle of the 19th century, as being anti-futures and anti-grain middlemen. By studying the public record, it is too easy to chronicle the struggle for the regulation of futures markets as pitting the people’s interests against those of the grain trade. This issue is further complicated by the tendency to analyse the 1922 and 1936 Acts in terms of the older value-driven historiography of Arthur Schlesinger and William Leuchtenburg who documented an ideological struggle between ‘people’ and ‘interests’ during


the 1930s – an approach that has endured into this century. While the popular literature views the New Deal as either ‘a revered model of enlightened government’ or a ‘repudiated symbol of obsolete statism’, its academic reputation as a positive period of evolution of state control continues today. But progressivism, according to Arthur Link, ‘did not simply roll over and play dead’ and Niall Palmer considered that it ‘made its presence felt in Washington’ in the interwar years.

Romano’s political history of futures regulation takes the agrarian influence on legislation as a point of departure, yet does not explain why the legislation did not benefit farmers. In fact, the only rent-seeking actor in this history was the CBOT itself in that it almost totally captured the regulatory regime, gaining new legitimacy in the face of legal challenges and new monopoly powers. By shifting attention away from the farmer, there is no need to answer the question asked by Romano: ‘why would farmers pursue what would appear to be a fruitless strategy?’ She correctly observes that regulating futures trading in those aspects covered in the 1921 and the 1922 Acts would not be price supportive in any way. She further acknowledges that the ‘grain producing districts were not numerous enough to enact a specific public policy’. As such, focus on ‘the public’, in the form of agrarian populism, and their often very visible struggle against ‘speculators’, monopolists and other grain interests misses out wider developments in the political, cultural and economic spheres of interwar US as well as the internal structure of interests within both the public – consumer versus producer – and the grain trade – country elevators versus national grain transporters and merchants. The literature tends to focus on such public anti-futures propaganda from farmers, consumers and politicians as reasons for the


regulation that followed WWI. Yet there is good reason to disregard much of the sniping, posturing and rhetoric appearing in the press. The next section pursues this further.

In place of the public record, this study uses private and often confidential – even coded – correspondence between the stakeholders – the grain exchanges, their customers, their lobbyists, their regulators and key congressional committee members. Such archival material shows that the simplistic ‘state versus market’ dichotomy can be challenged, and that the futures exchange markets, legislators and bureaucrats worked in collaboration on market structure and legislative developments as well as their implementation. In practice, command and control regulation of the grain trade in the interwar years was almost non-existent. Although Stassen accuses the 1922 Act of codifying ‘a populist anti-speculative bias which totally misperceives the function and purpose of futures markets’, the actions, text and legal interpretation of, and bureaucratic motivation for, the legislation were anything but populist.

Continuing to focus on a false dichotomy of government control versus effective self-regulation misses much of the complexity in the formation and maintenance of the regulatory regime of the futures markets. In 1925, when the industry had difficulty in regulating itself, the government stepped in to co-construct it. By 1935, the traditional tension between the industry reactionaries and a progressive government was now interrupted by the introduction of new influences that demand attention, as is often the case with such polycentric regulation. These include the public as consumers and taxpayers, farmers and the interests that served them, local grain traders and elevators, millers, State lawmakers, the Court system, Congress, grain middlemen such as futures brokers, integrated grain companies, railroads, line elevators, terminal elevators and international shippers and agents. In the 1930s, farmers’ organisations – although not the farmers themselves – were the key influence on a highly technocratic bureaucracy that oversaw a new style of co-regulation towards the end of the interwar years. This study documents the evolution of the regulatory regime from captured process resulting in an engineered compromise through co-construction behind closed doors involving bureaucrats, politicians and industry leaders and finally to the current co-regulatory framework.

The archive investigation was designed to uncover all possible state and private influences on the legislation, concluding that farmer and Farm Bloc influences were overstated and other sources of pressure and knowledge were significantly more important in shaping events. Some historians have hinted at the ideas that this work examines in detail. Kolko views the progressive tilt towards federal government regulation as nothing less than a benefit to the regulated. This study goes further by identifying Kolko’s effect as one of a myriad of possible influences on a regulatory regime.

1.4.4 Public versus Private Records

The popular press, corporate public relations releases and publications of public hearings during the interwar years were full of colourful rhetorical flourishes aimed at establishing and defending extreme positions. For each defender of free market capitalism, several railed against the monopolistic interests of the grain trade and its choke-hold on the food supply chain. One politician debating a bill upon which the 1936 CEA was based called such proposals ‘Russian. Only the cellars of Petrograd and mines of Siberia are missing’.116 The chair of an earlier set of hearings in Washington stated bluntly, ‘These Chicago speculators control the price of wheat. The Chicago speculators control the market not only of Chicago and Minneapolis but New York and Liverpool and in fact the whole world’.117

The CBOT, large traders such as Cargill and Armour Grain and politicians acted like early modern pamphleteers to sway the American public.118 As such, studies of the public record by many academics and practitioners suggest that it would be fairly straightforward to interpret the struggle for the regulation of futures markets as pitting the people’s interests against those of the grain trade.119 However, a focus on the public record misses the real story about how legislation is made. In one of the few important treatises on the subject – the History of Commodity Futures Trading and its Regulation – Markham bases his conclusions on the words, but crucially not the actions, of one of the most vociferous legislative investigators into the futures market, Senator

116 Representative Chase, member of the House Agricultural Committee, as quoted in Bradford Evening Star, 15 May 1934, p. 9.
117 Chicago Tribune. “Anti-option bills in Congress. Hearing to be given Wednesday,” 2 February 1892.
118 For example, see Edward J. Grimes, The Farmer and Legislation, Address given before the 26th annual convention of the Farmers Elevator Association of South Dakota. Grimes worked for Cargill.
Arthur Capper.\textsuperscript{120} Much of the confusion surrounding the original purpose and ultimate result of the 1921-2 futures legislation stems from the contradictions between some of Capper’s public pronouncements in the press and in Congressional hearings and his dealings in private with the USDA, other government agencies and the exchanges. In 1926, for example, the \textit{Chicago Tribune} quoted Capper as calling trading at the CBOT ‘an economic crime’.\textsuperscript{121} Yet, in private, Capper acted very much as if the futures markets were integral to the functioning of the grain marketing industry, as is shown in Chapter Three.

Leon Kendall called the Federal Government the Board’s ‘chief critic’.\textsuperscript{122} But he focused almost solely on the public record, concerned ‘with the reaction of the general public, government officials, and Board members to speculative trading activity’.\textsuperscript{123} Kendall readily accepted, however, that:

\begin{quote}
To the degree that the actual attitude and beliefs of the respective parties differed from their official pronouncements, the dissertation is delimited. The activities of lobbyists and resolutions adopted in the oft-mentioned smoke-filled rooms, for example, were rarely brought to public attention except under duress.\textsuperscript{124}
\end{quote}

When examining the causes of legislation, activities within the committee rooms should be considered.\textsuperscript{125} Indeed, ‘it is not far from the truth to say that Congress in session is Congress on public exhibition, whilst Congress in its committee rooms is Congress at work’.\textsuperscript{126} Powerful committee members could veto bills for their own personal reasons, regardless of the support from outside – or even inside – the committee. The CBOT executive in one instance was appalled that a bill that the committee had agreed should go forward was being held up because Chairman Norris wanted to table his own ‘pet’ bill.\textsuperscript{127}
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A history of legislation that does not account for back-room discussions and horse-trading is unedifying, though that has not deterred historians of futures regulation. Any analysis of witnesses’ testimonies at hearings can not determine how influential said speakers are on the legislative process. One account readily admits that hearings could be held for reasons other than to actually accumulate information on which to base policy. Another scholar who relies on public record, falsely concludes that Capper was very much ‘anti-futures’ rather than simply ‘anti-manipulation’.

The public justification for legislative action does not always match the substance of the law. Even the names of bills were often directly opposed to their intent, hence the private vs public dichotomy can be viewed as a struggle between the ‘technocratic/scientific’ approach and the ‘legitimate/democratic’ approaches, where public statements either legitimise the backroom dealings, or seek to cover them up. While ‘specific experts are […] whispering [to] specific policy makers, leaders still need to justify their actions […] with a decent regard for what makes sense as well as what non-partisan experts embrace’. Ironically, even the Board’s own history, supported by an archivist and written by a derivatives (futures) expert, does not dig deeply into the archival record, relying instead primarily on hearings, FTC testimonies, newspaper articles and secondary sources for much of the interwar history.

In summary, this thesis reveals that the private record of regulatory changes in the futures markets between 1920 and 1935 diverges from the public record. The private record reveals the false dichotomy of state versus market, since the markets, as represented by the futures

133 William Falloon and Patrick Arbor, Market Maker: A Sesquicentennial Look at the Chicago Board of Trade (Chicago: Chicago Board of Trade, 1998).
exchanges, and the state, as represented by legislators and bureaucrats, can be clearly seen to have worked collaboratively in both the legislative developments and their administration.

1.5 Administrative History and Regulation Theory

Besides being a thick description involving all of the key actors involved in an enduring markets regulatory regime with an important legacy, this history documents a more general case of the transformation of an industry from being self-regulated to being ‘co-regulated’.

1.5.1 Co-regulation

An integral part of this study is the application of economic and political theories of regulation, academic knowledge of collective action problems and modern political economy to the interwar agricultural futures markets and their regulation. Additionally, this paper contrasts the early development of the institutions of futures trading relying on self-regulation by the industry itself, born out of market pressures, with the later interwar regime that involved intervention from the US Federal Government; first informally (in 1926) and then formally. Futures markets are but one example of this trend in US regulation, which included securities markets and insurance.134 This study provides possibly the most detailed description of such a transformation, and one that predated many other cases. During the 19th century both markets and government had expanded, but many federal and State government modernisation initiatives often either failed or appeared to have failed.135 With regulatory opportunities limited by ideas of small government in the late 19th century, self-regulation, often in the form of private associations like the CBOT, thrived.136 While it might be true, as Lurie claims, that in the 19th century the CBOT and other ‘quasi-public regulatory agencies […] ultimately rationalised and ordered the grain markets’, by the 20th century

the effectiveness of self-regulation over federal and State action is contestable.\textsuperscript{137} Indeed, for 1921-2, Lurie himself identified a clear tension when the ‘two spheres [of private rules and modern administrative laws] collided with each other’.\textsuperscript{138}

Co-regulation is neither fully private (as in self-regulation) nor fully ‘public’.\textsuperscript{139} It developed as the then-unique solution to several economic regulatory dilemmas. Regulation by federal agency was a new concept in 1921, as can be seen by the confusion surrounding the legality of delegating the decisions to the Secretary of Agriculture.\textsuperscript{140} By 1935, however, the regulatory regime for futures trading had moved from mandating transparency (only) to a true ‘co-regulatory’ arrangement, where the CBOT acted as a self-regulatory agency (SRO) responsible for enforcing market rules that were set by government policy. One of the main reasons for such a change was the realisation that SROs tended to act in their own self-interest, and were often little more than public relations vehicles.\textsuperscript{141} Additionally, it was felt that industry SROs were better placed to gather information and understand the key ‘on the ground’ regulatory issues that confronted the markets. Especially important around the time of the Great Depression was that the cost of much of the framework was borne by industry itself. As a result, as Ed Balleisen observes, the New Deal ‘saved’ self-regulation by converting it into co-regulation, especially in commodities and securities markets.\textsuperscript{142}

\textbf{1.5.2 Theories of Regulation}

What theories best explain the initial 1922 Act and the evolution of the regulatory regime throughout the interwar years? In the literature, ideology remains a prime explanatory variable in the development of much of the interwar futures regulation. As Furner identified, ‘the state-society boundary […] has a history. Conceptions of “the best” social arrangements, approaches


\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Ibid.}


\textsuperscript{140} Clipping, US Congress. House, \textit{Report No. 1095}, 67\textsuperscript{th} Cong. 2\textsuperscript{nd} Sess. 13 June 1922. CME III:ss2.663.3.


to political economy, and visions of individual liberty have diverged from one era to the next.\textsuperscript{143} The power of ideas at the macro level, combined with quite new institutions, that incorporated rational/scientific ideals and professional bureaucracy, is as important to legislation as an interests-based approach. Most key actors during the 1920s were strongly in favour of markets-based solutions for farm product pricing. For example, because Secretary of Agriculture Wallace, President Coolidge and Senator Capper together with the USDA’s staff and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, all favoured market based solutions for farmers’ troubles, it resulted in market-based solutions for most problems of the interwar years.

This study considers both sides of the public interest versus public choice/capture regulatory controversy, concluding perhaps that there was an engineered compromise in 1922 that favoured the futures industry yet also provided the Federal Government and market users with informational transparency that was previously unavailable. Indeed, the substance of the 1922 Act epitomises what regulatory economic theorists refer to as ‘capture’ – that is, obtaining protective regulation from governments – even if it is claimed to be in the ‘public interest’ (Chapter Three).\textsuperscript{144} The 1926 innovations, which were also clearly in the public’s interest – or at least in the interest of almost all grain market participants – were co-constructed by government and industry, primarily because of the previous weak and captured legislation (Chapter Four). The 1936 Act, however, resulted from private interests working with government to secure meaningful changes to futures exchange institutions and co-regulation in the public interest (Chapter Five). It is clear from this study that the changes in 1922-23, 1926 and 1935 resulted in institutional innovations and regulations that were market promoting rather than market restricting. Transparency, legal legitimacy, the introduction of safer institutions and the protection of futures client interests all ensured that more business was encouraged to flow to the CBOT, the monopoly provider of grain futures markets at the time.

The public interest theory of regulation asserts that regulation counters market failure or absence.\textsuperscript{145} However, it is unclear which particular interest can be described as universal and it is

difficult to identify how the public interest could be both revealed and accommodated legislatively. Economic regulation theory derived from the ‘Chicago school’ of the 1970s and 1980s views regulation ‘as a service provided to effective political interest groups’.

The capture theory is a special case of this ‘public choice’ economics, asserting as it does that ‘regulation is acquired by the industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit’. For George Stigler and other Chicago scholars, government was ineffective in acting in the public interest in that it could not, and would not, identify market failures, nor implement corrective policies. Daniel Carpenter states: ‘Capture theory posits that larger and older firms use regulation as a political substitute for economic competition, constructing entry barriers against their smaller and newer competitors (existing or potential)

However, industry is one of many interest groups that could benefit from regulation; in fact, due to diminishing marginal returns to regulation beneficial to industry, consumers should have the incentive and means to obtain some, though not all, of regulation’s benefits.

Mary Furner identified both public choice and public interest explanations in pre-WWI US studies, stating:

For some […] in the early twentieth-century […] economic regulation […] was thought to result from one-directional struggles by those who stood to gain from controlling state policy. For progressive historians, it was an unequal struggle of the people against the monied interests who frequently dominated politics as usual.

One problem with economic theory is that it requires losers in the regime who are unaware of their disadvantage, which may be possible in issues with very low public salience. As per
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regulation theory, the regulators can be ‘cognitively’, if not actually, captured by such methods as institutional – mimetic or normative – isomorphism. Such a sharing of world views can come from a ‘revolving door’, where personnel can move between businesses and the regulator with surprising frequency. Consequently, regulators begin to think like the regulated and be influenced by their interests, resulting in ‘cognitive capture’. This is especially true when a ‘poacher turns gamekeeper’ by moving from industry to government. Legislative powers can create rules that make monitoring and enforcement of policies favour private interests; thus the existence of quasi-independent regulatory agencies may itself be evidence of ‘capture’ by industry.

1.5.3 More Complex Explanations of Regulation

Recent regulation literature records a more theoretically and empirically nuanced view of regulatory regimes in that regulation is not necessarily the ‘command and control’ type where government agencies implement rules designed to control the regulated. Apart from self-regulation by doctors or lawyers, actors may be regulated informally by their peers and customers, or by voluntary or multinational organisations; such ‘polycentricity’ requires more complex analysis. A recent trend is to examine the co-construction of markets for products and their regulation. Here the regulatory regime’s goal is to achieve more information disclosure. The US Food and Drug Administration, for example, aids the markets by demanding more transparency rather than monitoring and punishing. There is also an increasing awareness of the power of ideas, as explained below. Additionally, there is a greater understanding of path
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dependency of institutions and policies. Mary Furner lists the possible sources of regulation policy in the US as:

1. Theoretical developments in relevant fields of political, social and economic knowledge.
2. Popular beliefs – often formulated and expressed in social and political movements.
3. Previous regulatory policy decisions.
4. Prevailing and emergent structures of political power and cultural authority.
5. Evolution of US liberalism in relation to alternatives to the right and to the left on the ideological spectrum.\(^{155}\)

She adds that how problems are ‘framed’ and their solutions is the product of influential actors such as the intellectual elite and powerful interest groups.\(^{156}\) Hence, alongside institutional approaches to regulation, a mechanism is required whereby institutions can either be changed or can produce change.\(^{157}\) This may explain why keeping the attention of interest groups, regulators and legislators is so difficult, as it probably was between 1922 and 1929 in the agricultural futures markets when public awareness waned. Consequently, ideology, theory, evidence and path dependency all figure highly in explanations of many regulatory regimes.

Christopher Hood takes into account all of Furner’s sources when suggesting that regulation may stem from a ‘force of ideas’, including beliefs of the powerful and extant institutional structures, even if the overwhelming ideologies of the time may sometimes be distorted by power relations, such as ‘capture’, described above.\(^{158}\) Changes in regulatory policy can sometimes be a result of a change in the intellectual and/or cultural environment of the time, as some consider the
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Thatcher and Reagan deregulation of the 1980s to have been.159 On the other hand, regulatory styles can remain fixed for extremely long periods after the creation of a new regime.160 The 1922 Act is an example of new regulation that resulted from the unprecedented volatility in wheat futures prices in 1921-1922, sponsored by a policy entrepreneur, Senator Arthur Capper. The government, seeking to govern scientifically, needed more data to judge how pervasive manipulation was and what its results had been, since, at the time, no empirical evidence existed to justify any positive interference by government concerning the futures markets. The Act, therefore, was intended to correct the information deficit; however, the only real power it gave was to access critical trades and traders’ information. But there were other good reasons why the Act severely limited government regulatory authority, for which economic and political theory offers an explanation.

When analysing the adoption of new market regulations, a further complication is that it is impossible to easily identify cohesive and consistent policy goals within each set of actors. No doubt policy results from a convergence of many interested parties; however, traditional classification of interests into such larger nodes as ‘government’, ‘industry’ and ‘clientele’ are unhelpful, as such focus obscures complex subdivisions of interest and attitudes within each node.161 A major purpose of this study is to show that various levels of government, as well as different subgroups within the futures industry and its client base, have found it difficult to agree on their own best interests. At various points in the interwar period, industry leaders, futures markets users (such as millers), farmers’ organisations, bureaucrats and even politicians were able to form advocacy coalitions, often led by exceptionally driven men; the policy entrepreneurs.162 Such individuals and their loose cooperative arrangements were the most important influences on the institutional and regulatory innovations of the interwar years.

1.5.4 The Dawn of Federal Regulation

It is clear from both the historiography and the archival record that legislators who held the potential to exercise any control over the futures markets were opposed to government involvement, unless it was unavoidable. Businesses, too, were averse to the new regulation. Edward Balleisen documented how business groups set up their own self-regulatory organisations to ‘fend off proposals for extensive regulatory oversight’ by Progressives, with such ‘associations’ mobilising support for ‘intra-industry cooperation in order to stabilise market conditions’.163 It is interesting that the CBOT did little to prevent fraud during this period because of tension in its ranks. Self-regulation relies on the market mechanism and reputational pressures to force firms to control themselves. However, there is no guarantee that such actions will be in the public interest, leading economist Joseph Stiglitz to label such regimes ‘preposterous’.164 Lurie argues that private (self-) regulation was responsible for the successful evolution of the futures markets in the late 19th century and early 20th century. He described three points of successful self-governance at the CBOT, (i) maintaining the commission rule, (ii) victory against bucket shops, and (iii) the elimination of privilege trading.165 However, this analysis and therefore the conclusion is flawed as, firstly, the rule that required all members to charge the same fee per contract traded could not impact market efficiency in any way, and was strictly anti-competitive, enforcing restraint of trade and maintaining outsized (monopoly) returns.

Secondly, as Lurie himself observed, actions taken to eliminate bucket shops was advantageous to the large commission houses.166 Thirdly, the bucket shop fight was unsuccessful internally (Chapter Two) since Board members continued to bucket throughout the interwar period. Finally, with respect to privileges, it remains unclear that such puts and calls were not in the public interest. The CBOT more likely attempted to ban them, albeit unsuccessfully on most occasions, because of the courts’ ‘intent to deliver’ rulings made privileges illegal in many States.

166 Ibid.
in any case, and the CBOT was not keen on riling State authorities. As such, this study diverges from Jonathan Lurie regarding CBOT’s 19th and early 20th century self-regulation since Lurie states it was being practiced by the late 1800s as being in the public interest. In fact, other explanations for the CBOT’s so-called innovations after 1890 are more compelling. The three major institutional issues documented in Lurie’s thesis can be explained by anti-competitive motivations of the membership or as not necessarily being in the public interest. This is unsurprising, as Lurie notes himself that the directors were far from impartial, and ‘it was not always possible to dissociate one’s self from [key issues]’.167

This study also identifies the desire and willingness of the CBOT to engage with the federal government – importantly, though, not the State governments – to help solve the problems inherent in futures trading. Working with voluntary organisation was a key tenet of Hooverism and voluntary organisations as a sort of ‘privatisation’ of regulation appears in much of the literature. For instance, Gary Gerstle highlights ‘the federal government’s desire to press private watchdog groups into service’.168 While some commentators stress the independence of these organisations from the state, Gerstle observes that they were interwoven. The CBOT possessed some elements of a voluntary organisation as described by Balleisen and Gerstle, and certainly self-regulation was a priority of the Harding, Coolidge and Hoover governments.169

A large body of work covers the development and legacy of bureaucratic growth in the US Federal Government, beginning in the Progressive years. Carpenter wrote that ‘bureaucratic policymaking is the hallmark of modern American government, and bureaucratic autonomy occurs when bureaucrats take actions consistent with their own wishes, actions to which politicians and organised interests defer’.170 This study argues that by 1935 bureaucratic power at the USDA was just strong enough to enable interest groups to influence legislation to be passed in the public interest. Ten years previously, an informed bureaucracy had also worked with the

CBOT to co-construct valuable changes to market institutions. Without such intellectual strength, market evolution might have been significantly altered.

Such progressivism flourished in the interwar years, encouraging legislators and administrators to govern in an enlightened manner, referring to ‘facts’. However, information was still paramount. Brian Balogh dates the development of this professional federal government administration, alongside the emergence of positivism, from just before the end of the 18th century allowing rational-scientific approaches to be applied based on the data that had been accumulated by both public and private organisations.171 Within both bureaucracies and academia, a feeling was developing that ‘statistics’ should determine policy.172 For example, in 1896, Henry Carter Adams preceded the USDA’s call for more information by asking for rail regulation to be guided by statistics.173

By the time Hoover became Secretary of Commerce in 1921, the trends towards professionalism and a focus on higher education were well developed, with 70% of the US federal civil service employed on the merit system. Hence the shift to interventionism and scientific management dates to before both the 1922 Act and the New Deal. Therefore, the misrepresentation of Hooverism as being blindly pro-market often confuses the analysis of government intervention in the 1920s. According to Hawley, in 1920 the ‘scientists’ in government brought their societies together to elect Hoover as their leader.174 Hoover knew from his WWI experience that agricultural economic management demanded more information and better analytical tools; consequently in 1921 he was instrumental in creating the Food Research Institute and, within it, the Wheat Studies Group, at Stanford University. Similarly, in 1922, Wallace created the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and, after discovering the lack of opportunities to improve his staff’s quantitative skills, established a statistics training programme within the USDA. Skowronek concludes that ‘The agenda for building a new American State was defined by an intellectual

vanguard of university-trained professionals'. Dr JWT Duvel, a key governmental figure during the interwar years, was just one such example of the consummate academic-turned bureaucrat. With Hoover’s support, Wallace pushed for new legislation that included exempting farm product marketing associations from antitrust provisions and establishing federal price support mechanisms similar to those in the New Deal, under the McNary-Haugen Bill, while Hoover had some innovative ideas for agricultural support, which included the Hoover-Jardine plan to assist farmers with federal credits.

Importantly, the new institutions paralleled the development of the regulatory regime for agricultural futures by stressing the importance of information gathering by the state and self-regulation by industry. Furthermore, the important administrators and their professional staff were already in place just after the end of WWI to search for solutions to the agricultural crisis that was to engulf the interwar years.

1.6 Sources

It has been observed that, while ‘Congressional debates, roll-call votes, presidential biographies, and court decisions are readily available […] administrative documents are not’. An entire private record, covering correspondence between all relevant actors, is difficult and time-consuming to access, even if it is available. Lurie lamented that there is ‘a surprising paucity of historical studies dealing with organised commodity exchanges [leading to] difficulty of access to records and papers of these private organisations’.

While much of the work done on futures markets and their regulation relies on the public record, such as newspaper reports and, especially, governmental hearings, this study has focused primarily on the private record, such as companies’ archives, both private and public individuals, and government agencies. This study has relied heavily on a broad and deep reading of the archives of the Chicago Board of Trade, its regulator, the Grain Futures Administration, and
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other key government agencies engaged with the grain trade, such as the USDA, the Federal Farm Board and the Federal Trade Commission. Although the National Archives contained 7,000 pages of private correspondence, memoranda and internal reports, the CBOT papers at the CME Archive contributed most to this study. The CME archives reopened at the University of Illinois at Chicago in 2014 after the completion of a comprehensive three-year, well-funded, reclassification project. In this archive, internal discussions within the CBOT executive are well documented, as are the relations between the executive and the directorate, members at large, the numerous Board committees, non-members (as formal petitions and as informal discussions), bureaucrats at the USDA and the GFA, politicians, lobbyists, business groups (such as the Chamber of Commerce) and the press. The records for the three Board secretaries of the interwar years total over 270 linear feet, alone. Telegrams and letters between the sitting CBOT president and secretary and between the executive and its lobbyists in Washington, the GFA and USDA were crucial in understanding the inside story.

It is somewhat surprising to learn that the CBOT would feel comfortable releasing such detailed records to the public when other corporate archives are less complete and access is more restrictive. It may be, however, that the Chicago exchanges are proud of the ‘public service’ nature of the futures business as well as the successful global legacy of futures markets that came of age in Chicago.

While the private record proved to be more important than the public record, it is not enough to simply study the same actors in the private rather than the public arena. It is also crucially important to examine all possible influences on legislative, administrative and industry outcomes. Therefore, concerned users of futures markets must include the powerful millers, such as Pillsbury, and integrated grain companies, such as Cargill, and not focus simply on farmer interests and Farm Bloc rhetoric. The regulations of the 1920s and 1930s are best explored by studying the interplay between the following entities, (i) the financial capitalists of, primarily, Minneapolis and Chicago, (ii) the bureaucratic elites of Washington and the Midwestern branch offices of the GFA, (iii) the lawmakers in Washington and their districts, and (iv) the powerful futures users, such as the millers. For information about these entities, the archive is almost overwhelming since, when the CBOT archive is combined with the USDA and GFA archives and other smaller primary sources, as many as a hundred letters are to be found flying in multiple directions for any one key event. Very often telegrams would have been sent on the same day preceding the more informative letters.
Rarely, if ever, have modern understandings of regulations, market behaviours, politics and organisational activities been applied to such a comprehensive archival record of insiders’ thoughts and actions to assist in the compilation of case studies of organisational, legislative and market changes. The method applied by this study consisted of a two-pronged examination of the historical record. The first was an attempt to explain legislative and bureaucratic actions at the federal level, and how such actions and interactions with industry impacted the evolution of what was to become the modern futures markets. The second attempted to understand how the CBOT navigated the increasing legislative and bureaucratic scrutiny, while at the same time managing the highly complex internal politics of its associations.

There are several limitations to this archival based study in that: (i) some evidence of lobbying effects is somewhat circumstantial; for example, rarely would a politician or bureaucrat state outright that an action was a direct result of industry pressure, because lobbying is often unofficial, therefore its actual cause and effect can never be ascertained; (ii) accurate interpretations and transcriptions of private telephone calls and conversations are rarely part of the historical record; (iii) the scope of the study has limited the focus of the government’s role to the most interested parties on the more powerful committees, the GFA and the USDA; and (iv) it is possible that other government influences would have contributed to the legislation and to the rules and their administration.

Mitigating these issues is the simple fact that the archival record is vast and comprehensive, and is often independently confirmed by documents from other sources. It also seems reasonable to conclude that the private record in the CME archive is far more accurate than the more common public record.

1.7 Towards a Full Investigation of the Causes of the Current Institutional Characteristics

By applying regulatory theory to the administrative history of the US Federal Government and the business history of the CBOT, as expressed through newly-available archives, this study explains the 1922 and 1936 Acts and also the interim de facto regulation of the 1920s to be (i) a result of special interest lobbying by business while conforming to the dominant political, economic and social ideals of the time, resulting in the ‘capture’ of legislators (Chapter Three), (ii) a necessary condition for the development and co-construction of key innovations in the futures
markets (Chapter Four), (iii) a result and cause of intensive and expert information-gathering at the federal government level and in the newly-funded academic institutions (Chapter Four), and (iv) a result of special interest groups working with the regulatory authority (Chapter Five).

The key divergence this study makes from the recognised account is the replacement of the accepted dichotomy with a much more nuanced view of the relationship between government and industry. Though it can be argued that the early regime was captured to some degree, industry was far from the only influence, especially after 1923. The private record available in the CBOT archive conflicts with the public record in explaining how government policy is made and enforced. This study applies modern political theories about policy formation. The interwar period offered lawmakers ‘policy windows’ within which the federal government was able to claim authority over otherwise previous state responsibilities, as it continues to do currently, even if not always successfully. The most highly contested literature is that covering the law and politics of regulation. For instance, the simple and blind ‘government command and control’ explanation for regulation has long since been rejected by most scholars, although in this century a public interest explanation has successfully countered the more cynical version emanating from the ‘Chicago School’. This study invokes theories of organisational chaos to explain how and why the industry could not, and therefore was not, capable of creating and managing the institutions that hindsight has shown to be critically important to the development of modern financial markets.

Futures markets regulation in 1922 was designed to benefit the CBOT, even though it was disguised as a populist measure in the press and hearings. Key innovations in financial markets were a result of a ‘toothless’ 1922 Act meeting a collective action problem at the CBOT. Finally, the 1936 Act was a result of an issue of low public salience that was dominated by key technocrats and policy entrepreneurs in both the USDA and effective lobby groups, where the focus was on improving the opportunities for small investors to gamble rather than restricting markets.

This chapter argues that context, ideology and power relations are some of the most likely explanatory variables for new regulatory initiatives. The next chapter provides much of the context for this interwar regulatory study, including the situation of the CBOT with respect to market volatility after the markets re-opened in 1920, legislative powers in Washington, the bucket shops, State legislative threats, the growing farmer cooperative movement and the obvious lack of information available to CBOT members, potential regulators and the trading
publics. When markets collapsed and a ‘Pavlovian’ response was called for by legislators, the only possible result was a highly-captured regime that was focused on information gathering rather than any real control.
Chapter Two

Governance, Opportunities and Threats at the Chicago Board of Trade, 1920-21

Regulation rarely writes on a clean slate. It is often imposed upon activity with a long history and an established structure.¹

The key goal of this study is to explain how and why interwar legislation evolved into what is now recognised as co-regulation supervised by the Federal Government’s Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and the CFTC Act. This requires an understanding of not only the market conditions at the end of WWI, but also the situations of the dominant exchange, the CBOT, vis-à-vis its competition, Washington legislators, its erstwhile State regulators and farmers’ organisations. The 1922 Act’s content depended primarily on the power relationship between the CBOT and federal legislators, while the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and key institutional changes in 1926 were shaped by the 1922 Act. This chapter (i) describes the reopening of the futures markets in 1920 and the problems faced by Board members and their constituent customers, (ii) analyses the conditions at the CBOT, and (iii) describes a collective action problem by which powerful elements of the CBOT were led to ignore problems affecting the public interest and, as a consequence, its competitive position. The issues faced by the CBOT are addressed in sections five through eight as being (i) the persistent bucket shop problem, (ii) the fight for legal legitimacy against the States, (iii) the threat from farmers’

marketing organisations, and (iv) the information deficit at the Board, in government, and amongst the clients of the CBOT.

2.1 The Reopening of the Markets in 1920

Almost immediately after the US entered WWI on 6 April 1917, the allied governments’ grain buyers effectively began to corner the drought-affected undersupplied futures and cash markets. As a consequence, the CBOT set a maximum price for wheat futures trades, forced a settlement price for certain contracts, and halted wheat futures trading indefinitely.2 This action also affected other exchanges. The CBOT then coordinated with the railroad companies, the Interstate Commerce Commission and other official agencies, to ease the congestion in Chicago wheat markets. This action is one good example of a private voluntary organisation taking on a governmental responsibility. However, it is clear from the communications to and from CBOT Board executives that the exchanges would have preferred to accept government imposed regulations than to have made unpopular unilateral decisions that resulted in recriminations and lawsuits.3 That is, the CBOT admitted that there was a role for government in regulating futures markets, even before the first federal regulation of 1921.

Wheat futures trading reopened on 15 July 1920 for the December contract with an expanded set of deliverable grades, due to tightness of supply and the known practically terminal transportation issues.4 Given the issues concerning transportation and marketing, as was no doubt expected, unprecedented volatility followed. This upset the larger commission merchants. For instance, member Thomson McKinnon wrote a letter of complaint to CBOT president Gates in July 1920, stating, ‘Since wheat trading was inaugurated, we have had a little business,
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2 Letter, H Robbins to Mr Clement, chairman MRC, 27 December 1923. CME III.659.1; Letter, J Griffin to the Federal Trade Commission, 21 January 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
3 Ibid.
4 Letter, HM Stratton to LF Gates, 4 June 1920. CME III.ss.1.6; Letter, J Griffin to the Federal Trade Commission, 21 January 1921. CME III.ss1.7; Letter, FB Wells, Chamber of Commerce, Minneapolis, Chairman, General Committee, to the president, Board of Trade, Chicago, 15 July 1920. CME III.ss1.6; Meeting Minutes, General Grain Committee by Secretary George P. Case, 8 July 1920. CME III.ss.1.6; Letter to Wells, Chairman, General Committee on Resumption of Wheat Trading from the Committee, 6 July 1920. CME III.ss.16; Telegram, HM Wilson, chairman Minot Branch American Red Cross to the Duluth Board of Trade, 30 October 1922. CME III.642.1; Cash wheat at a high premium to near futures indicates a problem: Letter, J Mauff to HM Wilson, 4 November 1923. CME III.642.1; Letter, Marcy of Armour & Co. to J Mauff, 19 September 1922. CME III.642.4; Letter, HM Stratton to LF Gates, 4 June 1920. CME III.ss1.6.
with some of our orders reaching the market at inopportune moments. We have done everything possible to discourage business, even to the extent of asking prohibitive protection.\(^5\) By 4 August the Baltimore market closed due to ‘fluctuations’, with its president Hayward writing in desperation:

> It was […] far from our thought that conditions would grow worse, rather than better, after a lapse of a month’s trading […] with no apparent reason for the wide fluctuations, serving to disgust a great many people […] No one, either buyer or seller, feels like taking the hazard of trading in futures under present conditions.\(^6\)

The market was functioning for scalpers and proprietary traders who took advantage of the volatility, but for the brokers’ customers – i.e. the hedgers and those who were trading from off the floor – the markets were unusable. Millers, line elevators and members of the exchange whose livings depended on outside interest in the markets, were unhappy and this unhappiness often translated into letters or meetings with the USDA, their congressmen or, even better, members of the powerful agricultural committees either in the House or the Senate.

Rather than recognise the abrupt decline after the war in farm goods prices as a return to more reasonable levels, farmers saw it as a catastrophic yet temporary decline from record crop prices. To this day, the ‘ever normal granary’ ideal is based on 1910 prices. Understandably, and without contributing to either the conspiracy theories of populists or the threat of ‘Granger’ uprisings being invoked, farmers were concerned with their precarious finances. Having been told during the war to expand production by Hoover’s US Food Administration, in hindsight, the resultant oversupply made such expansion seem foolhardy. However, financial disasters abounded everywhere, especially since the 1920-21 Depression had taken its toll. But to see the regulatory response as a form of relief effort for farmers is to miss most, if not all, of the crucial private history that is the context for the legislation.

### 2.2 Governance at the Chicago Board of Trade after WWI

In the 19\(^{th}\) century, the CBOT and other exchanges had established rules for transacting in cash, to arrive and futures contracts, in the form of private governance by voluntary associations; the
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Boards of Trade and the Chambers of Commerce. By the 1920s, the CBOT was the dominant grain futures exchange. Although there was often valuable input from Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Kansas City executives, some of the smaller exchanges simply followed the CBOT’s lead regarding government lobbying, public relations and legal battles over the legitimacy of markets and against bucket shops. Officials of the minor futures exchanges often rubber stamped CBOT decisions and actions: The St Joseph Grain Exchange’s secretary did not even read a certain brief sent to Congress before he signed it in February 1920.

Business was transacted via private contract between two traders, a buyer and a seller, and the traded prices, known as ‘board of trade quotations’, were transmitted by telegraph and by telephone from the pit. While the prices were part of the official record, ‘the records of the trades themselves [were] the private property of the individual members […] who enter into these contracts. The board of directors [had] no right whatever to inquire from any member for his record’. The executive, which liaised with the committees and the membership directly, consisted of a president, two vice-presidents and fifteen directors. The president, one vice-president and five directors were elected annually in early January and the secretary, assistant secretary and treasurer, who held office for one year, were appointed by the directorate immediately after the annual election. The board of directors had authority over all concerns of the CBOT, ‘from the most petty to the most vital’.

The CBOT president generally appointed the members of as many as twenty committees – usually three members each – to cover a myriad of important issues such as market reports and new member approvals. One of the main functions of the committee system was to arbitrate inter-member disputes. Additionally, committees could, and often did, intervene to set a
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settlement price for maturing futures contracts if deliveries were seen to be in short supply in a ‘corner’ or short ‘squeeze’. 

Table 2.1 Officials at the CBOT and the US Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>CBOT President</th>
<th>CBOT Secretary</th>
<th>USDA Secretary</th>
<th>US President</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Leslie F Gates</td>
<td>John R Mauff</td>
<td>Edwin T Meredith</td>
<td>Woodrow Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Joseph P Griffin</td>
<td>Henry C Wallace</td>
<td></td>
<td>Warren Harding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Robert McDougal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calvin Coolidge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>John J Stream</td>
<td>James J Fones</td>
<td>Howard M Gore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Frank L Carey</td>
<td></td>
<td>William Jardine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>John A Fones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Sam P Arnot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fred H Clutton</td>
<td>Arthur M Hyde</td>
<td>Herbert Hoover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>John A Bunnell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>James C Murray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Peter B Carey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Henry A Wallace</td>
<td>Franklin D Roosevelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Robert P Boylan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CBOT executive changed regularly (Figure 2.1), more frequently than the US administration and legislative authorities as well as the Washington and Chicago bureaucrats of the time. On the other hand, powerful committee members left less frequently, and its presidents often remained active long after their leadership roles expired. For instance, John R Mauff – a secretary and later executive vice-president – served on the executive for the entire interwar period while Sam Arnot played a major role in the mid to late 1920s as assistant to the president and then as president. From the turn of the century, the executive and the legislative committee were in regular contact with its outside counsel – Robbins, Townley, Wild, Campbell & Clark – which, not surprisingly, was well paid for its services. 

Coming out of the war, the CBOT was run by an experienced executive. Secretary Mauff was an influential supporter in FL Carey’s 1922 run for the CBOT presidency in the face of general opposition. Mauff also moved in upper social circles, being, for example, friends with Hollywood
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15 Letter, J J Fones to a new price settlement committee, 1 June 1923. CME III.642.1.
16 Letter, HS Robbins to J Mauff, 17 June 1920. CME II.91.2.
stars, and holidaying in Lake Placid, New York. Mauff was later appointed to the newly created role of executive vice president when James J Fones was appointed secretary in 1923. Joseph P Griffin was elected president in 1921, covering one key period of active legislation. Though the youngest president ever to serve the CBOT in 1916 (as well as serving as vice president in 1914), Griffin was not popular with all elements of the membership. In 1919, Griffin was effectively forced to resign as chairman of the Wheat Committee as ‘his extra aggressiveness was more or less embarrassing’ and he did not always represent the views of the other committee members on important decisions. Nevertheless, he had a great deal of experience in Board matters and was an effective communicator. Griffin was succeeded by Robert McDougal on 1 January 1922, though the former continued to involve himself in grain matters, particularly legislative threats.

The committees managed the day to day business and, because of the disparate interests the CBOT represented, both the members and committees were often in discord. In some cases, when a committee was tasked to report on an important matter, ‘very few of the members voluntarily appear[ed] with information or suggestions’. On the other hand, members’ own concerns could be voiced loudly and often, and petitions originating within the membership were very common, although most rule change proposals were rejected at committee or executive level. The executive could control the agenda of directorate and certain membership votes but, eventually, given enough perseverance, a member majority vote prevailed.

Membership of the CBOT was far from homogeneous, and governing was far from easy. The membership consisted of, inter alia, commission merchants, cash grain brokers, warehouse owners, millers and other end-users, speculators, integrated grain companies and, later, farmers’ cooperatives. While some members were not opposed to the attempts to improve the policing of the markets, many traders were content with the late 19th century status quo, which had no clearing house and few rules. As detailed in Chapters Three and Four, members regularly attempted market manipulation, displaying ‘wild west’ attitudes, and punishment was incredibly

17 Letter, J Mauff to Julius Barnes, 30 December, 1921. CME III.642.5.
19 Report by Special Committee on Cash Grain to President Stream, August 1923. CME III.11.7.
unlikely. Worse still, majority rule meant improvements were almost impossible to effect, with manipulators, warehouses and bucketers often united in opposing new rules.

Unlike most of the members, the Board’s often pragmatic executive was driven to improve its institutions, not because of a strong altruistic sense of making the markets safe for hedgers and other grain men, but because, without changes, the CBOT might lose competitiveness or, even worse, users might bypass futures markets altogether. Indeed, many farm products at the time were not traded frequently on exchanges and then, as today, there were many instances of vertical integration of the marketing chain, such as with Cargill, one of the world’s largest private companies.

This study acknowledges the larger trends in US politics towards professional management; a belief in statistics and a balanced view of both markets and state. The private and public relationships between the USDA’s regulatory agency and regulated industry, as represented by individual firms or by the CBOT, should be seen other than simply as two opposing sides constantly at loggerheads, for the Board and government were far from being enemies. The USDA’s regulatory agency and the CBOT executive were often on the same side of important investigations into market manipulation. However, where there were conflicts of interest it is hard to determine where they started and ended.

The existence of frequent battles between CBOT members highlights the need to treat the exchanges’ interests as heterogeneous. Indeed, in the previous century, the largest members of the Board were in conflict over prices charged by grain trade intermediaries, such as railroads and warehouses and a pre-War struggle between middlemen provided the impetus for a Federal Trade Commission investigation into the grain trade. Elements of the Board’s membership, and even some directors, were at odds with the executive on many key issues, including whether to fight the 1922 Act, adopting modern clearing, and reducing manipulation. Consequently, between 1923 and 1935 it was only through co-opting the USDA to solve the CBOT’s collective action impasse that modern futures markets evolved, since it took the unprecedented volatility of 1924-1925 to stir them both into action. This supports the theory that an organisation that represents a wide variety of interests finds it difficult to resolve internal struggles.\(^{22}\)

2.3 The Issues of 1920

By 1920 and the reopening of the wheat futures markets on 15 June, concerns of the directorate and the executive continued to be focused on the following:

1. Complaints from powerful users about continued manipulation that was difficult to deter and almost impossible to punish.
2. Defending the CBOT’s monopoly in futures.
3. Lobbying and information gathering in Washington to defend the interest of the futures industry.
4. Fighting the war against bucketing and its consequences.
5. Fighting for its legitimacy vis-à-vis State anti-gambling regulation.
6. An existential threat of cooperative marketing.
7. General public relations problems concerning futures trading.

Each of these concerns is explained below. Their confluence, however, resulted in a Board disinclined to provide timely price quotations to non-members or any useful information, such as open interest or volume, given the risk that it could be misinterpreted or misread. The Board was fighting to keep its futures monopoly strong, defending itself against the bucket shops, attempting to be recognised as legitimate business in the courts and eliminating just enough manipulation to keep its users happy.

This study argues that the needs of the Board, as seen by its executive, explain a great deal of the legislation, regulatory regimes and outcomes during the interwar period (Chapter Three).

2.3.1 Manipulation at the Board

Policing the Board throughout the interwar period was almost always a thankless task. Before 1920, the executive was vigilant for any transgressions of federal laws by members, specifically against hoarding. Consequently, CBOT president LF Gates would write letters of admonishment to members who appeared to be attempting a corner, or even simply having large positions in

either direction, even if they used hedging as their ‘official’ justification. Pushback was common, however, and a letter from miller member Ralston Purina caused Gates to climb down and apologise thus, ‘we shall from time to time make mistakes no doubt’.

CH Taylor wrote in 1917 that the CBOT ‘is not composed of saints exclusively nor of sinners’, yet the directorate often turned a blind eye to manipulation, thereby encouraging the ‘sinners’. As Leon Kendall wrote in his 1956 doctoral thesis:

The historical record demonstrates that (a) Board members frequently rejected anti-manipulation rules by large majorities; (b) during those brief periods when anti-manipulation rules were in effect, the CBOT directors and arbitration committees did not use them to impose penalties on cornerers, and the exchange’s decision makers seldom employed emergency measures to counteract squeezes; [and] (c) rent-seeking activities were rife when the Board’s directors attempted to enforce anticorner rules.

Some traders were of the opinion that corners actually enhanced speculative business and so were to be welcomed by those who earned their daily bread from speculative trading by the unsophisticated ‘public’. For instance, former president Griffin stated, ‘[T]o be perfectly frank about it, I think these occasional congestions add to the attractiveness of the market to the public […] Like the congestion we had in 1921, I think that stimulated the trade, not discouraged it.’ ‘Congestion’ was a euphemism often employed in lieu of corner or squeeze.

Ignoring evidence to the contrary, the exchanges argued that their rules prevented any manipulation and, furthermore, provided for the most efficient markets possible for marketing and hedging. Unfortunately, effective enforcement was hampered by; (i) very vague rules, (ii) a lack of enough information to identify illegality, and (iii) a willful blindness on the part of ‘friends’ on the key committees. The rules were difficult to enforce, especially on powerful and truculent members. Additionally, even the committees, the directorate and the executive often
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did not understand the rules and relied on counsel for interpretations.\(^\text{28}\) Worse still, some rules did not in fact operate as intended.\(^\text{29}\) Such observations were made by Lurie and Taylor regarding the lack of actions taken in the public interest during the 19\(^\text{th}\) century by the Board directorate.\(^\text{30}\) Members tended to push the ethical envelope in, for example, their solicitation of clients. James E Bennett’s company, for example, was taken to task by the Board executive for posting an aggressive wire, advertising easy profit on a low margin.\(^\text{31}\) In response, Bennett blamed the Board operators for making the error.\(^\text{32}\)

The problem with the price action of 1921 and 1922 is that it made hedging very difficult and often dangerous.\(^\text{33}\) HJ Loman, an academic who later wrote on the futures market in the *Annals* of 1931, did not believe the hedging justification for futures markets could be used under the current market conditions. He did not think that hedging was as widespread as was reported, nor that speculators really carried the burden of the producers, as was often asserted.\(^\text{34}\) The reality was far removed from the theory. Not only disinterested academics but also active users of the futures markets, such as the large milling companies Ralston Purina and Pillsbury, complained to their Congressmen, the Secretary of Agriculture, the US President and the press, stating that hedging was not possible in such volatile markets. These interests could not operate in such volatile markets, blaming irrational price action on over-speculation on the long side.\(^\text{35}\) While the politically powerful milling interests were lobbying, mostly in private, the public sphere abounded
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with tales of boom to bust futures markets, especially in 1922 as well as following the so-called ‘Cutten Corner’ in 1925.

The CBOT executive knew that manipulation was a problem even as they were denying it: Gates wrote confidentially to Griffin to ‘see that July deliveries do not give occasion to stir up the animals here to embarrass the situation. Situation last few days of May gave them all sorts of ammunition’. The end result of the lack of Board consensus on the necessity of eliminating manipulation was that little if anything was accomplished until at least the middle of the 1920s, even if many at the Board, including hedgers, felt that the markets were not efficient enough to be useful. However, certain powerful members chose to ignore the fact that the lack of action threatened the Board’s monopoly and could have inhibited its future growth.

### 2.3.2 Defending the Monopoly

The CBOT was harshest, not on the manipulators, but on those attempting to cut commissions and/or break the monopoly, such as by bucketing (also see 2.3.4 below). This sometimes had unintended effects. In a prescient move, still being adopted in many anti-bribery and conflict of interest voluntary codes and laws, gifts to clients were forbidden on the grounds that they could be seen to be commission discounts. However, this rule was introduced for anti-competitive rather than ethical reasons.

Between 1901 and 1911, cash, as opposed to futures, receipts in Chicago had fallen from 52 million bushels to 29 million bushels, even though futures volumes remained unchanged. By the end of WWI it was clear to the Board that it was no longer a dominant centre for trading cash grain, and it therefore focused on monopolising the futures markets and profiting from the increased futures volume that followed the war. By 1923, the evidence shows that the CBOT had not only neglected cash grain but it had also neglected the related ‘to arrive’ market.

Members whose fortunes were tied to the cash market fought to return to cash market?
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dominance, but this necessitated returning the elevators to their once all-powerful position as well as increasing the efficiency of the rail and sea networks serving the Chicago markets.

A committee to study the decline of the cash grain markets in Chicago reported in 1923 that the committees tasked with responsibility for the cash markets could not ‘possibly find time to … ensure that this market be kept in its proper position’. By this time it was clear that the future of the CBOT was in the futures market, since the Board was already the largest futures exchange. Although wedded to fixed commissions to the point of losing political battles over its desire to eliminate patronage dividends (Section 2.3.6), evidence shows that the CBOT did bow to competitive pressures. In 1923, following a recommendation from a Cash Grain Committee, the Board dropped minimum commissions on cash wheat to 1 cent from 1.5 cents, which suggests that the Board executive understood that it held the monopoly of futures and that it faced serious competition from the cash markets.

The CBOT had a history of enforcing monopolistic behaviour, as is evident in the *Chicago Board of Trade v. United States*, 246 U.S. 231 (1918) case where it had argued that its ‘call’ rule by which no member could buy grain after 2pm at any price other than that set by the Board was not a restraint of trade. Thus, the legislation was highly biased towards the needs of the members, whether legitimate or borderline fraudulent, or worse. That the CBOT believed it was a monopoly after the passing of the 1922 Grain Futures Act is evidenced by an internal memo discussing an upcoming public relations campaign in 1922, stating that ‘at the present time Chicago has a monopoly on grain speculation’ and advertising campaigns should focus simply on increasing overall speculative interest. That is, any new futures purchase or sale was almost certainly going to the floor of the CBOT.

### 2.3.3 The CBOT in Washington

During the interwar years the CBOT lobbied jointly with other exchanges that were significantly less interested in the futures business, except in as much as it influenced their relatively large cash businesses. It was often the case that exchange leaders disagreed regarding the best policy to pursue in Washington. Frederick B Wells of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce was the
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chairman of the Grain Exchange Legislative Committee during the crucial early 1920s. Full-time representatives of the Legislative Committee of the exchanges, with Mrs PW MacMillan as permanent secretary, worked primarily as a lobby group against regulation, higher taxes and related legislation. Clarence B Miller, who was the first paid lobbyist, was joined soon after by lawyer FC Stevens, an ex-Congressman and member of the Interstate Commerce Committee. Mr Stevens was known to be close to all legislative classes at Washington and ‘his opinion [was] held in high regard by the better element in both Houses and he commands respect as a legal authority on legislative matters’.44 MacMillan, though a secretary, was not without connections in Washington or respect within the grain industry.45 For example, MacMillan had a line directly to the US President.46 Connections in Washington were crucial.

The volatile situation in futures was to get much worse in 1921 and 1922, but even before the markets reopened in 1920, lobbyists were pressuring their representatives in Washington, Springfield, Ill. and further afield for new legislation controlling the grain middlemen. Bills that emanated from populist farmer initiatives failed.47 More credible bills, although they tended to be sponsored by Farm Bloc politicians, were more a result of lobbying by industrial consumers and middlemen of the time than by the farmers. These powerful actors, such as the millers, had been most disconcerted by market volatility upon reopening and had direct access to the key legislators. Yet when complaints were raised at the highest level, say with the Secretary of Agriculture, the bureaucrats and politicians could not respond intelligently because they lacked hard data on manipulation, the use of the markets by hedgers, and other important factors. Nevertheless, the response of legislators to consistent lobbying from so many sides wanting them to ‘do something’ manifested itself eventually in the 1921 Capper-Tincher Bill.

Immediately after the war there was a strong public feeling that some bill would pass (Chapter 3), yet the CBOT privately was aware that most legislative attempts either had little chance of success or did not threaten their interests. They had enough lobbying experience to recognise a credible threat, so they would strategically mobilise their resources in Congress.48 When one Bill

44 Memorandum, Members of the Exchange Legislative Committee [mid 1924]. CME III.15.8; Letter, LF Gates to J Mauff, 1 February 1923. CME III.2.650.4; Letter to Stream, 5 February 1923. CME III.660.8.
45 Memorandum, Members of the Exchange Legislative Committee [mid 1924]. CME III.15.8.
46 Letter, PW MacMillan to Secretary, Omaha Grain Exchange, 4 November 1922. CME III.652.5.
48 Letter, LF Gates to FC Stevens, 26 March. CME III.ss1.6.
was expected to sneak through in 1920, Barnes immediately met up with Senator Gronna and according to the exchanges’ lobbyists it was not re-referred to the Committee on Agriculture because ‘the letter of Mr. Barnes killed it’.49 However, Congressmen Capper and Tincher, after a failure with an earlier bill, were back on Capitol Hill by the end of 1920 and, since both had significant influence on their respective agriculture committees in Congress, they were deemed a credible threat to CBOT. Consequently, on 13 December 1920, the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Duluth, Minneapolis and Indianapolis grain exchanges tasked a delegation of Wells, Lonsdale and Gates with liaising with Secretary Wallace and the Congressional committee members.50 The exchanges were thus ready for a fight in Washington.

2.3.4 The Bucket Shops

By the late 1880s futures markets were so successful in attracting grain gamblers that competitors emerged. However, instead of trading contracts for actual delivery, many competitors were ‘bucket shops’ that took the other side of customers ‘bets’ just like a bookmaker, without executing the orders on any exchange, and pocketing the customers’ money if they lost. If the bucket shop ended up too much on the wrong side of a trade – i.e. short when the market had a large up move – it could always close up shop and run.51 Many CBOT members were involved in bucketing both on and off the exchange.

Because the public could not tell the difference between a legitimate exchange and a bucket shop, bucketing could be detrimental to the CBOT’s business. Firstly, because it was competition in that a gamble in a bucket shop was a gamble not made on the CBOT. Secondly, the CBOT suffered both reputationally and from local political pressure when losers complained to the press and their government representatives. Thirdly, not only were they taking business from the CBOT, but their failure to restore funds to winning clients gave the entire exchange industry a bad name.52 Fourthly, gambling in bucket shops attracted the attention of the States which, during this crucial period, were deeply involved in social regulation using police powers. For

50 Memo, Executives of the Grain Exchange National Committee to the Boards of each of the exchanges, undated. CME III.2.650.5.
52 Letter, CBOT Secretary to George Burmeister, 16 January 1923. CME III.643.3.
instance, anti-gambling legislation was frequently used by failed speculators to renege on bets made in bucket shops, but also on the legitimate exchanges.

Contrary to the accepted record, bucketing remained a problem for the exchanges after the war, since its new manifestation often appeared legitimate on the surface by holding a membership in an exchange, frequently on the CBOT itself. Hence the fight against them involved not entirely scrupulous activities and was very expensive. The best way for the CBOT to defend itself was to limit the distribution of quotations and other trading information to members and their direct clients. Any price or other data was considered valuable and could not be revealed to non-members for any reason.

By 1921, the Attorney General had already been working with the futures industry to eliminate the most egregious bucket shops, and the Supreme Court had ruled that the CBOT in fact owned the price quotations from the exchange floor. Yet the fight was far from over, and the CBOT was still vigilant against any bucket shop challenge. In 1922, the executive was still concerned about prices being disseminated by the members of other exchanges, with Mauff asking its counsel what could be done to limit the use of CBOT quotations by members of other exchanges, given such users ‘are not the character of men who would be admissible to membership of this exchange’. Thankfully for the futures industry, in 1922 its predicament would change due to the efforts of the federal government (Chapter Three).

2.3.5 State Legislative Threats and the Fight for Legal Legitimacy

The move by the Federal Government into futures regulation in 1921 occurred at a very crucial time for the development of federal over State power. The 10th Amendment had reserved all undelegated powers to the States, and, after the Civil War, Marshall’s Supreme Court supported States’ involvement in economic and social affairs for ‘the good and welfare of the commonwealth’. Consequently, States took control of economic and social issues under ‘police
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power’ doctrine, passing laws dealing with gambling, health and safety, grain storage and railway rates.\textsuperscript{58} Many States banned the trading of futures on gambling grounds, which was a logical justification for limiting futures trading at the turn of the century. As Emery stated in 1898:

> It is not the great speculators, but the numberless small speculators, who are the social curse. The record of defaulting cashiers and trustees that comes up from every corner of the land, shows how far this evil has extended. To what extent, however, the evil can be overcome by legislation is another serious question.\textsuperscript{59}

Importantly, though, State laws for futures were not applied consistently. Gary Gerstle identified the problem of both the inconsistent treatment of regulated businesses and the inconsistent quality of law enforcement thus, ‘The laws passed by the states were not always effectively enforced, and the quality of the work done by the new agencies varied greatly from state to state’.\textsuperscript{60} Before 1921, State prohibitions on futures trading were often narrowly interpreted, so in some States trading was tacitly approved, while in others, such as Chicago in 1876, the courts positively protected the futures markets from governmental interference.\textsuperscript{61} However, in still other States, futures transactions were considered by the courts as gambling, which was a significant problem for the CBOT and the other exchanges. This resulted in many legal problems for the exchanges when, for example, attempting to reclaim owed monies from losing investors. Up until then, the CBOT had been spending a great deal of money providing its top legal talent to legitimacy challenges in the courts.\textsuperscript{62} Prior to 1921, futures commission merchants were losing lawsuits even to grain professionals under the protection of anti-gambling State statutes.

The Federal Government, however, did have some wide sweeping powers, such as those to impose taxes, administer the postal service and regulate interstate commerce. Gerstle has identified many attempts to use such legislative powers, such as the Interstate Commerce Act in 1887 and, in 1890, the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.\textsuperscript{63} In his Inaugural Address, Herbert Hoover
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asserted the right of the Federal Government to interfere in commodity distribution regulation through the use of enforced competition:

Such regulation should be extended by the Federal Government within the limitations of the Constitution and only when the individual states are without power to protect their citizens through their own power. On the other hand, we should be fearless when the authority rests only in the Federal Government.64

According to legal expert Christopher Tomlins, laissez faire was considered ‘a very narrow path of inquiry’ and one limited to economic freedom by Associate Justice Stephen Field in 1885.65 The US entered the 1920s with strong Supreme Court support for State regulation, while at the same time defending the Federal Government’s right to interfere in interstate commerce ‘in the public interest’. Gambling was for the States to regulate, while trans-state voluntary organisations were to be supported and regulated by the Federal Government. Because futures markets were considered to be both gambling and in the public interest this caused a jurisdictional problem that was finally resolved in 1923 by the Supreme Court. Previously, though some States did not enforce their anti-futures statutes, having any chance of a contract being declared void due to State prohibition was untenable for the CBOT. Under the 1921 and then the 1922 Acts, the exchanges were well protected from anti-futures bills at State level, as well as being supported in civil claims that sought to set aside loss claims on ‘gambling’ grounds.

2.3.6 The Cooperative Threat

Cooperative marketing, which in a raw form had materialised during WWI when the US Food Administration replaced the grain middlemen, was considered an existential threat to the CBOT and other exchanges. The threat grew throughout the 1920s, strengthening in 1929 when the Federal Farm Board supported cooperatives over private grain concerns. The idea that farmers should help themselves was in the front of Hoover’s mind when he was Secretary of Commerce and this also appealed to him when US President. In the 1920s, even business leaders supported cooperatives trying to lower the costs of grain marketing.66

64 Clipping, Hoover address on the regulation of business. 4 March, 1929. CME III.12.8.
Republicans were in favour of government support for farmers as long as policies were facilitative and were not taxpayer-funded nor directly subsidised by the consumer. A popular support initiative was to encourage farmer-owned cooperatives, which were intended to handle grain from the farm to the end user, with the profits being returned to those who utilised the service – a mechanism known as ‘patronage dividends’.\(^{67}\) Julius Barnes, Chairman of the US Chamber of Commerce, and Henry C Wallace were supportive of the cooperative movement gaining access to the CBOT.\(^{68}\) The CBOT, however, saw that these non-profit cooperatives had the potential to undercut profit-driven members. Furthermore, a farmer-owned supply chain might be able to bypass both cash and futures markets completely, dealing directly with large buyers. As such, CBOT president Griffin warned Barnes away from such ‘proposed idealistic schemes, which are bound to have the inevitable effect of destroying competition’.\(^{69}\)

The CBOT especially – unlike some other exchanges – saw the cooperatives as a dangerous business monopoly and/or a socialist revolution, and put up a long and fierce battle to ban them from the exchanges where they would need to hedge and/or transact in grain on behalf of their owners. Some powerful members believed that cooperatives would ‘seriously injure the general grain business as conducted’ and that the rules of the CBOT needed to be strengthened to prevent their entrance into the membership.\(^ {70}\) While it was feared that, if encouraged, cooperatives would grow to dominate the grain trade, the most immediate threat was a cut in the otherwise fixed commissions on the Board. Patronage dividends violated the Board rule against commission rebating, itself obviously oligopolistic. The CBOT defence was that rules were rules, even if restrictive of trade, ignoring the fact that all rules could, of course, be changed if the membership desired. Nevertheless, cooperatives would be allowed only as long as they did not rebate commissions. On 27 June 1921 the National Grain Dealers’ Association announced the formation of an organisation, with a budget of $250,000, to fight any proposed farm relief

---


\(^{68}\) Letter Griffin to Barnes, 7 July 1921. CME III.ss1.7; Donald L. Winters, “The Persistence of Progressivism: Henry Cantwell Wallace and the Movement for Agricultural Economics,” *Agricultural History* 41.2: 109-120, p. 114.

\(^{69}\) Letter, J Griffin to Julius Barnes, 7 July 1921. CME III.ss1.7.

\(^{70}\) Letter, James E Bennett to LF Gates, 23 June 1920. CME III.ss1.6; Letter, Bennett to Gates, 14 June 1920. CME III.ss1.6.
legislation, with its first task being ‘an active campaign against the United States Grain Growers Inc., a newly organised national [farmers’] cooperative marketing company’.71

Thus the CBOT found itself isolated in the fight against cooperatives, and this stance did not go unnoticed; even those highly sympathetic to the grain marketers were critical of the exchange. Senator Kenyon submitted a Resolution (SR 110) to examine ‘any threats to cooperative marketing’.72 On 24 October 1922, Alexander Legge, president of the International Harvester Company and eventual head of the Federal Farm Bureau, addressed a large crowd, which included Julius Barnes and financier Bernard Baruch.73 While the crowd was supportive of the CBOT in general, the speech itself was highly critical of the exchange. Legge complained that;

> The great American farmer who furnishes the grain that has kept the exchanges alive all these years is to be denied a membership on the principal exchange; he is not good enough to join this holy sanctuary at the end of La Salle Street!74

Legge was appalled that cooperatives that were trying to help the farmer without the benefit of public funding should be so poorly treated by the CBOT, warning that ‘the farmer will get a full measure of public sympathy and support later on, and when he does there will be somebody else asking for sympathy’.75 Yet the membership had nothing to gain from voting in these farmer-sponsored competitors to break the current monopoly, and so the CBOT fought the battle against cooperatives on many sides. In a 1921 brochure entitled Farming the Farmer, the cooperative firm United States Grain Growers Inc. was accused of (i) attempting to be more economical than the most economical system in the world, as stated by Herbert Hoover, (ii) having gotten into such financial trouble it needed bailing out from its members, and (iii) being profligate in having expensive offices and paying high salaries.76 When cooperatives attempted to join the CBOT, the exchange appealed to the courts and obtained a temporary restraining order in September 1921 against the enforcement of the Missouri State Co-operative Law. Exchange presidents Griffin and Hargis were both delighted with the outcome.77

---

71 Clipping, US Congress. Draft Senate Resolution SR 110, Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, CME III.ss1.8.
72 Ibid.
73 Invitation to an American Farm Bureau Federation Luncheon, James R Howard, president, 24 October 1922. CME III.2.646.5.
74 Ibid.
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76 Joseph Griffin, Brochure ‘Farming the Farmer’, 31 May 1921. CME III.ss2.664.2.
77 Letter, J Griffin to BL Hargis, President, Kansas City Board of Trade, 23 September 1921. CME III.ss1.8.
The cooperative movement was gaining momentum, however. By 1921, the newly-formed American Farm Bureau Federation was making very public demands on both parties through the Farm Bloc. Many were supportive of Legge's arguments of 24 October.78 The exchanges were not helped by the passage of the Capper-Volstead Act, which recognised the social usefulness of farmer cooperatives by exempting them from certain sections of the Sherman Act.79 Important CBOT member, James Bennett, was ‘greatly impressed by the prevalence of Farm Bureau signs in Iowa and the Prairie Farmers Association in the State of Illinois’.80 The well connected LC Stevens wrote to Gates that he felt the pro-cooperative legislators in 1920 were not necessarily anti-futures. Stevens sent up a speech, published in the New York Times, to Minneapolis farmers from gubernatorial candidate Senator Harding that cooperatives must be allowed memberships of the exchanges, but noted that ‘there is nothing destructive about that’.81 Bennett wrote to Gates in 1921 that ‘the Board of Trade will have a harder battle at the next Legislature than it had at the last, and to this end I would suggest that some effort be made to build up a war chest for a red hot campaign about next election time or shortly prior thereto’.82

The fight against cooperative marketing affected both CBOT and government policy throughout the entire interwar period. By December 1922, the end of the period covered in the next chapter, the cooperatives had started their own lobby group in Washington, based on a meeting of a National Council of Farmers Cooperative Marketing Associations.83 On 12 December 1922, EH Cunningham, president of the US Grain Growers, Inc. in a speech to the Fourth Annual Convention of the American Farm Bureau Federation in Chicago, stated:

‘[When] the exchanges announced they would fight the constitutionality of the Capper-Tincher bill […] our application [to the CBOT] was turned down as was the application at Omaha, and the widely heralded statement that we would be welcome […] became a scrap of paper […] They have deceived us […] Legislation should compel admission of lawful

---

78 Invitation to an American Farm Bureau Federation luncheon, James R Howard, president, 24 October 1922. CME III.2.646.5.
79 Clipping, Chamber of Commerce Congressional Record, Bills Which Became Law Between 5 December 1921 and September 22, 1922 Status: passed House, 5-4-21: passed Senate, 2-8-22; House concurred in Senate amendments, 2-II-22; approved by the President, 2-18-22. (Public No. 146). CME III.ss2.645.4.
80 Letter, James E Bennett to J Griffin, 6 September 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
81 Letter, LC Stevens to LF Gates, 7 October 1920. CME III.ss1.6.
82 Letter, Bennett to Griffin, 6 September 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
83 Letter, PW MacMillan to Secretary, Omaha Grain Exchange, 4 November 1922. CME III.652.5.
producer-owned companies to the grain exchanges [...] Let us have a little more light on the practices of those who deal in our own products'.

Indeed, thanks to the passing of the Grain Futures Act, more transparency is exactly what they got, even though the cooperative battle for admission dragged on for many more years.

### 2.4 The Information Deficit

In 1920, futures markets remained poorly understood by farmers and their representatives such that hedging was rarely if ever used by producers and hardly common amongst country elevators. Because no one was collecting and analysing data, knowledge levels were low throughout the land, even among so-called experts. The president of the American Farm Bureau Federation in 1920 did not even understand how hedging worked. Indeed, nobody even knew if hedgers were actually reducing risk, given the severe and abrupt fluctuations that could occur in absolute wheat prices and in the ‘basis’; the price difference between cash and futures, futures of different months, of the same futures contract on different exchanges.

Attempts to placate those who would often lose money trading or hedging, or simply could not comprehend the irrationality of markets failed due to the lack of shared knowledge. The archives are littered with letters to politicians, bureaucrats and industry executives from those without sufficient knowledge to understand the cause and effect of the markets, let alone the complicated and intricate details. The CBOT often appealed to government officials to intervene in private disputes in order to explain the facts to plaintiffs and publics.

Whenever futures markets were seen to be in danger of being heavily constrained or even regulated out of existence, defenders claimed that the farmers were the primary beneficiaries of the Chicago pits. In this regard, the academics of the era attempted to legitimise fully the futures industry by regularly repeating the hedging motivation for futures trading. Emery in 1896 was the first to attach an economic justification to the speculation in futures markets, and his tome
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84 Address of EH Cunningham, US Grain Growers Inc. to the American Farm Bureau Association, 12 December 1922. NARA/KC, 101-1-1.
85 Letter, JR Howard, President American Farm Bureau Federation to LF Gates, 12 July 1920. CME III ss1.6.
86 See NARA/KC. 14-6 for hundreds of such documents.
was the leading source on futures theory for forty years, according to one of the leading experts of the interwar period.88 The respected academic G Wright Hoffman, wrote: ‘Either directly or indirectly, the primary source of [treatises on speculation in economics textbooks and futures analysis] is Emery’.89 Alfred Marshall and possibly John Maynard Keynes also borrowed heavily from Emery in the interwar years.90 In 1937, Hoffman summarised Emery as follows:

Organised exchanges provide a special class of speculators who carry the price risks of merchants and manufacturers. Through this facility, these trade interests are able to hedge or insure themselves against price hazards and in turn narrow their margin of profit to benefit the consumer or producer or both.91

This can be seen in the legal record as well as the political one. In his Christie decision, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes stated that, without adequate evidence to the contrary, the default view of the courts should be that ‘natural evolutions of a complex society are to be touched only by a very cautious hand’.92 Representative Tincher, in introducing the Capper-Tincher Bill, which eventually became the 1922 Grain Futures Act, argued that:

The only one absolutely in favor of entirely abolishing the legitimate hedge, I think, is a man who does not know what a legitimate hedge is. I do not think any good-thinking man in the United States is in favor of preventing the farmer from selling his wheat for future delivery.93

The CBOT sometimes took its battles with legislators public, and rhetoric and normative theory rather than empirical observations were used to legitimise Board activities. In one article in 1922, Secretary John Mauff used the hedging justification for futures, specifically claiming that this ‘commercial price insurance’ resulted in a higher price for farmers.94 He added that, ‘The committee on economic research of Harvard University […] has expressed through its chairman the opinion that [government interference] could not have any effect but to react injuriously

---

88 William Falloon and Patrick Arbor, Market Maker: A Sesquicentennial Look at the Chicago Board of Trade (Chicago: Chicago Board of Trade, 1998), p. 68.
upon the farmers. But where was the evidence for such conclusions? Before Federal Government intervention, there was not enough information to make any claims about the futures markets.

The exchanges also defended themselves with the help of other academics and their research: ‘Some of the best articles we used in the Grain Futures litigation were from the compilation referred to by Dr. Huebner […] and the [1911] Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences’. Professor Heubner was seen as a valuable ally, and in 1923 ‘it would seem that he should be encouraged and given assistance’. The editor of the Annals, Dr. Clyde L. King, commissioned a volume for the Academy that in 1923 Heubner himself had said:

Should nevertheless be thoroughly constructive in character and the purpose of the volume would be primarily to set public opinion right on practices which you know the great majority of non-participants in our markets do not understand, and therefore thoughtlessly oppose.

The Board appreciated the benefits of the academic record favouring futures markets, especially from Harvard University, with Mauff stating at the end of 1922, ‘After the first of the year, we must get together with all of these professors and give them more cooperation, and that will be one of the things that I will look forward to with pleasure’.

Today, it is hard to imagine a world price-setting futures market not distributing timely quotes or other key market metrics, but such was the case before the mid-1920s. Early in the interwar period, before the protections of the 1922 Act, the CBOT was paranoid over its future existence. The idea that the Grain Futures Act was primarily an information gathering tool was stated accurately and concisely by the USDA in a press release on 20 April 1923 on the upholding of the Act by the Supreme Court. The release stated ‘the law gives authority to observe and inquire into the operations on grain exchanges and to speak with authority concerning such matters’.

As was in the case of other markets – insurance bureaus, for example – in 1923 the data required

95 Ibid.
96 Letter, AC Wied to Mauff, 6 April 1923. CME III.659.2,
97 Ibid.
98 Letter, SS Huebner to JJ Fones, CBOT Secretary, 29 March 1923. CME III.659.2.
99 Letter, Mauff to A Clement Wild, Counsel to CBOT with Robbins and Townley, undated, circa December 1922. CME III.659.3.
100 CME III.667.6, USDA Press Release, “Grain Futures Trading To Continue”, 20 April 1923.
to begin to understand how futures markets truly functioned, and therefore improved, thus began to be accumulated.\textsuperscript{101}

2.5 Towards a Legislative Solution

The 1920-21 grain troubles brought unwanted attention to the dangers of manipulation in the futures markets to the monopoly franchise of the CBOT at a time when the monopoly of the Board was under attack from without and also from within. The next chapter explains how the scene that was set by the 1920-21 Depression was harnessed by the CBOT. The eventual legislation and subsequent regulatory regime provided solutions to the challenges faced by the CBOT listed above. Due to the strength of the CBOT lobby, together with the overriding philosophy of the federal government not to interfere, the Acts passed by Congress in 1921 and 1922 did nothing to curb manipulation directly, or control the exchanges in any way, but resulted in a protected and legitimised CBOT, setting it up for dominance into the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century.

Chapter Three
The Grain Futures Act of 1922 and the Dominance of the CBOT

The Senator from North Dakota and the Senator from Kansas were members of the Committee that came here and said “We want Congress to regulate and control the commodity markets”. So we accepted their request; Congress passed an act in 1921 to anoint them, to approve them, to bless them, to say “God bless you Mr. Commodity Market; go ahead now under Government supervision”.¹

3.1 Introduction

The US Federal Government issued the first regulations for the vast grain futures markets in 1921 with the passing of the Capper-Tincher Bill into the Futures Trading Act. However, when key sections of this Act were declared unconstitutional in 1922, a new Capper-Tincher Bill, which was to become the Grain Futures Act of 1922 (1922 Act), was hastily introduced and was passed by both houses with large majorities. When the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) was created in 1974, the underlying Act incorporated important legal and administrative provisions, as well as phraseology, from both these earlier Acts.² It is often thought that the current co-regulatory model for financial markets has been in continuous evolution, yet it was created under the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) in 1936, itself a short evolutionary step from

¹ US Congress, Senate, Cong. Rec. Remarks of Senator Tom Connally, 75th Cong. 3rd Sess. 8 April 1938: p. 5036
the earlier 1922 Act. In other words, current futures markets regulation has been heavily
influenced by the interwar regime.3

For most of the 20th century the Department of Agriculture had been responsible for the
regulation of all exchange-traded futures and options. Indeed, the current regulator of all
exchange traded futures and options in the US, together with many over-the-counter derivatives
– as per the Dodd Frank Act of 2010 – is still named the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC), even if only a small portion of its mandate is commodity markets. The
CFTC, therefore, is the direct descendant of the agency set up in 1923 to administer the 1922 Act
– the Grain Futures Administration (GFA).

This chapter argues that the intent, form and substance of the 1921 and 1922 Acts were
influenced by the CBOT to such a degree that Congress failed to bestow upon the USDA any
meaningful control over the exchanges. Legislators were satisfied with being seen to be
responding to farm crises, even though they were aware that the Acts would not benefit farmers
in any way. They appear to have deliberately limited USDA authority to information gathering
and analysis. The powers, or lack thereof, under the 1922 Act significantly influenced the
development of the regulatory regime and market microstructure of the CBOT throughout the
interwar years.

Robert Gallman observed in a commentary on Jonathan Lurie’s narration and interpretation of
the passing of the 1921-1922 Acts, that he begs the questions of how the regulation worked in
practice: ‘Did it suit the needs it was intended to serve?’ and ‘How did regulation develop?’
Because the literature is scarce on this topic, this chapter will examine the causes and substance
of the 1921 and 1922 futures market regulations. The voices of the farmer, though easily
identifiable in the hearings and in the popular press, are almost entirely absent from the final
legislation. It is difficult, therefore, to reconcile the accepted view that the farmers demanded the
futures market regulation, which was the end result of the activities of ‘populist’ politicians within

3 Jake Keaveny, “In Defense of Market Self-Regulation—An Analysis of the History of Futures Regulation
the Farm Bloc, with the following facts: that (i) the regulation bestowed no real power on the government to control speculation on the exchanges, and (ii) the Act provided the exchanges, especially the CBOT, with lasting benefits. The view that the federal regulation offered the exchanges support and protection was well understood at the time. As Senator Connally observed in 1938, ‘the 1921 Act anointed, approved and blessed’ the futures markets rather than controlled them.5

The general scholarly consensus is that the Act was intended to be, and in some cases was successful in being, harmful to the grain futures exchanges. One contemporary newspaper was of the opinion that the passing of the 1922 Act ‘precipitat[ed] the grain trade from the frying pan into the fire’.6 A modern scholar erroneously concluded that the Act did not contain the changes the CBOT lobbied for.7 The general impression among scholars and mainly legal practitioners is epitomised in a current standard reference dictionary:

The Capper-Tincher Act was a product of the farm bloc’s demand for reform […] Many [farmers] continued the old Populist refrain that middlemen were reaping huge profits while the farmers starved […] It gave the secretary of agriculture the power to regulate the Chicago Board of Trade to prevent futures speculation that was designed to corner commodity markets.8

Even a Board-sponsored biography stated, falsely, that the 1922 Act ‘placed position limits on large traders’.9

The 1922 Act was far from a product of ‘populist’ pressures. It is true that it was of a piece with some very powerful agricultural legislation that served the interests of both grain producers and middlemen. The passage of the Capper-Volstead Act of 1922, which coincided with the second Capper-Tincher Bill, granted agricultural cooperatives exemption from certain Sherman Act antitrust provisions, while the Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Packers and Stockyards
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5 US Congress, Senate, Cong. Rec. Remarks of Senator Tom Connally, 75th Cong. 3rd Sess. 8 April 1938: p. 5036
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Administration heavily controlled those businesses. This benefited middlemen more than farmers by protecting the former from being defrauded by their own, and was therefore welcomed by the grain trade. Indeed, this study argues that the middlemen of the grain trade actually drove futures regulation in the crucial period between 1921 and 1926.

The chapter firstly documents the opening of a policy window in the form of the depression of 1921. The 1920-22 period ended with the first successful federal regulation of grain. Successive sections of the chapter narrate the history of the 1921 Act and then the 1922 Act, detail and discuss the substance and immediate effects of the regulation, and furnish theoretical explanations of its substance. The final section sets the scene for Chapter Four, identifying the legacy of the 1922 Act and explaining why the formal regulatory regime did not change until 1936.

This chapter demonstrates that the 1922 Act was welcomed by the CBOT’s executive, and that the Act’s substance was in fact a product of intense lobbying of the USDA and legislators by the exchanges, whose biggest challenge had been to present a united front despite collective action problems. Here it is also argued that Congress had legitimised futures trading in the face of individual legal challenges and efforts by State legislatures to regulate or prohibit the practices. In doing so, Congress had also ensured that the already-illegal bucket shops would now be finally eliminated, while also bestowing other monopoly powers on the CBOT, allowing it to evolve unimpeded by any real competition or control well into the 20th century.

The chapter further reveals how the Act and the associated Rules and Regulations of 1923 (Rules) mandated that certain information be collected and disseminated, leading to further legitimisation and co-construction by government and business of futures markets in the interwar period. Until the involvement of the federal government in futures markets, private action and government policy were both driven by the supposed normative theory about the functioning of futures markets – for example that large speculative interests facilitated hedging markets during the crucial grain marketing period.12

12 Alfred Marshall, Industry and Trade; A Study of Industrial Technique and Business Organization and of their Influences on the Conditions of Various Classes and Nations (London: Macmillan, 1920). See also Henry Crosby
3.2 The Forgotten Depression of 1921

The depression of 1920-21 is generally recognised as the most severe period of price and wage deflation in US history, worse, even, than the Great Depression of 1929-1933. After a slight post-war increase, between 1920 and the end of 1921 wheat prices fell by more than half. Growing supply from the US Midwest, which had been driven by European demand during World War I, collided with a faster than expected recovery by European farmers due to post-war reconstruction. US GNP fell 21% between 1918 and 1921, just as the fall in wheat price created liquidity problems for farmers and grain men.

The US agricultural economy was devastated by the abrupt and deep fall in product prices. The 1922 Secretary of Agriculture’s annual report referred to the results of a study into the conditions of farmers in 1921, when in the grain producing states, almost 10% of farm owners had lost their farms, 15% were close to bankruptcy, and an even higher percentage of tenants had lost their properties. In 1922, of all US bankruptcies, 30% involved farmers. This chapter focuses here on the responses to the wheat crisis from the grain men, futures market users, legislators and bureaucrats.

As Capper warned in a famous speech to the National Wheat Conference:

If we take the average level of farm prices in 1913 as representing a percentage of 100, the average level in May, 1920, stood at 238. The hard-boiled deflation, engineered largely by Eastern Influence, started then and there was a rapid decline to a percentage of 94 in December 1921. Just think of it, a decline from 238 to 94 in about a year and a half! Although in the last three years farmers have been severely, in fact outrageously punished, they have not turned red. Farmers are not wreckers or revolutionists.

---


16 Ibid.

As was the case in much of the rest of the agricultural economy, the damage to CBOT member and Board finances was tremendous, triply so as, (i) the exchanges and their members suffered from horrendous publicity over the so-called speculative bubble in grains that was ‘allowed’ to take hold after the war, (ii) grain prices and the general economic environment meant that revenues on all sides were lower than they had been, and (iii) the price declines resulted in speculative losses among member firms and other members’ clients.

By early 1922, the CBOT president Griffin was concerned about the possibility of failing firms bringing down the system. This generated a call for closer monitoring of members’ financial positions, the scrutiny of year end accounts and a tightening of clearing requirements. As an illustration of how poor the finances of some of the members were, it was reported that ‘a great many of the local individual traders […] are in a rather deplorable financial condition on account of the markets’. Alongside these troubles with its members’ finances, the CBOT’s sources of revenue were squeezed. In 1921 and early 1922, business in general, and at the Board in particular, was being hurt by the depression, with telegraph operators and wire houses purchasing fewer real time quotations from the Board.

The 1920-21 grain crisis exposed major flaws in the institutional structure of futures trading at the CBOT. For example, the CBOT had not yet adopted modern clearing that was already in use at regional exchanges. Not only were CBOT members exposed to each other’s financial situation, the good faith margins, even when demanded from other traders, were often secured by questionable collateral. In January 1922 there had been evidence of a major problem with the meeting of margin requirements with ‘very, very old […] personal bonds’. As a result, under most circumstances, a trader entering into a futures trade sometimes as much as a year before the delivery date was exposed to the credit risk of the other side of the trade. For instance, if the other side declared bankruptcy, or simply refused to pay, large losses could ensue. A few high profile incidents occurred during this crisis, serving as warning that the entire system was flawed.
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Congress could not wait for the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to produce its own reports on the grain trade. Instead, after the initial panic in 1920, it commissioned its own investigation that identified over-speculation as a significant contributor to the volatility of 1921-22. Yet neither the FTC nor Congress recommended the abolition, or even control, of the markets.

3.2.1 Legislation Threatens

A thoroughly Republican Congress and White House oversaw all early futures regulation. Henry Cantwell Wallace, newly installed as the Secretary of Agriculture, was responsible for developing and administering the Futures Trading Act and the Grain Futures Act of 1922. Wallace, who reported to the newly-elected US President Warren G Harding, at first had strong support from the Farm Bloc formed in April 1921.

In March 1920, the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF), a farm lobby group active to this day, was launched and it was the AFBF’s Chester Gray who organised the first meeting of the Farm Bloc in Washington. But Washington was far from dominated by agrarians during the interwar years, and the so-called Progressives, in power during the first part of this era, fought both for and against the populists, depending on the particular issue. After the newly elected legislators took office in January 1921 and prior to the unprecedented collapse in US prices, Congress held five hearings on futures trading.

The original futures Bill was somewhat less benign than the final Act, yet first versions should not be taken as evidence that heavy control of futures trading was the goal of the Bill. First drafts as opening gambits are often authored in anticipation of future compromise due to lobbying, logrolling and other political negotiations and trade-offs. As such, on the first word of

---

a bill in Congress, the CBOT and its representatives across the country, but especially in Chicago and Washington, mobilised quickly. The CBOT immediately decided not to fight the Bill in totality, but to lobby extensively for amendments that not only removed its teeth but bestowed benefits on the exchanges. Very few bills actually sought prohibition or even substantial curbs, as the House and Senate Committees were powerful filters of aggressive proposals. As such, the rhetoric in the historiography that ‘100s’ of bills to ‘control’ futures markets were tabled in Congress is exaggerated and unhelpful.27

As part of the public and private battle over the contents of the Bill, CBOT secretary Mauff regularly encouraged Midwestern congressmen, such as Republicans McCormick and Nelson and Democrat Reed, to confront Senator Capper in the Senate and in the press, or put pressure on fellow Congressmen.28 CBOT president Griffin was also active in the battle to keep the language of the final Bill pro-exchange, and kept in close contact with local congressmen, such as Representative John Rainey from Illinois. Rainey was supportive of the CBOT and volunteered to put its questions directly to witnesses such as Secretary Wallace.29 Through its lobbying of Congress and the administration, was able to obtain legislation that left the exchanges free to run their own affairs while also providing them with significant protection and legitimacy.

3.2.2 Senator Capper and the Capper-Tincher Bill

The earliest bills in 1920-21 were sponsored in the Senate by Arthur Capper, a radio and newspaper baron from Kansas who was elected to his first of five terms on 4 March, 1919. Capper, one of the original Farm Bloc members, immediately took up a role in the important Committee for Agriculture and Forestry, eventually serving as its chairman in the 80th Congress.30

The exchange’s representative in Washington, LC Stevens, described Capper in less than glowing terms, and not as an ideologically driven legislator:

Senator Capper is endeavoring to get great glory out of this legislation, but has had little to do with its framing and progress so far. Senator Capper […] is very ambitious, but of limited
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28 For an example of the former, see Letter, Mauff to Patten, 12 July 1921. CME III.2.640.1 For an example of the latter see Letter, CBOT president to Senator Sherman, 29 June 1921. CME III.2.641.7.
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ability. He is a first-class demagogue and will push any measure which he thinks will promise greater success for himself. He depends on the ability of the right people.\textsuperscript{31}

This study confirms Capper’s demagoguery as well as his reliance on experts to help devise, frame and execute his agenda. Capper was a great orator and prolific writer, competing for hearts and minds through articles in his own newspaper, the Chicago Tribune and his widely distributed political reports from Washington DC and his office in Topeka, Kansas. In his rhetoric-filled Capper’s Weekly, he condemned speculation on futures exchanges as damaging to the farmers’ interests. Opposition to him in the press could at times be very critical; for instance, on 5 April 1923, the Washington Star wrote, ‘Arthur Capper […] is a socialist’. He was accused of ‘deliver[ing] a ringing address to empty seats in the Senate, and through his papers on pet topics’.\textsuperscript{32}

Capper, who sponsored two bills in the Senate, meant to keep the state out of, rather than involved in, the affairs of industry and the farmer by eliminating over-speculation – especially on the short side – and encouraging the cooperative movement. The farmer’s ‘magna carta’ was introduced by Representative Volstead, with Senator Capper’s sponsorship, as the Capper-Volstead Bill on 4 May 1920.\textsuperscript{33} This Bill was essentially ‘an attempt to repeal the Sherman anti-trust law as applied to farmers’.\textsuperscript{34} Capper expected farmer-owned marketing to coalesce into some national marketing effort in order to obtain the best possible prices for their produce.\textsuperscript{35}

Senator Capper kept up his rhetoric during the debates, even if it was often inconsistent and even contradictory. In Capper’s Weekly, he predicted that his Bill would drive the exchanges out of business, contrary to both the official line from the USDA and his own private opinions.\textsuperscript{36} On the passage of his legislation, however, he confirmed that the 1922 Act ‘does not in any way restrict the market except to eliminate the vicious gambling practices and the violent fluctuations in prices brought about by the gambling evil’.\textsuperscript{37} A month later he went further by stating that ‘the machine for [wheat] marketing […] operates more smoothly and economically than any
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other product of the soil’. He also stated that futures markets were necessary for the effective functioning of the cooperatives, even if Stassen believes that Capper’s intent was not to legitimise the futures markets.

3.3 The Futures Trading Act

Senator Capper and Representative Tincher introduced identical bills into the 67th Congress as S 593 and HR 2363, respectively. Both were based on the taxing powers of Congress and proposed that certain classes of futures transactions would be exempt from a 20% per bushel tax. Though classified as a tax bill, the drafters, sponsors and the exchanges understood that the Capper-Tincher Bill was an oversight bill ‘masquerading under the guise of a Revenue Measure’. The Bill applied to wheat, corn, barley, rye and sorghum. To be tax-exempt, under most circumstances futures trades were required to be made on a so-called ‘contract market’ that, as per Section 5, must:

5(a) Be located in a terminal market (‘where cash grain is sold in sufficient volumes’).
5(b) Have members keep records of all transactions for 3 years, open for inspection by the government.
5(c) Prevent the dissemination of false or misleading reports.
5(d) Prevent manipulation.
5(e) Have no private wire connections to non-contract market locations.
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38 Open letter to CBOT members, JF Lamy, chairman, public relations committee, quoting Capper from his Capper’s Weekly, 26 July 1923. NARA/KC, 101-1.
40 ‘A BILL Taxing contracts for the sale of grain for future delivery, and options for such contracts, and providing for the regulation of Boards of Trade, and for other purpose.’
41 Memo, Executives of the Grain Exchange National Committee to the Boards of each of the exchanges, undated, 1921. CME III.2.650.5.
42 A private wire is a branch office of a broker where futures business could be transacted. Internal memorandum re: Future Trading Legislation, no date. NARA/KC, Box 37; 35-9.
In the final Bill, the private wire section was dropped and a section mandating that exchanges accept cooperatives as members was added as section 5(e). Section (a) was intended to enforce the monopoly of CBOT members, while sections (c) to (e) had no teeth at all; the main goal of the Act was to obtain information as to how markets actually functioned, as per section 5(b).

Chester Morrill of the USDA’s Bureau of Markets, treated by both agricultural committees as their own private counsel, was responsible for the contents of the Bill. Morrill, a life-long consummate technocrat, and Capper were good friends, but the Senator ignored him when Morrill pointed out that relying on taxing power for federal authority would sink the legislation. Even as the Bill was being drafted in private, the Department of Agriculture, following its usual policy of meeting with interests affected by any proposed regulations, held its own hearings and conferences. In early 1921, Congress held hearings on grain trading, and heard from a variety of grain men and farmers’ groups. Even though the Capper-Tincher Bill was not meant to be coercive, the sheer volume of public testimony against futures markets dominates the historiography. Close examination of the private story of the regulation from behind the scenes is critical to an understanding of the passage of this legislation.

Figure 3.1 1920-21 Chicago Wheat Prices and Cash/Futures Spread

---


45 Chester Morrill with Dean Albertson, *Oral History* (New York: Transcript from Columbia University, 1952), p. 84. In one case, Morrill attended eighteen hearings in nineteen days.

Many State legislators were biased against futures trading, which they saw as gambling, and State bills and acts were generally more restrictive than the new federal Bill. In April 1921, contemporaneous with hearings being held in Washington, anti-futures measures were pending at the Springfield Illinois State legislature.\(^{47}\) While battles raged in Washington and Springfield, LF Gates took an extended ‘holiday’ at Battle Creek Sanitarium. Griffin joked, ‘I only hope that troubles do not accumulate so rapidly here that I shall be obliged to wire you to reserve a room for me adjoining yours’.\(^{48}\) Griffin was elated to report to another member on June 4, ‘that in my judgment we have successfully demonstrated that legislation in this state against exchanges is unwise’.\(^{49}\) However, in DC the Capper-Tincher Bill was still very much alive, and the CBOT was concerned that ‘other ambitious senators and congressmen are prepared to submit additional [less benign] bills’ if the Capper regulation failed.\(^{50}\) This observation further supported the

\(^{47}\) Letter, J Griffin to LF Gates c/o Battle Greek Sanitarium, 17 April 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
\(^{48}\) Ibid.
\(^{49}\) Letter, J Griffin to GF Ewe, The Van Dusen Harrington Co., Minneapolis, Minn, 4 June 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
\(^{50}\) Letter, J Griffin to LF Gates, 17 April 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
Board’s decision to work from the inside to change its most objectionable elements, even while publicly protesting against any and all governmental regulatory proposals.

3.3.1 The Private Wire Question

In 1921 the CBOT was confronted with a classic collective action problem, and exchanges struggled to present a united lobbying front. The ‘private wire’ question is one of the best examples of how the lack of unity at the CBOT could frustrate the Board’s lobby from achieving fully captured regulation in the interest of the exchanges. From the earliest days of the futures markets and the telegraph, offices were opened in the exchanges’ hinterland to solicit orders mostly from small speculators and sometimes small elevators who were hedging. This business was often funneled to the regional futures exchanges, but the largest commission merchants wanted to see the orders come directly to Chicago.

George McDermott, lawyer for the Kansas Grain Dealers’ Association, had complained about the wire ‘houses’, firms that took the orders in the countryside and filled them on the exchange floors, in the 1921 hearings, faulting such ‘private wires’ for encouraging gambling outside the major grain centres.51 Capper seized on this idea, blaming the private wire houses for encouraging the small gamblers, who were playing in a rigged game.52 Internally, the Board was divided on the issue. An anti-private wire group at the CBOT had sent an amendment with over 200 member signatories – including some important members – for the approval of CBOT president Griffin, limiting private wire offices to major grain centres, but the Board took no action.53 These rebel members seized upon the statement by Representative Tincher that ‘95% of the pure gambling is done in the private wire houses which dot every State [...] Eliminate them and 95% of the pure gambling is done away with’.54 They appealed directly to the chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture on 8 June 1921. The CBOT executive then became concerned that the private wire question was dividing the membership, and – more importantly – that a ban on country wires would be bad for the overall business prospects of the exchange. Consequently the executive coordinated a delegation to the Senate Agricultural Committee’s

51 US Congress, Senate, Futures Trading: Hearings of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, 67th Cong, 1st Sess. p. 90.
53 Telegram, Gates to Griffin, 6 July 1921. CME III.ss1.7; Letter, Committee of Hoyt et al. to Honourable Geo W Norris, chairman, Senate Committee on Agriculture, 8 June 1921.
54 Ibid.
hearings. Before the official testimony, however, Gates privately communicated to the Committee the official stance of the executive. Gates provided evidence to the effect that country elevators and other grain men in the hinterland were supportive of the country wires in that they were more trusted as commission merchants than the Chicago-based membership, and that:

The only discordant element to this official view is a self-constituted group of five or six members who [...] for purely competitive reasons are attempting to drive out the private wire, despite the admitted fact that it is a great modern facility used to expedite business. Though the private wire ‘Hoyt’ group had garnered significant support, Gates countered that a pro-wire petition had been signed by almost twice as many members. Partially due to the disunity amongst exchange lobbyists, the private wire section disappeared, reappeared and then disappeared again. Gates mounted a lengthy formal defense of country wires in a letter to the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry dated 6 July 1921. He cited government reports as evidence that the country wires supported markets rather than contributed to over-speculation:

The whole question of Private or Leased wires and their uses, has been the subject of two exhaustive investigations, one by the Interstate Commerce Commission, [...] the other by the Federal Trade Commission Private or leased Wires are the principal avenue through which outside speculative support reaches the Grain Markets.

Gates further argued to the Senate Committee that the anti-wire house petition was ‘not in harmony with the avowed intent’ of legislators who wanted the Bill to favour farmer interests, and added that 'the Secretary of Agriculture has testified in these hearings, that he considers interference with this leased wire system inexpedient at this time'.

The Senate Committee accepted the CBOT’s proposals almost entirely. Soon after, the House Committee removed the private wire section that Capper had somehow sneaked back into the
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Senate version, and on 7 July the Capper-Tincher Bill was ordered out of the Senate Agricultural Committee with a unanimous favourable vote.\textsuperscript{62} In Washington, Gates reported to Griffin that Senator Capper had reneged on his agreement with the CBOT lobby and re-introduced the private wire section even after it had been removed when reported out of the House, as Capper wanted to appease the Kansas Grain Dealers Association and a group known as the ‘Kansas City boys’. Kansas City had ‘already gone on record […] against private wires’.\textsuperscript{63} Wells wondered ‘whether all Kansas men are liars […] I cannot see that Capper was in any way warranted in breaking his word and introducing the private wire feature into the Bill’.\textsuperscript{64} Capper’s intention, however, was not to shut down markets or even eliminate speculation, but to reduce the harm that gambling could inflict on inexperienced smaller traders in the countryside. The private wire section could have, in his opinion, helped accomplish that goal.

In the event, the fight was not as difficult as expected. After examining the Bill just before the Senate convened on 8 July, Gates found that Capper’s last private wire amendment had little in common with the one so vilified by the exchange lobby. The new clause was:

As innocent and harmless as a new-born babe […] We figure that by making a general opposition to the Section and not calling attention to its form, will lead either to the elimination of the paragraph or to its incorporation in the Bill in the form in which it appears above, either of which would be entirely satisfactory to us.\textsuperscript{65}

The CBOT had won the fight on private wires, whether or not the clause was included.

The private wire Bill as amended by the so-called ‘anti-futures’ Capper was so benign as to have no impact on the CBOT’s business. Still the Board continued to lobby hard to ensure that the previous more restrictive language was not somehow re-incorporated. The CBOT was also pleased with other outcomes that stemmed from their aggressive lobbying. Certainly, the CBOT had a power base amongst Washington legislators, and it could count on Illinois Senator McCormick and Senators Nelson and Reed to work on its behalf.\textsuperscript{66} Senator McNary, for

\textsuperscript{62} Newspaper clipping, Associated Press, “O.K. Given to ‘Futures’ Bill,” CME III ss1.7.
\textsuperscript{63} Letter, LF Gates to J Griffin, 7 July 1921. CME III:ss1.7.
\textsuperscript{64} Letter, FB Wells, Chamber of Commerce, Minneapolis, Minn, to Gates, 1020 Munsey Building, Washington, D.C., 8 July 1921. CME III:ss.1.8.
\textsuperscript{65} Letter, Gates to FB Wells, copies to J Griffin, and preceded by similar telegram to Griffin, 8 July 1921. CME III:ss1.7.
\textsuperscript{66} Letter, Mauff to Patten, 12 July 1921. CME III.2.640.1.
example, ‘made a very good fight for us’, according to Gates. As a result Gates concluded that ‘the Bill in the form in which it leaves the committee, is immensely improved’.

The CBOT pulled most of the regional exchanges into line in public – if not always in private – on the private wire issue, even if the executive could not completely control its own membership. The Toledo Produce Exchange, for example, though strongly against the existence of country wires soliciting speculative businesses from small towns:

Refained from going on record as [being] against the private wire systems, as in the Exchange Committee Meetings it was decided that we would allow the Chicago Representatives to take care of the private wire subject.

Later, however, the Toledo exchange quietly demanded that the CBOT forbid its members to reopen private wires in the smaller towns of the exchange’s hinterland of Ohio and Indiana.

Because the final Act did not include the private wire amendment, the Board executive had notched up a very illustrative victory in the final hour. Romano stated that the private wire section might have been removed due to Wallace’s testimony at the hearings, but the evidence points to a more complex and informative story. The archival record reveals that lobbying by the CBOT resulted in both a watered down private wire clause and the clause’s eventual removal, even though it would have helped accomplish the goals of the Bill’s sponsors. The Committees of the time had neither the strength nor the desire to impose real restrictions on futures markets. The next section documents the only successful control feature of the Act, although it, too, was diluted through exchange lobbying.

3.3.2 The CBOT and the Cooperative Clause

The CBOT had many friends on both Congressional agriculture committees. On the House Committee as of 1 June 1922, the CBOT executive identified eight Representatives as being
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friendly to the exchanges, with one being considered ‘OK’. The other thirteen included not only Tincher but also Gilbert N Haugen, yet even Haugen was not entirely unsympathetic to the grain trade. One great friend of the exchanges, the outspoken TH Caraway, introduced his own bill in 1921; it was so sympathetic that, according to the USDA, it had a ‘practical effect by removing any restrictions […] on futures exchanges as at present conducted’. But even some of those seeking more government oversight met regularly with the grain exchanges and circumstantial evidence exists that such meetings helped the exchanges negotiate legislation in private. By 25 June 1922 exchange lobbyists had reached most of the Senate and House Committee members, and it was felt by all involved that ‘at the present time there exists in the Senate quite a general knowledge of the exact facts [through] […] a most active and intimate canvass’. For example, the amendment on allowing for appeals by contract markets to rulings by the Federal Government looked likely to be accepted.

The CBOT executive was generally happy with the Bill, although they felt that amendments were still needed. The exchanges’ lobbyists were told to move for quick action to secure a bill with all the amendments agreed between the CBOT’s representatives and the Department of Agriculture. By 9 July 1922, Griffin was pleased with the legislative response to the private wire petition, and so he was generally ‘convinced, beyond all question of doubt, that we must fight […] the section compelling us to admit representatives of co-operative marketing concerns’. However, support from legislators to eliminate the cooperative clause appeared unlikely, given the situation as outlined in Chapter Two. Moreover, Griffin was certain that other exchanges would not support the elimination of the private wire and the cooperative sections. Though the Washington delegation was confident that the private wire section could be eliminated in a showdown in the Senate, the cooperative section had support in both Chambers, and therefore looked unlikely to be removed in its entirety. Although all exchanges mostly agreed on the
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danger of granting membership privileges to the patronage dividend-paying farmer cooperatives, Gates saw no chance of overturning the current language, mainly due to generally-supportive Julius Barnes of the Chamber of Commerce ‘whose sympathies lead him to feel that the cooperative representatives should be admitted on practically their own terms’. Barnes was adamant that the cooperative problem was solvable, but Griffin complained that Barnes had ‘fallen into the common error of believing the Exchanges are making a mistake in not adopting special rules for the benefit of cooperative marketing concerns. The advocates of this plan utterly fail to take into consideration that it is a step toward monopoly’.82

Other exchanges were not particularly supportive of attempts to weaken any controlling features of the Bill. Rampant speculation may have been beneficial to the futures commission merchants who earned a fee on every transaction and did not have a stake in making a profit on the marketing of the cash grain harvest. Representatives of other exchanges, however, where hedging and cash transactions dominated, were less than convinced that self-regulation could reduce manipulation and other abuses. The Kansas City Board of Trade (KBOT), for example, rebuffed the Legislative Committee on Grain Affairs’ request to lobby Missouri and Kansas senators in protest of the current version of the Bill on its passage in the House. John Fennelly of the KBOT wrote on 30 June 1921 that, ‘I have spoken to a number of the Members on the Floor today and […] it would appear to them, and to me, that apparently your Exchange, if left to itself, cannot control manipulation of your futures’. Some KBOT members were actually in favour of harsher regulation than the Capper-Tincher Bill offered, including control of manipulation by the federal government and the elimination of private wires, thereby limiting trading to ‘specified terminal markets’. Fennelly’s letter concluded, ‘In view of the above, I do not feel justified in writing to the various Senators’. But by this point, the CBOT’s lobbyists held the upper hand in the legislative committees and stricter regulation was no longer on the table. Gates had seen the US President lunch at the Senate Restaurant and that his talk about the pending bills in Congress led some of Gates’ ‘friends’ to believe that the grain Bill might not get through in that particular
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session of Congress. Gates wrote to Wells on the 8th that ‘I still believe that it would be best to secure the amendments which we desire and forestall other and possibly more vicious legislation during the next Session of Congress’.88

Trusting to private meetings to obtain concessions brings the risks that other inside interests are more persuasive. When it appeared as if certain amendments would not go through, the patchwork group of exchanges were prone to panic, or at least refuse to follow CBOT’s lead. As the KBOT president stated when he responded to possible setbacks in July, ‘I have felt for some time that the Capper Bill should be bitterly fought and that exchanges are wrong in trying to temporise on the subject of legislation’.89 It is noticeable that this was said soon after the KBOT stated it was in favour of the private wire amendment. Yet in Washington on 12 July 1921 Lonsdale concluded, after a private conference with the Senate Agriculture Committee, Secretary Wallace, and several other senators, that ‘some bill will pass’.90 After a conference of the exchanges, the exchange delegation in Washington consisting of Lonsdale, Gates, van Dusen, Stevens and CB Miller, wired an agreement that if the exchange amendments were adopted, the exchanges would not fight its passage.91 An 8 July letter to FB Wells from Gates in Washington, and similar telegram to Griffin on the same date, show how little the exchanges were worried, ‘we have come off better with the Committee than we had any reason to expect’ and that it would be much better if the key points were adopted than asking for a new bill to be proposed.92 Wells agreed the current Bill with amendments was as good as it could get and that the exchanges ‘got off pretty well’.93

As Gates wrote to Griffin on 12 July, ‘if it is the consensus of opinion of the majority of Congress that some legislation might pass, then we want such an Act as will admit of our functioning’.94 The CBOT during this period operated under the desire of Griffin and other top
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executives that legislation could not be avoided, therefore the Exchanges main attitude was to ‘have the Bill passed in the best possible shape’.\textsuperscript{95} An additional concern in seriously opposing the Bill was that it could be seen by some who considered the CBOT’s earlier pro-regulation comments at the April Congressional hearings as Board ‘double dealing’.\textsuperscript{96} The CBOT was not entirely against new regulations, even when faced with attacks over failure to curb excessive speculation.\textsuperscript{97}

It was common knowledge at the USDA and at the Board’s executive level that the final Bill’s cooperative clause was effectively weakened; that the exchanges were unable to have the final cooperative clause removed seems not to have impacted the final result. The archives are silent on exactly how such a result came about, there is strong circumstantial evidence that it was the result of Board lobbying. President Stream responded to a Kansas City cooperative leader, who asked at a ‘friendly’ dinner between farmers and grain men if he could obtain a seat on the Board, ‘Sure, if you comply with the same rules all the other members subscribe to’.\textsuperscript{98} As this quote and the post-1922 historical record show, the cooperative clause had no teeth and the CBOT knew it.

On 13 July, Gates sent out the last Capper-Tincher Bill, as ‘reported out’ by the Senate Committee.\textsuperscript{99} Gates commented that most exchange representatives favoured lobbying individual Senators to push for the final exchange-friendly changes.\textsuperscript{100} Meanwhile Hargis of the KBOT wanted to have the entire Bill scrapped by the Senate as late as 13 July, so Griffin had to convince him that the current Bill should be supported as it was almost benign in its control of the exchanges.\textsuperscript{101} Griffin succeeded, and by 15 July, KBOT president Hargis wrote to Senator Reed suggesting that while – according to the Legislative Committee – it was likely to be impossible to stop legislation, Reed’s efforts should be put into ‘emasculating’ whatever bill was going to pass.\textsuperscript{102} The sections on ‘false or misleading trade gossip: the elimination of privileges and the right to investigate seem to be fairly sound and at least harmless’.\textsuperscript{103} That is, all energies
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were focused on getting a ‘harmless’ bill passed to preclude any truly restrictive legislation.\textsuperscript{104} The CBOT executive erroneously viewed the right of government to require reports and launch investigations to have been ‘harmless’, an opinion they were to change in 1923.

Yet despite regular differences with the presidents of the regional exchanges, Griffin was effective in rallying the exchanges in response to perceived setbacks. On 1 August, after surprise legislative scrutiny, he sent for Hargis to ‘bring the best possible committee’, including himself and Lonsdale, to join him in Washington the next day.\textsuperscript{105} On 9 August the Bill, in a version without the private wire section but containing the cooperative section, left the floor of the Senate ‘with the approval of exchange and grain interests and was not opposed’.\textsuperscript{106} The cooperative section, allowing those paying patronage dividends to be exempt from the minimum commission rules of the exchanges, was considered dangerous, but it was hoped that the section could be eliminated in private.\textsuperscript{107}

On 24 August 1921, the Capper-Tincher Bill became the Futures Trading Act.\textsuperscript{108} The press reported that the CBOT would now be subject to oversight by the federal government, and that it was lucky not to have been banned. Yet the CBOT executive – other than the cooperative section that was watered down in its final form – got everything it wanted from the Bill, even though the membership vocally protested against the regulation in public. The cooperative section was especially weak, since the CBOT could deny a poorly-resourced cooperative membership almost indefinitely through a long and complex appeals process that could – and did – end up in the Supreme Court. A refusal stood until the cooperative complained to the USDA, a resolution was obtained, and any appeal by the exchanges to a USDA ruling was completed.\textsuperscript{109} This was best illustrated by the fight for CBOT clearing membership by the Farmers National Grain Corporation (FNG), which was denied in early 1932 and finally received approval in 1934
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after ‘several hundred of thousand dollars’ in costs.\textsuperscript{110} No other cooperative would have had enough resources to attempt such a sustained challenge.

\subsection*{3.3.3 The Public Record}

The literature on the Grain Futures Act generally stresses the rhetorical outbursts of legislators, but the government was not out to destroy the futures industry. Stassen wrote that ‘Senator Capper was a particularly vocal and impassioned critic of the Chicago Board of Trade, characterising the Board as the world’s greatest gambling house’,\textsuperscript{111} Capper could indeed be aggressive in public, and was quoted during the Bill’s hearings on the Hill on 16 October 1920 as declaring:

\begin{quote}
\$909,000,000 [is the] loss the Chicago wheat gamblers have caused American wheat raisers in the last two months by gambling in futures […] in the biggest gambling hell in the world […] operated at the Chicago Board of Trade […] Several weeks ago I began work on measure to abolish this injurious form of robbery and shall press this bill on the first day of the next Congress and will undertake to put this den of thieves out of business.\textsuperscript{112}
\end{quote}

Capper had been engaging in a battle of rhetoric with phantom speculators for some time. In September 1920 an article in the \textit{Mississippi Valley Magazine} carried the byline ‘the Chicago Wheat Pit denounced as a den of thieves by a United States Senator’,\textsuperscript{113} Mauff complained to Wallace on 2 October 1922 that \textit{Capper’s Weekly} had stated that the Capper-Tincher Bill would put the exchanges out of business.\textsuperscript{114} His strong words – ‘abolition’ and ‘out of business’ – suggest Capper was out to ban futures trading. On the passage of the Futures Trading Act in 1921, Capper stated, ‘The grain gamblers have made the exchange building in Chicago the world’s greatest gambling house. Monte Carlo or the Casino at Habana are not to be compared with it’.\textsuperscript{115} This ‘gambling’ tirade by Capper is cited as evidence that what these ‘populist orators
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lacked in economics they made up for in elocution’. Some members wanted to sue Capper for
defamation when he claimed that the CBOT was a ‘gambling hell’, and the Board executive had
to fight to restrain them.

There was public sparring between grain interests and those who supported federal oversight.
For example, on 20 November 1922, Representative Tincher gave an interview where he accused
the ‘grain men’ of financing his opponent’s campaign, as well as others ‘who opposed sitting
members who favoured the Grain Futures Act’. He had earlier quoted precise amounts of
financing, even though these reports turned out to be inaccurate.

In general, however, the public record was biased towards the interests of the exchanges, and
there is plenty of evidence that the CBOT influenced, and even coerced, the Chicago and
Midwestern press. The Board’s executive ordered thousands of reprints of favourable articles,
granted access in return for supportive articles, and withheld access to those who were not fully
supportive. On 10 June 1922, the Chicago Tribune reported that the promotion committee of the
CBOT was to raise $120,000 over three years from member assessments to promote the message
that ‘the great national service of future hedging markets far outweighs the incidental abuses of
that system’. In addition, many of the witnesses called to the Congressional hearing were, in
fact, grain men, biased in favour of unrestricted free markets.

The public posturing by the CBOT that the 1922 Act and its Rules damaged market confidence
continued well into the 1930s, and has been too often misinterpreted by historians. In the annual
presidential address by James C Murray to the Grain Dealers National Convention on 14
October 1931 he argued that the ‘Passage of the Grain Futures Act […] did serve to discourage
public interest and support by making proper business secrets available for inspection by men
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employed by the government’. Even publicly, however, a note of triumph can be detected at the Board, as the president responded to the Act’s passing by exclaiming that ‘grain exchanges have now been given the stamp of Government’.

3.3.4 The Private Record

William Ferris inaccurately claimed that there is a paucity of archival material dealing with futures trading, as ‘businessmen in general do not keep diaries’. Ferris is therefore ‘thrown back upon contemporary newspaper accounts more than otherwise would be the case’. Yet the comprehensive CBOT archive is accessible to anyone with an interest on how a self-regulatory voluntary association functions. Even though such records were available, Ferris, Kendall, Falloon and other scholars chose not to focus on the private record in detail. Leon Kendall’s doctoral thesis neatly critiques his own approach to the history of the CBOT as well as the histories of many others by rightly observing that:

To the degree that the actual attitude and beliefs of the respective parties differed from their official pronouncements, the dissertation is delimited. The activities of lobbyists and resolutions adopted in the oft-mentioned smoke-filled rooms, for example, were rarely brought to public attention except under duress.

Without access to the private record, scholars are unable to fully comprehend what forces were actually at work during the policy-making process, which is a major limitation of past work. While comments made during the 1920-21 hearings dominate the scholarship of this period, the private record has been virtually ignored. The archives reveal many instances where the CBOT executive admitted that the Futures Trading Act was ‘toothless’ and would preclude any substantially harmful legislation from being tabled should it become law. As documented above, the executives at the CBOT admitted the best course of action was to let the Capper-Tincher Bill pass with watered-down clauses.
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The executive realised that whatever legislation emerged would be the last for a long while (Section 4.2), and that viewpoint, according to Gates, ‘percolated to the legislative channels’.\(^{128}\) Therefore, it was worthwhile encouraging the passing of a mostly harmless bill rather than risk more restrictive legislation at a later date. Griffin observed that, while the legislation could be defeated, the best course of action was to let it pass as the CBOT draft ‘which [was] suggested to the Secretary would pretty largely draw the teeth from the Bill as it passed the House. I am personally of the opinion we could function under such a law’.\(^{129}\) On 11 July, Griffin reiterated the same to Gates in a telegram: ‘I agree must accept the best possible bill’.\(^{130}\)

Days before the Bill’s final passage into the Act, CBOT secretary John Mauff had written to the Board’s executive stating that Capper’s comments in Congress and in the press about the CBOT being a ‘gambling hell’ were worrying some members and also the other Boards. The response in a letter dated 16 August 1921 by the CBOT president illustrates the thinking of the CBOT executive:

\[\text{[Capper’s ‘gambling hell’] tirade [...] in no respect had reference to legislation enacted by the adoption of his bill [...] no good end was to be achieved by a long dissertation in denial of his charge. The plain and simple facts are [...] the bill is drafted substantially as we wished [...] As they yielded substantially to us on the substance [...] I do not see how we could have acted differently [...] a sentiment in Washington that some legislation should pass, so the Act ‘removes the popular clamor [and will] very likely prevent onslaught against us in the different State legislatures [...] it will be well to explain to our exchange friends [...] our passivity.}\]^{131} [Italics added]

This above letter provides compelling evidence that the 1922 Act was favoured by the Board executive. Only the cooperative section remained in spite of attempts by the exchanges to remove it, but even there, Griffin wrote, the Board ‘forced a compromise where, as nearly as we can determine, it will do us no injury’.\(^{132}\) The CBOT president acknowledged that the 1922 Act gave the CBOT the monopoly powers and legitimacy it strenuously lobbied for, while also satisfying any need on behalf of the legislators to be seen to be doing ‘something’ about low grain prices. Nevertheless, the CBOT executive regularly tussled with members and even directors who wanted to have the 1922 Act overturned and new legislation put in its place.\(^{133}\)

\(^{128}\) Letter, Griffin to Gates, Washington, D.C., 4 June 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
\(^{129}\) Ibid.
\(^{130}\) Telegram, Griffin to Gates, 11 July 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
\(^{131}\) Letter, Mauff to Griffin, 16 August 1921. CME III.ss2.653.2.
\(^{132}\) Ibid.
\(^{133}\) See, for example, letter, Carey to Gates, 7 May 1924. CME III.11.9.
The CBOT executive was aware that many bills that claimed to do one thing really accomplished quite another, and lobbying could dilute bills to the point that they were shadows of their former selves. Nobody knew this better than the regional exchanges that had previously succeeded in stripping all substance from some State bills. In 1921 one anti-short selling bill in Minnesota was viewed favourably by the grain trade, as ‘the “teeth” of the bill have been extracted’. The CBOT’s lobbying power is in evidence in the substantive content of the final Act as signed by the President (Section 3.5).

Tellingly, the Board executive recognised that it would have been potentially embarrassing to challenge Capper in the courts, as the essence of his ‘gambling’ accusation had already been adjudicated as true to some extent. A year or so after this episode of Capper’s perceived slander, Henry Robbins, counsel for the CBOT, wrote to Mauff about an equally damning speech Capper gave to 600 delegates at the 1923 Wheat Conference. Robbins argued there was nothing the courts could do and ‘and a hostile jury might render an adverse verdict which would be more hurtful than these remarks of Senator Capper’.

The CBOT executive avoided damning the Act in private letters to individual members, even when pushed. Mauff wrote one of many such letters on 23 July 1923, stating it was impossible to say if the 1922 Act had discouraged trading. While both the CBOT members and the directorate vilified the new regulation publicly, privately the executive was delighted. Capper was also privately – and sometimes even publicly – supportive of free futures markets. In a letter to Paul Mehl from the GFA, he stated ‘much to my amazement, I find that a good many folks would go even farther than the position I have taken so far, and abolish all futures trading. I fancy that some of these folks might revise their opinions if they had a broader view of the problem’. Capper favoured the use of futures markets for risk reduction in the marketing process. The Senator, therefore, had no intention of banning futures or making markets unworkable for producers or consumers. In this case, as in many others, the public and private record diverge to such an extent that research based on hearings and press reports cannot purport to reveal the real story. Yet some senior officials came out publicly in favour of the Act,

134 Letter, FL Carey to LJ Keating, Graceville, Minnesota, 4 February 1924. CME III.ss1.9.
137 Letter, Fones to Mr. C Vincent, President, Vincent Grain Company, Omaha, Nebraska, 23 July 1923. CME III.ss2.664.6.
138 Letter, Capper to Mehl, 28 July 1931. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.
with Wells stating in hearings that, ‘I think we court [federal regulation …] I think we ask for it’.139 Griffin was equally welcoming, ‘I endorse the Tincher Bill’.140 As further evidence of the benign nature of the final Act, opponents of futures trading were exceedingly unhappy on 4 May 1921 when the Bill exited the House committee with unanimous approval; this will be the subject of the next section.141

### 3.3.5 The Constitutional Challenge in a New Light

For all the public warnings of doom, neither the CBOT nor any other exchange found it necessary to challenge the 1921 Futures Trading Act. It took a suit by eight members of the CBOT acting of their own accord to overturn parts of the Act on constitutional grounds (*Hill v. Wallace* 1922).142 The trouble, identified by Morrill in 1921 was that the Court generally rejected federal powers of taxation when such legislation was not obviously for the purposes of revenue raising. Other than relying on taxation authority rather than the ICC, there were few differences between the Futures Trading Act and the 1922 Act that followed (Section 3.5).

Jonathan Lurie has pointed out that the key legal challenge to the Act was launched by those who felt it did nothing to reduce manipulation on the exchanges, which challenges the narrative of an unhappy set of newly-regulated business associations and their members protesting government regulation,143 whereas they were actually protesting that it was not regulating enough.144 The Board did not challenge the Act as its lobbying had successfully made the Act exchange-friendly. At the time, the information disclosure requirements had been viewed as benign, though in 1923 views shifted. After his excellent observations about the *Hill v. Wallace* case, Lurie comes to the
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unsubstantiated conclusion that the Board welcomed Hill’s action, even though the archival evidence shows otherwise. He also draws a similar conclusion about the 1922 legal challenge, again unable, or unwilling, to access the archival material that clearly demonstrates otherwise.\textsuperscript{145} In fact, the CBOT executive bemoaned, ‘the impatience of a few members who acted contrary to the advice of the Grain Exchange Legislative Committee and in opposition to the official position of all Western Grain Exchanges brought about the nullification of the Future Trading Act at an inopportune time’ [italics added].\textsuperscript{146} The collective action problem in the exchange administration once again revealed itself. The CBOT would have been better off without the independent members’ 1921 challenge, as it risked harsher replacement regulation in the future.\textsuperscript{147} Even the press realised that the CBOT would have been better off with the 1921 Act. The \textit{Chicago Tribune} on 20 May 1922 cautioned the grain men that ‘If [the Supreme Court decision] is a victory for the exchanges as Mr Wells [chairman of the legislative committee] states, it is a strange victory’.\textsuperscript{148}

Even before the legislation had been finalised, the CBOT and the USDA were already opening the ‘revolving door’ to provide for a weak and captured regulatory agency to supervise the exchanges. On 17 October, Chester Morrill, the assistant to secretary, asked the executive to provide a reference for an applicant to the future enforcement agency.\textsuperscript{149} The CBOT confirmed he was a former president of the exchange but had been expelled for ‘the making of false and fictitious trades’. Nevertheless, president Griffin concluded that he ‘is well qualified by experience and training to fill this or any similar position’.\textsuperscript{150}

All exchanges applying to be Contract Markets under the newly passed Future Trading Act met on 26 October to discuss harmonising the rules across exchanges to ensure compliance with the new law.\textsuperscript{151} Confidently, the CBOT advised the other exchanges that the first rule changes should go no further than necessary to meet the legal requirements in order to be able ‘to make further concessions and enlargements of our amendments if the Secretary so demands’.\textsuperscript{152} On 9
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November 1921, the CBOT passed the rules in compliance with basic provisions of Capper-Tincher Bill and, soon after, the Board applied for contract market status.\textsuperscript{153}

\textbf{3.4 The Grain Futures Act}

The Grain Futures Act became law on 21 September 1922, having passed the House on 27 June and the Senate on 14 September.\textsuperscript{154} Just before it passed the house, a friendly Congressman from Illinois informed the CBOT executive that the Bill had many friends.\textsuperscript{155} Indeed, the newly amended Grain Futures Bill HR 11842, ‘an Act for the prevention and removal of obstructions and burdens upon interstate commerce in grain, by regulating transactions on grain future exchanges, and for other purposes’, passed the House quickly and then the Senate after only fifteen minutes of discussion.\textsuperscript{156} The drafting of the replacement Bill was once again the sole responsibility of Chester Morrill, and he was put in charge of both the Packers and Stockyards and the Grain Futures Administration as assistant to the secretary in September 1921.\textsuperscript{157}

\textbf{3.4.1. Interstate Commerce}

The Committees in both the House and the Senate relied on the Interstate Commerce Clause (ICC) of the Constitution to justify the 1922 Act: Futures trading was claimed to be ‘affected with a national public interest’ involving ‘interstate commerce’.\textsuperscript{158} Many, including the CBOT executive and its counsel, believed that this faith was mistaken. In fact, the executive questioned even the investigative role of the FTC in its investigation of grain marketing, with Mauff stating as early as 22 April 1919 that futures trading was ‘clearly not interstate commerce’.\textsuperscript{159}

\textsuperscript{153} Amendments for a ballot vote, record: CBOT, undated - Sections 1 and 2 of Rule XXIII-A. CME III.2.655.1; Telegram, Griffin to Morrill, 19 December 1921. CME III.ss1.8; Telegram, Morrill to Griffin, 12 December 1921. CME III.ss1.8; Telegram, Morrill to Griffin, December 1921. CME III.ss1.8.
\textsuperscript{155} Telegram, Congressman LE Wheeler, 6 June 1922. CME III.ss2.654.
\textsuperscript{156} Letter, MacMillan to Mauff, 15 September 1922. CME III.652.5; Letter, MacMillan to Robert McDougal, 21 September 1922. CME III.652.5.
\textsuperscript{157} Chester Morrill with Dean Albertson, Oral History (New York: Transcript from Columbia University, 1952), p. 71.
\textsuperscript{158} Article I, Section 8, Clause 1 of the US Constitution. See Board of Trade of the City of Chicago v. Olsen, 262 U.S. 1 (1923): p. 1.
\textsuperscript{159} Letter, Mauff to Robbins, regarding FTC hearings, 22 April 1919. CME III.2.641.3.
Prior to the interwar period the ICC had often been narrowly interpreted by the courts when federal powers were challenged by individual States. But the USDA, the Supreme Court and Tincher’s House Committee saw it differently in this case. In its 1922 decision, the Court had set out a precise template for an act that would be recognised as constitutional. Indeed, experienced commodities lawyer Morrill rewrote the Futures Trading Act into the new Capper-Tincher Bill by following precisely what Chief Justice Taft had stated was required in *Hill v. Wallace*.160

From the earliest legislative activity through the enactment of the 1923 Rules based on the 1922 Act, Washington and Chicago connected by telegram, telephone and mail almost daily. Mrs MacMillan, secretary of the grain exchanges’ lobbyists – at this point the Grain Committee on Legislative Affairs – reported on not only the public side of the legislative effort – i.e. hearings, Senate and House sessions and press reports – but also private meetings that she had attended or even only heard about. On 24 June, she wrote to Wells and other exchange leaders that, contrary to the public record, the:

> [Desired] amendments are in the proper hands. Speeches are ready, and the attitude and sentiment of the Exchanges will be clearly presented to the House as a basis for consideration in the Senate Committee and Senate. In the Senate the friends of the Exchange are watching and will ascertain at the earliest possible moment when the senate committee proposes to consider the Bill.161

With the Bill now the Grain Futures Act, its enforcement fell to the man responsible for its drafting, Chester Morrill, and Dr JWT Duvel, as the Grain Exchange Supervisor for Chicago. Duvel already knew many traders and CBOT executives from when the 1921 Act was challenged in the Supreme Court. When the 1922 Act had passed the Senate, few CBOT members commented, although some ’seemed a little surprised that some of the amendments which they have sponsored were not brought up for discussion’.162 This dissatisfaction was mostly due to a misreading of the (weak) cooperative clause 5(e) that eventually passed both Houses.
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3.4.2 Section 5(f) Removed

Soon after the Supreme Court decision on the Futures Trading Act, in May 1922, a corner began to develop, followed by mass selling.\textsuperscript{163} Duvel wrote, ‘Many [members] did not hesitate to say that it was one of the most disgraceful situations seen on the Board for many a year’.\textsuperscript{164} One director stated ‘trading had no relation whatever to the actual value of wheat or to supply and demand […] for legitimate purposes’.\textsuperscript{165} Even the exchanges supporters such as Julius Barnes could see that manipulation remained an important part of business practices.\textsuperscript{166} In response, Section (f) was inserted into the new Capper-Tincher Bill. This was designed to give the Secretary of Agriculture power to deal with ‘the question of grades that may be delivered on contract, premiums and discounts, inadequate elevator capacity, and any other conditions that may have similar importance in relation to the prices and executions of contract’.\textsuperscript{167} The manipulation of 1922 was considered embarrassing by the USDA, Senator Capper and the CBOT directorate and there was a feeling that the Secretary should be able to reduce the possibility of corners. However, the section was deemed too vague to be useful and it was quietly dropped, quite likely due to exchange lobbying.

2.4.3 The Second Legal Challenge

The CBOT executive were advised by counsel on 8 April 1922 that ‘even a hasty reading of this Bill shows that it is clearly unconstitutional, because it […] is clearly an attempt to exercise local police power, which the Supreme Court has held repeatedly cannot be exercised by Congress’.\textsuperscript{168} On 25 September 1922 CBOT counsel Robbins recommended a suit to test the validity of the Act, stating that it ‘is unconstitutional […] so I therefore recommend that the Board of Trade institute a suit’.\textsuperscript{169} Robbins, however, believed the law should be challenged even if it had been considered to be constitutional, because:
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The decision of the Supreme Court upon the former Act has undoubtedly created in the minds of many grave doubts as to validity of this new Act; and if the Act is valid, it would doubtless conduce to a better compliance with it by the many members of your Exchange and their customers, if these doubts should be set at rest by the authoritative decision of our highest court.\textsuperscript{170}

In order for the CBOT to ensure the compliance of its membership, the Act needed to be backed by legitimate federal authority. The CBOT president confirmed to Wallace that judicial validation would make it ‘much easier for this Board to secure from its members a ready compliance with the Act if it is upheld’.\textsuperscript{171} The story in the archives differs from the accepted wisdom that the exchanges were embarrassed into a suit by Justice William Howard Taft.\textsuperscript{172} An alternative explanation for the lawsuit by Romano, claiming the CBOT brought the legal challenge itself as it was not actively involved in the 1922 deliberative process, is also not supported by the private record.\textsuperscript{173}

Although the CBOT directorate voted to test the constitutionality of the Act, the executive knew that this was risky.\textsuperscript{174} As incoming president John Stream reminded the membership in January 1923, ‘A declaration that the act is unconstitutional may beget other congressional enactments harmful to our interests which this administration will oppose by every honorable means’.\textsuperscript{175} The CBOT was the best resourced and the most motivated of all the exchanges and, as such, bore the majority of the costs for challenging the 1922 Act in the Supreme Court – counsel Henry Robbin’s bill alone was $31,285.\textsuperscript{176} At first, though, some exchanges refused to pay their share, which caused a minor liquidity crisis at the Board.\textsuperscript{177}

This second legal challenge, \textit{Board of Trade of City of Chicago v. Olsen}, was decided by the Supreme Court on April 16, 1923 with the court upholding the validity of the Act.\textsuperscript{178} The CBOT immediately declared it would apply to become a contract market and President John Stream
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asked the other exchanges to follow suit. Publicly, both the CBOT and the USDA moved swiftly to assure futures markets users that nothing had changed and the USDA denied reports that the law would ‘put the grain exchanges out of business or interfere with their legitimate functions. [...] The marketing facilities of the Board of Trade are unimpaired and available to all desiring to use them’.\(^{180}\)

In 1923, the GFA was established to supervise the exchanges, in turn supervised by the newly-formed Grain Futures Commission (GFC) consisting of the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commerce and the Attorney General. The GFC could suspend or revoke an exchange’s license for violations of the conditions by which they were designated. Chester Morrill was as surprised as anyone that he was chosen to write the new Rules, devise and submit a budget as well as establish the new agency.\(^{181}\)

In an important postscript to the legal challenge, during this period all interactions between the exchanges and the cooperatives were interrupted, another reason that the cooperatives were effectively shut out of the exchanges for the entire interwar years. The original Bill’s power was mitigated through lobbying and through the equivalent of gerrymandering for the coming decade. The cooperative threat had receded, permanently as it turned out.

### 3.5 The Substance of the Grain Futures Act

Senator Capper proclaimed victory over the exchanges in 1923:

> The people need a Farm Bloc to give the producer a just reward for his labour and to prevent the consumer from paying excessive prices to gamblers in food [...] For years every wheat grower in the United States has been regularly victimised [...] at the hands of big manipulators who virtually have been in control of the Chicago Board of Trade [...] and fixed the price for the benefit of the speculator and against the producer and consumer. [...] In the famous May squeeze a year ago [...] a half dozen grain gamblers “cleaned up” something like two million dollars in 24 hours, which was more than all the farmers in Kansas made out of
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their entire crop of 1922. This will not be possible with the Capper-Tincher law in operation.182

The newspapers generally agreed. The Northwestern Miller reported that ‘President John Stream, of the CBOT, has shown that he takes defeat with the cheerfulness of a sportsman, and is wise enough to recognise the good features of a difficult situation’.183 Yet the Act was a short piece of legislation with very little authority bestowed upon government to supervise, and none to control, the futures markets. In a classic example of legislative compromise, Tincher admitted that the exchanges had strong support on Capitol Hill, both in committee and on the floor. Certain amendments, he said, did not make it better but ‘strengthened the bill insofar as getting support for it is concerned’.184 The Act is a very good example of a ‘captured’ legislative process as predicted by the economic theory of regulation.

While Romano identifies each of the benefits that the exchanges achieved for themselves, she does not consider the regulation as the result, and cause, of a captured regime.185 Lurie similarly dismissed a capture argument, even though he agreed with Romano that the substance of the Act was heavily skewed towards industry.186 However, the degree of regulatory capture is apparent when the form and the substance of the legislation are treated together, which is the task of this section.

Much of the academic literature repeats the canard that the original drafts of the Bill were so harsh as to threaten the very existence of the markets.187 However, the only harsh regulatory proposal in the original Bill, HR 2363, was the limitation of trading to those already involved in

the grain markets, and this clause did not survive its next iteration, which was submitted one day after the hearings of April-May 1921 were completed. Thus, the harsher opening gambit of Congressmen Tincher and Capper was already softened somewhat in HR 5676. Further amendments suggested by the Board found their way in to HR 5676, the most important of which was the ability of the exchanges to appeal any decisions taken by the Secretary of Agriculture regarding designation as a contract market. This clause was used to delay the admission of cooperatives to exchange membership throughout the 1920s and early 1930s, and was a significant victory for the CBOT lobby. While Lurie saw the compromise as a mistake by Wallace and Tincher, there are other equally valid explanations, including, as argued here, the strength of the CBOT lobby. In fact, as Lurie himself cites, Wallace’s response to Capper’s inquiry about the advisability of the compromise admits that the goal of the legislation was to ‘assure us of free, open markets’. Robert Gallman, commenting on Lurie’s paper, wondered why the Act’s sponsors allowed so many changes in favour of the exchanges. The answer is provided in this study. The Act had been captured by the exchanges from the earliest days. The government needed the exchanges to cooperate in data provision and/or perhaps because the legislators needed to be seen to be doing ‘something’. Overall, the Federal Government was not in favour of restricting businesses of this kind; thus it obtained access to information in exchange for granting the CBOT and others legitimacy and monopoly.

The 1922 Act did not provide the means of controlling or meaningfully disciplining exchanges or their members. The archives provide numerous examples of USDA staff, who had day-to-day responsibility for enforcement on the ground, often being informally admonished, formally
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sanctioned or simply isolated from inside knowledge, for being overly-interfering in individual businesses or in CBOT affairs. A final important administrative point applies the theory of regulatory rules to the powers that the government held between 1922 and 1936. The USDA could resort only to the biggest possible ‘stick’ to keep the exchanges in line – i.e. total shutdown. This might at first seem like a powerful tool for ensuring compliance. However, as regulation expert Robert Baldwin points out in The Rules Don’t Work, such a ‘bazooka’ is hard to use in practice and, consequently, is generally not a credible threat and, therefore, no threat at all. It comes as no surprise that such light touch regulation should come from the USDA. At the time, the Agriculture Department was well-known to have been more collaborative with its regulatees, compared with the heavy-handed legalism that permeated the FTC at the time. Chapters Four and Five will make the case that the agency set up to administer the Act was cognizant of the problem of enforcement, and lobbied the USDA and Congress for more flexible regulatory tools to ensure compliance with anti-manipulation measures.

3.5.1 Legal Legitimacy

The archival sources show that one of the most important outcomes of the regulation was to recognise the futures industry as being ‘in the public interest’ and to provide it with the full legal support of Federal statute. From 1922 onwards, the CBOT and other exchanges were protected from anti-futures bills at the State level and supported in civil courts that previously had frequently set aside CBOT member claims for repayment of futures trading losses on ‘gambling’ grounds. Previously, the CBOT had spent a great deal of money on court actions when attempting to reclaim owed monies from investors who had suffered heavy losses. As a result, the CBOT had wanted a rescue from the shambles of State regulation. After the passage of the 1921 and 1922 Acts, the States lost their powers to regulate the exchanges, even where a
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195 Letter, Robbins to WS Blowney, CBOT assistant secretary, 29 April 1920. CME II.91.2.
transaction was fully consummated within the State. Thus, in 1923, when counsel advised the CBOT executive that, ‘the decision of the US Supreme Court will curtail state legislative action’, CBOT secretary Mauff, for one, agreed.

Both academic work and the 1924 USDA Annual Report focused on the Supreme Court of Kansas opinion that the 1922 Act ‘supersedes the direct penal provisions of the Kansas statute’ and this would apply even for transactions ‘on approved grain exchanges consummated wholly within state lines’. CBOT counsel Townley confirmed on 6 July 1923 that State Supreme Courts, such as Oklahoma, were now ruling in favour of the Board with respect to issues of futures legality. In Missouri v. Christopher, Townley ‘wanted […] a decision holding [that] generally speculative orders on contract markets are authorised by the Grain Futures Act, and not subject to state prohibition’. As Missouri customers trading on Chicago were engaged in interstate commerce, the 1922 Act covered and protected these transactions from State bans. It was clear in the ruling that, without the 1922 Act, the interstate trades would have been illegal. This is a good example of the use of the ICC to wrest important regulatory powers away from the States to the Federal Government. Congress knew exactly what it was doing in 1922 with the ICC, with the minority view in the House protesting that ‘this is an unwarranted invasion of State rights’. This transfer of police powers for social and economic regulation via the commerce clause continues to this day.
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The Missouri court ruling had an anti-competitive benefit for the CBOT as well. The State law was held to be applicable in intra-state trades on the KBOT, yet there was no Illinois law that held such sway over the CBOT. As such, KBOT futures trading remained in legal limbo throughout the interwar years.

The public record, at the very least, does reveal that the CBOT recognised the legitimacy it was granted under the 1922 Act. As CBOT president, Carey, wrote in an editorial in *Country Gentlemen*:

> The government’s supervisory officials have access to all the records and official information of the Board of Trade. The investigation [of the market crash of 1921] was thoroughly and carefully made. No evidence was found of excessive speculation.\(^{206}\)

Mauff was equally sure that the regulation would be beneficial, privately assuring the GFA’s Duvel that:

> This [1922 Act] does for the first time probably in any country of the world, uphold the legality of this future contract by statutory enactment. If the department can make a success of this super-vision we will be a beneficiary of it.\(^{207}\)

President Stream was quoted in the *Chicago Evening Post* on the day the Supreme Court ruled in favour of the 1922 Act as saying ‘We feel that this [Act] will tend to encourage the grain trade into greater use of the future trading system for hedging’.\(^{208}\) Similar articles were published in other major centres. One pamphlet agreed that the Act had bestowed upon the exchanges ‘governmental approval of its existence and operation’.\(^{209}\) LF Gates agreed publicly that government supervision was ‘in the national interest’.\(^{210}\)

Sixty years after the event, ex-CFTC chairman John Stassen accused the 1922 Act of codifying ‘a populist anti-speculative bias which totally misperceives the function and purpose of futures markets’.\(^{211}\) Stassen further claims that the Act’s language was biased against the exchanges, in
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reference to his assumption that markets can be, and were, manipulated, which was simply rhetoric, since the USDA was given no substantive powers to prevent such activities. Such *ex post* ideological posturing is invalidated by the archival record that shows that the actions, text and legal interpretation of, and bureaucratic motivation for, the 1922 Act was anything but populist. As such, contemporaries understood the legitimacy benefit better than more recent observers. By 1927, it was generally accepted that the market had only gained from the federal licensing by way of granting legitimacy, and even supporters of futures markets could see that the 1922 Act could cause little harm through control.212

While the Warehouse Act of 1916 and the Cotton Futures Act of 1914 had both resulted in real and measurable improvements in the functioning of the grain and cotton futures markets, the 1922 Act put few, if any, limits on the behaviour of market participants. It is an accepted fact, even by those who were ideologically opposed to it, that the Act had few teeth, no matter how vociferous opposition to it appeared to be in the press and in hearings. The 1922 Act had no mechanism for limiting the Board. This was intentionally accomplished through a combination of lobbying by the CBOT, hands-off political ideology in Congress and the White House and sleight of hand by the legislative drafters.

The 1922 Act does not, in fact, call the futures market ‘a gambling hell’, but rather an institution whose existence is ‘in the national public interest’.213 What remained in the final Act contained almost no anti-industry rhetoric, but according to many contemporary and modern commentators it was still biased towards government interference.214 The language of the 1922 Act has since been viewed by the Supreme Court as being supportive of the futures industry. In *CME vs Teiken* the Supreme Court ruled that ‘[T]his court can take judicial notice […] that futures trading is generally accepted, under proper regulation, as a useful and lawful business’.215 The Act also bestowed intellectual and popular legitimacy on the futures markets. As the *American Elevator and Grain Trade* reported that the passing of the predecessor to the Grain


Futures Act was ‘a final Government endorsement of the practice of futures trading as a hedging operation’.\textsuperscript{216}

\subsection*{3.5.2 Monopoly}

All actors from the CBOT to Arthur Capper were aware that the Act would protect the CBOT’s monopoly. At the 1921 Capper-Tincher hearings it was accurately observed that ‘the men who buy […] will not have any place to buy unless they do business through a contract market. [The] bucket shop is wiped out by this bill’.\textsuperscript{217} Such were the negative connotations of taking an order without filling it on the floor of an exchange that bucketing remains banned to this day, even as modern bucket shops such as ‘spread betting’ operations thrive in the UK. Noticeably, although bucket shops were banned, bucketing was still a major problem among members, since they were free to take unrestricted advantage of customer orders. So, while competition was eliminated outside major grain centres and in bucket shops, bucketing by members of legitimate exchanges was still problematic, as will be discussed in Chapters Four and Five. Therefore, the bucketing rule appears to have been designed to benefit the futures industry rather than exchange users. In fact, the Illinois anti-bucket shop legislation was already being used to prosecute CBOT members and the 1921 and 1922 Acts were focused solely on bucketing off the CBOT floor.\textsuperscript{218} In effect, the Act granted monopoly powers to the few exchanges that could satisfy USDA requirements, including limiting exchanges to cities with substantial cash grain markets.

The CBOT, of course, already had a history of enforcing monopolistic behaviour, as is evident in the \textit{Chicago Board of Trade v. United States}, 246 U.S. 231 (1918) case where the Board argued that its ‘call’ rule whereby ‘no member could buy grain after 2pm at any price other than that set by the Board’ was not a restraint of trade. Yet there can be no doubt that enforced fixed commissions are anti-competitive. The fact that the legislation was highly biased towards the needs of the members and away from the needs of the end users, i.e. the farmers and their representatives, is easily explained by the CBOT obtaining relief from the government.

\textsuperscript{218} Letter, Robbins to Mauff, 2 March 1923. CME III.659.2.
3.5.3 Market Data Reporting and Information Gathering

Today, it is hard to imagine a market so much in the public interest and world price-setting as was Chicago wheat futures in the interwar years. Yet, before WWI, transactions and their prices were the exclusive property of the CBOT and/or its members. Before the protections brought about by the 1922 Act, the CBOT was rightly extremely paranoid about threats to its existence. Not only were its timely price data closely guarded, but other data, now taken for granted as key indicators in financial markets such as futures volume and open interest, was not collected by anyone; hence neither the governments nor the exchanges knew much about how markets were used or abused. Not until the early twenties did the CBOT systematically accumulate data now taken for granted. Until 1923, the Board directorate successfully fought hard to keep data private. In a telling exchange at a House hearing in 1922 between Representative Tincher and LF Gates:

*Mr Tincher:* as I understand you, they [the Federal Trade Commission] could get the actual volumes of that business only by going to the books of each company doing business on that exchange and taking it from their books?

*Mr Gates:* yes, sir. There was no place where the totals were collected. No one knows, Mr. Tincher. I hope you will believe me on that. I tell you as sincerely as I can that we have not that data, either officially or any individual, and we can not get it.\(^{219}\)

When the Chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture asked for an analysis of volume data, Gates’ response was, ‘I ask that you request it of [the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the Department of the Treasury].’\(^ {220}\)

Before the 1923 Rules were passed, Board members and their executive were overly-suspicious of requests for volume or open interest numbers. The justifications for this reticence were, (i) data could be used to justify legislative control, (ii) specific data referring to the positions of clearing members or individual trading accounts could be leaked for the profit of less scrupulous members – i.e. the members did not trust one another, and (iii) the bucket shop problem.

The CBOT was sensitive to public and media scrutiny that futures market volume was so many multiples higher than the entire grain harvest. The CBOT was even suspicious of friends of the Board requesting information. On 5 September Griffin and Hargis of the KBOT even withheld

\(^{219}\) Statement of LF Gates, House Committee on Agriculture, 13 January 1921. CME VII.ss3.65.2.

\(^{220}\) *Ibid.*
such information from Julius Barnes on the grounds it required member authorisation. To Griffin, who agreed, Hargis added, ‘My personal opinion is that no one man should be able to get exchange figures as to trade volume and make his own deductions in representations at Washington. I feel also that to give these figures out for use in any private case would be very injurious unless specifically authorised by the directors of the exchange affected’.221

Members too were prohibited from publicly disclosing information. When a KBOT member disclosed to the Chicago Tribune the open interest of large commission firms from 25 to 27 September 1921, such a move was deemed ‘reprehensible and highly prejudicial to the best interests of this and other markets’.222 The KBOT directors responded by ‘circumscribing the matter of gossip and giving out of information which might tend to affect the market’ in early October, prohibiting the dissemination of ‘information as to the volume of outstanding open trades’.223 This ‘volume and open interest’ information, crucially important and now published by all exchanges, was filed under the category ‘misleading information and false gossip’ by the industry.224 Indeed, the exchanges had previously told the Senate Committee on Agriculture that any USDA distribution of futures volume figures ‘would influence the market and be unwise’.225 By the end of the 1920s, however, volume and open interest was being provided daily by the GFA. Today they form an integral part of the technical analysis of commodities markets by professional investors and speculators.

In the hearings, Secretary Wallace made what he wanted to achieve very clear: ‘There ought to be authority to inquire into [...] everything that goes on these exchanges’. He added, ‘nobody seems to know what ought to be done’.226 Control was not in the USDA’s mind. Wallace, Morrill, Tincher and Capper believed the solution was to obtain enough information to determine whether or not the exchanges were acting in the public interest, as well as to force them to provide more information to its users. Tincher specifically thought what is now common in environmental regulation; that disclosure in itself would make markets less susceptible to fraud and corners, and Wallace had publicly stated on the passing of the 1922 Act that, ‘In a year or so
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221 Letter, BL Hargis, KBOT president, to Griffin, 5 September 1921. CME III.ss1.7.
222 Letter, Hargis to TE Cunningham, c/o Harris, Winthrop & Co, 1 October 1921. CME III.ss1.8.
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we should be able to speak with authority concerning grain exchange dealings. Nobody can do that now''.

The tradeoff for legitimacy, monopoly and protection from anti-gambling laws was that the Boards had to accept the information component of the Bill. The 1921-22 Acts, therefore, were an obvious compromise, captured in some aspects and meeting the federal government's need to subject the markets to scientific inquiry and information disclosure. The idea that the 1922 Act was primarily an information gathering tool was stated accurately and concisely by the USDA in a press release on 20 April 1923 on the upholding of the 1922 Act by the Supreme Court. The key demand of the USDA was the requirement for exchanges to keep detailed records and for the Departments of Justice and Agriculture to have access to these on demand. The Administration was further authorised to require daily reports from exchange members. Using this data, the government was expected to engage in, and make public, regular investigations on the functioning of the markets.

In 1922, the executive was still concerned about prices being disseminated by the members of other exchanges. Mauff asked counsel what could be done to limit the use of CBOT quotations by members of other exchanges who receive them, given such users ‘are not the character of men who would be admissible to membership on this exchange’. The monopoly powers finally granted in 1922 made the exchanges much more confident, supported as they were by US Attorney General and GFA enforcement. Before 1922, basic price and volume information was jealously guarded. For example, one commission company had to paint out its windows so its quotes could not be seen from the street, or face fines. Since the 1922 Act made bucket shops illegal in federal law, along with other anti-competitive restrictions, the CBOT’s monopoly was enhanced, which allowed the exchanges to relax the draconian rules regarding who could access
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229 Letter, Mauff to Robbins, 11 January 1922. CME III.2.641.3.

230 Letter, Market Report Committee, CBOT, to SC Christopher & Co, 18 May 1923. CME III.666.9; Letter, J Mauff to RW McKinnon, 4 January 1923. CME III.662.4; Letter, Mauff to HS Robbins, 13 April 1922. CME III.2.541.1.
timely trading prices and quotations from the floor. Eventually, such quotations were available to anyone, anywhere.

Data collected by the exchange and the USDA, combined with large trader reporting established in 1923, offered new datasets to newly-interested academics as well as policy makers and even the industry itself, as will be described in Chapter Five. Yet without federal protection from the bucket shops and other competitors formally written into the Act, the CBOT might have been less easily convinced to allow timely price, volume and open interest information to be disseminated to the public. The fight for data was not easy, as Chapters Four and Five reveal.

3.6 Explaining the Legislation

The extensive CBOT archive provides an excellent opportunity to study the establishment of a new regulatory regime, a rarity given that most modern institutional changes are path dependent and therefore based on previous institutions. So far this chapter has provided a narrative of the events surrounding the passing of the Grain Futures Act into law in 1922 and an analysis of the detailed substance and form of the law in terms of what it bestowed on the CBOT.

However, it is equally important to determine why the 1922 Act ended up in its final form. This requires the application of the political and economic theories as outlined in Chapter One, after which the claim that the 1922 Act was the result of agrarian populism is easy to reject. Focusing on any oversimplified explanation obscures a much more interesting history of markets regulation, including co-regulation, government protected monopoly and the search for information.

Interpretations of pre-1922 attempts to regulate the futures industry view them as intentional fatal attacks, with the pro-business Supreme Court or President of the time defending free markets by either declaring the legislation unconstitutional or exercising a veto. In this view, populist legislators, responding to lobbying by the public, would propose anti-business legislation that was then struck down by the Courts in defense of free markets against state control. It has been argued that politicians proposed legislation in the 1920s in the ‘public interest’ of grain producers during the interwar years that would either ban or severely restrict futures markets, and
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that these attempts were countered by futures industry lobbying. However the evidence recorded above shows that the Act actually bestowed on the CBOT the following benefits:

1. Protection from bucket shops.
2. Protection from other exchanges not in grain trading centres.
3. Protection from anti-gambling State laws.
4. Legal legitimacy.
5. Intellectual legitimacy.

Lurie, who argued that Tincher’s ideal was to force the exchanges to better self-regulate, under threat of future federal penalties, found the Act to have been far from conservative when he stated that ‘implicit in the law was the fact that the federal government could now intervene in the internal activities of private exchanges’. Yet the archival record of 1921-22 contains no proof of this.

The 1922 Act was actually made by, and for, the CBOT, and the Chicago exchange might have found it difficult to survive controversies in the 1920s and 1930s without this early Federal Government intervention. The Federal Government, rather than punish and penalise the futures markets as were many US States, might have actually ensured its survival. Why was the Act written in such a way as to provide exchanges with monopoly powers through government licensing, especially in the face of egregious market manipulation and fraud? One answer may lie in the analysis of the private interests of the regulated. Indeed, the evidence supports the belief that the 1922 Act was ‘captured’ in the Chicago School sense of the word by the CBOT, specifically its executive.

Another potential influence on the legislation was the technocratic call for information that was prevalent throughout US governments in the 1920s. The USDA, like other federal


departments, sought information to understand before acting rashly, while the CBOT wanted to protect its monopoly. Both interests achieved those goals. The farmer, on the other hand, got nothing. Manipulation was not directly reduced by the Act, powerful cooperatives were not able to become members of the Board (Chapter 5), and the government was not given power to control the markets. The legislation, therefore, was not the result of a regulatory impulse by interest groups opposed to free futures markets, a desire to limit gambling, or a desire to protect investors, which were the three reasons for regulation listed by Peter Pashigian.236 While Pashigian saw the failures of many bills to pass after the original legislation as a victory of free market advocates over irrational legislators and regulators, Markham saw them as a failure of rational and appropriate legislation to take hold due to the politics of capture.237 The archival record supports Markham.

Politicians from the Midwest, of course, could see as well as anyone the effects low farm prices were having, and it was common in the press to see polemics on futures trading and the evils of speculation; therefore, putting two and two together was simple. It was as important, then as it is today, that politicians are seen to ‘be doing something’ in a crisis; hence hasty solutions were proposed, most of which solved nothing – i.e. they were ‘Pavlovian’ responses.238 The 1920-21 crisis had a similar effect on Midwestern Congressmen. However, many legislators from the grain-producing states were disinclined to endorse Federal Government control over grain middlemen, let alone support banning the futures industry altogether. The archive shows that Senator Arthur Capper and Representative Tincher were opposed to any ban on the futures industry, even though in the press they demanded it.239 It also shows that the millers, other grain end users and many middlemen had access to key politicians and, judging by both private and public records, they successfully influenced the lawmakers.240 So, for all Capper’s assurances that

236 B. Peter Pashigian, “The Political Economy of Futures Market Regulation,” The Journal of Business, 59 (1986): S55-S84, p. S56 He limits regulation reasons to (1) investor protection, (2) prohibiting or limiting ‘gambling’ or (3) opposition to free futures markets by ‘interest groups’.
he represented the people against the grain interests, he appreciated the usefulness of the futures market. While the 1922 Act did incorporate public interest elements regarding information gathering, the historical record provides both actual and circumstantial evidence that the 1922 Act was ‘captured’ by the CBOT since, during the legislative process, the key sections controlling the exchanges were either eliminated or watered down, while a clause beneficial to the exchanges was added. While Lurie mentioned and dismissed Kolko’s thesis that during the 1920s industry groups actively sought government interference in their markets, even he agreed that his own archival evidence suggested this was true of the CBOT.241 Lurie pointed only to the public evidence, which is light on supporting Kolko’s view, and he provided no evidence against the ‘capture’ theory. Highly technical market regimes with few newsworthy outcomes are prime candidates for ‘capture’. In fact, the 1922 Act limited federal power to, at most, minimal oversight, while public salience in futures regulation was very low, since few who were not actively involved in grain marketing were in a position to comment.242

Millers’ and grain men’s interests rather than farmers were best represented in Washington in 1921-22 when it came to futures trading, and the highly volatile markets created havoc with the business plans of the powerful milling industry. Millers were much more knowledgeable about grain marketing than the farmers and their representatives. They were also important voter clients of Senator Capper, so both publicly and privately he supported them. He crowed after the 1922 Act was declared constitutional that, ‘our great milling industry [will no longer be] upset by “bear raids” by “May squeezes” by vicious short selling on a huge scale at the hands of big manipulators who virtually have been in control of the Chicago Board of Trade’.243 Yet again, however, rhetoric trumped substance. Neither the farmers nor the millers obtained relief from manipulated markets, although the millers did obtain an implicit promise from the federal government to investigate markets with the possibility of updating the regulation at a future date. Even Capper, although he sometimes stated otherwise in public, did not rent-seek on behalf of farmers via the 1921 and 1922 Acts. Therefore, Farm Bloc sponsorship of the futures trading

bills should not automatically lead to a conclusion that the legislative goal was to help farmers. The CBOT, the only successful rent-seekers, obtained a monopoly and legitimacy. In return, the government received little more than an (eventual) information gathering mandate.

### 3.7 Conclusions

A complete reckoning of both the archival evidence and the secondary literature provides evidence that the Grain Futures Act of 1922 was not an ineffective populist attempt at raising rents for farmers by controlling a previously free market, as some claim, but more likely it was a carefully engineered compromise, both in intention and practice. A mistaken focus on the often public and heated debate between farmers as the ‘public’ and grain interests over the earliest futures regulation, especially the 1922 Act, without attending to the private record, misses most, if not all, of this highly relevant history. Markham agrees that ‘the Grain Futures Administration was an impotent agency that had no effective means of regulating the markets’. Indeed, during the interwar years, the CBOT was never in any danger from legislators, even though it often acted publicly as if it was being threatened, and was asked to defend itself in many hearings and investigations; this public debate obscured the full support the CBOT actually received from the key actors in the administration, the legislature, and the USDA. The degree to which the Act can be seen as captured depends on one’s view of what the CBOT expected it would be required to reveal in terms of information to the GFA. The view of this paper is that the CBOT believed that it had negotiated a completely benign Act, though the informational requirements turned out to be higher than the Board expected.

Benign legislative efforts did not end in 1922. A key argument of the next two chapters is that the information provided by the GFA as a result of the 1922 Act provided important support for legislators to deal with further threats against the futures business, ensuring its survival reasonably free from government interference. What little government control that did manifest before 1936, as will be described in Chapter Four, specifically relied on weaknesses in the 1922 Act. Additionally, information gathering, which began in 1923, influenced not only the changes to the institutional framework of the CBOT in 1926 but also the CEA of 1936.
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This chapter showed that it was lobbying by the CBOT executive that resulted in an Act that was industry-friendly to such a degree that it resulted in an immediate legacy of legitimacy and monopoly, and later was partially responsible for other key institutional changes that have lived on into the present day. Thus, the 1922 ‘orgy of populist rhetorical excess’ quite possibly saved the exchanges by carrying CBOT members forcefully into the 20th century; this will be covered further in Chapter Four. The legitimising function of the Grain Futures Act was further in evidence when Duvel advised Mauff on 25 May 1923 that, at their bottom, physical futures contracts should read, ‘Subject to supervision by the Secretary of Agriculture under authority of the Grain Futures Act’.245

---

Chapter Four

The Co-construction of Modern Futures Markets, 1923 to 1926

The intention of Congress as understood by this department has been to dispel the mystery which has always beset the public mind with reference to trading in grain futures.¹

4.1 The Co-Governance of the Futures Markets

The CBOT emerged from WWI lacking many key institutional characteristics that had been adopted earlier by its competitors. By the end of 1926, however, the market’s institutional environment, if not its formal regulatory framework, was greatly changed, mainly because modern clearing had been adopted, large quantities of timely and well-curated data and analysis had become available, to governments, industry, academics and the general public and manipulators could be held accountable. This chapter analyses the effects of the 1922 Grain Futures Act (1922 Act), together with the resulting 1923 Rules and Regulations (Rules), on the evolving regulatory regime and market microstructure of the emergent futures markets during the mid-1920s and beyond. It will focus on three key changes that occurred between 1923 and 1926.

Firstly, the Grain Futures Administration (GFA) began collecting data from CBOT members, including reports about the largest speculators and hedgers - over 500,000 bushels in daily trading volume or in open interest - which were classed as Special Accounts. By using its information-gathering mandate, the GFA could now uncover inefficient and even criminal practices; however

it had no real power to prosecute. Secondly, a combination of the influence of industry on the laws and their administration, a ‘captured’ process, together with the information it gathered, led to the adoption of modern clearing in 1926. Modern clearing is now so ubiquitous that three-quarters of all interest rate swaps and many other derivatives totaling over $300 trillion that had been arranged bilaterally in the over-the-counter (OTC) market by the end of 2016 were centrally cleared.  

Thirdly, the information gathered by the GFA and pressure from the USDA spurred the CBOT to adopt a business conduct committee (BCC) to address manipulation identified by the government. Only the CBOT had any enforcement power over its membership, but it was not privy to GFA data. Initially, the GFA could only hand over relevant evidence to the CBOT and hope that it would take action. Consequently, the Business Conduct Committee resulted because the GFA had been powerless to intervene in the so-called volatile ‘Cutten Corner’ markets in 1925 (Figure 4.1). The BCC, which fell under the Board’s authority, was a controlling institution by which the government and the industry could collectively tackle fraud and manipulation.

This chapter shows that the informal relationships that developed due to the failures of the formal regulatory regime created two important characteristics of modern futures markets - central clearing and BCCs – that are now taken for granted. A third key feature of the markets originating at this time, Special Accounts reporting, was mandated under the 1923 Rules and Regulations (Rules). Therefore, two out of the three market institutions that developed during this period were a product of a formally powerless USDA, usually being unduly influenced by the CBOT’s desire to solve collective action problems. The CBOT lobby was strong, but its membership was conflicted, the government was pro-business and the bureaucracy diligently explored the markets by information gathering and analysis. Consequently, institutional changes could only be made with the support of all actors. As a result, the innovations of 1926 were very much in the public interest, as they benefited everyone except perhaps a small group of reactionary grain futures traders. Therefore, modern clearing, special account reporting, the development of BCCs and information gathering and analysing, together with reporting on the exchanges, all contributed to a more efficient futures markets for all users – from millers to farmers to speculators.
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In 1923, the GFA was set up by the USDA to supervise the exchanges and was in turn supervised by the newly formed three-person Grain Futures Commission (GFC), which included the Secretary of Agriculture. The GFC could suspend or revoke an exchange’s license for violations of the conditions by which they were ‘designated’. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, Chester Morrill was as surprised as anyone to be chosen to write the Rules, devise and submit a budget and launch the new agency. When the GFA began supervising the exchanges, the CBOT had established its legitimate and protected monopoly, immune to state-level interference since all the actors knew that any tougher federal regulation seemed extremely unlikely in the mid-1920s to early 1930s. Soon after the Rules took effect, however, the wheat markets entered one of the greatest bull markets of the 20th century, rising to a high of 206 cents per bushel in very early January 1925, followed by a sharp decline in 1925 (Figure 4.1). In this poor market environment, though, the GFA performed some of its best investigative work.

When examining the full archival record of the relations between the CBOT executive, Board members, the Grain Futures Administration, the USDA and Congress, two things become very clear. Firstly, the Board executive did not always see eye-to-eye with its membership, other
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exchanges and their members or other interested parties, since the Board’s executive and
directorate were continually balancing the varied and varying interests within the membership
with the other, smaller, exchanges. Secondly, the CBOT was well-connected in Washington.

This chapter will argue that the substance of the 1922 Act alongside the limited power of
government to act formally, combined with strong information gathering powers, resulted in the
three key innovations described above. Although the GFA lacked regulatory authority, the
CBOT and its membership were not free to act indiscriminately. Competitive pressures
threatened, with many powerful users of exchanges, including millers and exporters, concerned
about improving market efficiency, especially by controlling counterparty credit risk and
egregious manipulation. The chapter will also show that the CBOT, itself, consisting as it did of a
membership with often competing interests, could not effect the changes that the executive and
many outside interests felt would modernise its markets, so the executive turned to the USDA to
‘threaten’ its members into action, even though the threats were very likely idle since new
legislation was unlikely. It is intriguing that the exact market innovations that were effected in
1925-6 were of a type usually associated with successful self-regulation, yet the CBOT was not
able to self-regulate these changes alone. Both co-construction and co-regulation involving the
Federal Government was required to make markets better for all, including most Board
members.

The two biggest challenges for the CBOT were to contain other elements of the grain trade from
endangering the regulatory regime that the CBOT had fought hard to obtain in 1921-23, and to
maintain the supremacy of the CBOT as the world’s grain futures market. While suppressing any
calls for a renegotiation of the Grain Futures Act at an inopportune time, the Board also had to
ensure that, behind the scenes in Washington, no new legislation was enacted counter to its
interests. That it succeeded in doing both these things for almost the entire interwar period
evidences the strength of the futures lobby. Maintaining the status quo in the futures markets was
not enough for the CBOT executive, however, and the collective action problem highlighted
here resulted in an unacceptable sclerosis. Thus it took an otherwise toothless GFA to bring
about the changes that the CBOT needed to ensure its evolution as the dominant futures
exchange of the 20th century.

In summary, the chapter will (i) explain why the government could not innovate legislatively after
1922 in order to set the stage for the co-construction of 1926, (ii) explore the role of the GFA in
information gathering and the legacy of these actions, (iii) cover the infamous Cutten Corner (see
4.4.1 below) and the subsequent crash and price volatility of 1924-26, (iv) explain how the CBOT membership was forced to adopt modern clearing in 1926, (v) describe the creation of the business conduct committee in the same year, and (vi) show how the weakness in governance at the CBOT combined with weaknesses in the formal regulatory regime, co-contributed to the successful evolution of the futures markets.

4.2 Explaining the Gap in Regulation between 1924 and 1935

It had been clear to the USDA from the earliest days of drafting the Act, and to the GFA by 1923, that it could not prevent manipulation and that all it was capable of was obtaining the latest and most accurate information regarding prices, volumes, and open interest, right down to the individual account level for 'Special Accounts' above 500,000 bushels.\(^5\) This chapter reveals that the co-constructed changes in 1926 were a direct result of knowing that the GFA/USDA were unlikely to receive any new powers from Congress in the foreseeable future.

Between 1922 and 1935 no new regulative legislation passed Congress for four main reasons. Firstly, there was a focus on the part of key congressmen on the cooperative movement and the wider problem of wheat prices falling far below ‘parity’. Many solutions to the farmers’ dilemma of low grain prices were proposed, some going as far as advocating a fixed (high) price for wheat, as had been the case during the war. Instead, throughout the 1920s, legislators focused largely unsuccessfully on rent-seeking bills such as McNary-Haugen. Secondly, there was a very strong feeling in Washington that the GFA would need time to accumulate enough information about the functioning of markets.\(^6\) Thirdly, the CBOT remained vigilant in Washington and elsewhere for signs of new legislation. Finally, the ideological biases of the Coolidge and Hoover administrations resulted in no legislative interest in amending the Act.

4.2.1 Cooperatives and Parity Pricing

From 1921 onward, the Farm Bloc and other interventionists were predominantly concerned with achieving higher farm prices; the Bloc had already overextended itself in trying to do this while coincidentally fighting for futures regulation.\(^7\) By December 1923, the congressional Bloc leaders had agreed that the 1922 Act would be the last word on regulation for some time, given
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\(^6\) Letter, MacMillan to Fones, 22 December 1923. CME III.667.2.
\(^7\) Letter, MacMillan to Fones, 4 October 1923. CME III.666.10.
that it met the needs of its constituents. Therefore, the ascension of the Bloc to power precluded, rather than encouraged, additional regulation. By 1923 many proposed schemes were devised to help farmers with their surpluses. The International Farm Congress in Kansas City, which developed a plan to involve the government in marketing the wheat surplus internationally while fixing a price for domestic use, received support from many Congressmen. Wallace and Coolidge, however, were listening rather than doing, i.e. ‘securing the best of advice and information, as well as listening to opinions and ideas of a wide range of persons’. Therefore, supply management at the farm level was considered to be the better option. Wallace had Dr HC Taylor of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics lead a study of the farm relief problems to report back by autumn 1923. However, his Report to the President of the Wheat Situation was seen by the Board to be ‘colorless’, recommending the setting up of a commission as well as an export corporation. In the event, Coolidge did not put any export plan before Congress. However, the issue of cooperatives being denied access to the Chicago Board’s membership remained important to legislators, such as Capper and USDA Secretary Jardine, who were unhappy with the lack of progress, if unsure how to proceed.

The legislative solution proposed was to help farmers to help themselves, hence the Capper-Volstead Act. Indeed many pro-business actors, including Coolidge himself, felt that empowering farmers in the marketing chain would be more than adequate support since Wallace had stated in late 1923 that ‘the farmers are to blame for their troubles,’ while on 10 October 1923 even Capper said ‘the troubles of the farmers - all of them – cannot be straightened out by legislation. There is too much legislation by congress’. At the same time, by way of mergers and evolving their business models, cooperatives were gaining strength. In October 1923, for example, the US
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Grain Growers of Minneapolis and the American Wheat Growers merged with a promise to encourage cooperative marketing.\textsuperscript{19}

\textbf{4.2.2 Taking the Time to Investigate the Markets}

After the Grain Futures Act passed in 1922, the USDA was not interested in any regulatory changes until more information accumulated, and new regulation was unlikely without the USDA’s support. The Farm Bloc and the GFA felt the same way. Brand, of the GFA, wrote to Capper, ‘It seems to me that all of the avenues of correction and restraint presented by the Capper-Tincher Futures Act as it stands should be exhausted before any additional legislation is undertaken’.\textsuperscript{20} Capper concluded that, ‘Congress will not seriously consider anything in the way of amendments to this law, unless they are proposed by the Secretary of Agriculture who is responsible for the administration of the law’.\textsuperscript{21} However, this did not stop Capper from suggesting to GFA staffers in 1925 that perhaps some amendment to the Act would have prevented the ‘Cutten Corner’ problem.\textsuperscript{22}

That the USDA was disinclined to consider new legislation was made clear from the response by Wallace and Duvel to Senate Bill S 454, which tried to ban futures after egregious manipulations in 1925. Although the public record was full of damning testimony, there was both public and private opposition to any such legislation from both the USDA and the GFA.\textsuperscript{23} Even though the GFA wanted new controlling legislation in principle, it knew it would be unlikely to be successful until after a full investigation of the markets was complete. This did not stop Duvel and others from frequently petitioning the Agriculture Secretary for more powers to punish manipulators after 1926.

\textbf{4.2.3 The CBOT Lobby}

An overwhelming body of evidence supports this study’s view that throughout the interwar years the CBOT was a very powerful lobby group; its Washington representatives remained hyper-

\textsuperscript{19} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{20} Letter, Charles Brand, Consulting Specialist in Marketing, GFA, to Arthur Capper, 1 June 1925. NARA/KC, 12, 14-6.

\textsuperscript{21} Letter, Capper to Carey, 15 January 1924. CME III.11.10; Letter, Capper to Brand, 4 June 1925. NARA/KC, 12, 14-6. Capper agreed with GFA’s Brand’s suggestion that no new legislation is necessary.

\textsuperscript{22} Letter, Capper to Brand, 27 May 1925. NARA/KC, 12, 14-6.

\textsuperscript{23} Letters between Carey and Gates, 12 May – 22 May 1924. CME III.11.10.
vigilant therefore it continued to be strong throughout the Coolidge years as it enjoyed practically unlimited access to many top legislators, and even good relations with its supposed enemies, such as by lunching with Capper or relaying Washington gossip.24 The lobby also defended the Board’s interests at all levels,25 including keeping a close eye on the State legislatures. The failure of the bills in Illinois in 1921 did not discourage a new attempt by Senator Lantz, with similar bills pending in other States, such as Ohio. However, few bills truly threatened. In a letter to the membership encouraging better self-governance, CBOT president Stream reported that bills to control exchanges were ever in their early stages, ‘On December 11th the Chicago Tribune reported that fifteen bills had already been introduced in Congress to regulate Grain exchanges, some of them to stop speculation in Grain altogether’.26 The CBOT, however, was very careful not to focus too much attention on bills that were unlikely to pass. The conundrum was very real in that ‘the situation is […] almost impossible and hopeless, and it is my opinion that if we come out in the open and oppose the Bill either as a whole or by amendment, that it will simply have the effect of creating later interest in the measure on the part of the state farm bloc’.27 Gates, on behalf of Carey, would often contact key Congressmen to ascertain the level of threat of any new or proposed bills. In at least one instance, Gates performed an extensive analysis of the potential for a favourable vote in the House after obtaining inside knowledge of the intentions of the key Congressmen. He then proposed that the Midwestern representatives should be more heavily lobbied to ensure ‘a comfortable margin’.28

Another example of lobby power appears in a letter from Gates to Carey on 12 May 1924 reporting on the progress of one anti-futures bill, ‘In spite of […] unfavorable factors, we are, confidentially, rather inclined to agree with Congressman Rainey who [believes] that there is still a “splendid majority against [the Bill] in both the House and the Senate”’.29 The CBOT executive was aware enough to be wary of trade-offs in the legislative process, such as logrolling. The CBOT carefully followed the hearings at the various State capitols, especially Springfield, Illinois,

25 Letter, J Mauff to FW Upham, 21 June 1922. CME III.ss2.663.4.
26 Open letter, to the Members of the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago, 18 December 1923. CME III.643.7.
to the point of hiring a stenographer to keep their own records of the debates and testimony.\textsuperscript{30} This type of information was discussed at the highest level - amongst the CBOT directorate and also at legislative committee meetings.

CBOT president Carey not only did not believe that any anti-futures legislation would be passed, neither could he foresee any pro-futures laws either: ‘If we come out and father such a bill [to correct the Act], I cannot think we will get very far with it’.\textsuperscript{31} On 21 May 1924, in response to Gates’ letter a day earlier, Carey replied very informatively stating that a certain piece of neutral legislation ‘can [not] possibly pass […] we can afford to remain silent’.\textsuperscript{32} However, there was a sense that support for the cooperative movements, and sentiment against futures trading and grain middlemen in general, was sweeping the Midwest, and the Farm Bloc was assumed to have the votes to ‘do what they like. We must be careful.’\textsuperscript{33} As the Secretary of the Grain Dealers National Association wrote on 21 March 1923:

‘You will see just what the situation is. The country is going through a veritable legislative fever and the situation must be handled carefully. We are in the unfortunate position where open opposition from us may only be playing into the hands of our enemy’\textsuperscript{34}

His advice was to ‘lie low publicly and lobby privately until the fever burns itself out’.\textsuperscript{35} CBOT president Gates wrote at the same time, ‘I am quite sure that the Secretary of Agriculture will put nothing of this kind unless it is approved by us’.\textsuperscript{36} Carey, Gates and Barnes had all agreed that the CBOT and/or the Grain Exchange Legislative Committee should not publicly comment on any bill that had a passing connection to the grain trade unless such a bill was truly a threat – i.e. that it had passed the House – and there was good formal support from the grain trade in the form of, for example, a conference.\textsuperscript{37} Of course, futures markets had indeed fallen off the Farm Bloc’s radar after 1922, and hardly reappeared on the agrarian agendas until the Great Depression.
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Similarly, soon after the benign oversight Act of 1922 and a regulatory regime of 1923 was established, there was no opportunity for the CBOT to propose even more benign legislation in the form of industry-led amendments.38 Capper regularly met with CBOT executives, including president Carey39 and soon after an exchange of letters with Capper, Carey wrote to Arnot from his Florida convalescence that he was ‘very strong of the opinion that we should let matters rest in Washington this year […] I am not willing to get behind any move that asks for any radical change in the Capper-Tincher Bill at this time’.40 Gates was in full agreement.41

The key representatives of the CBOT believed that they had an Act they could work with, with rules that mandated little more than information disclosure of a few ‘Special Accounts’, together with a legitimised and supported product. There was no reason to engage Congress. CBOT representatives regularly met with the US President and the Secretary of Agriculture, even to the point where politicians found the lobbying egregious. When the Secretary of Agriculture met with CBOT lobbyist Barnes and his grain men, Barnes was hauled before a Senate committee for it.42 Nevertheless, the CBOT was able to successfully influence the 1922 Act, many of the 1923 Rules, and the staff responsible for administering it.

The CBOT executive wanted to limit the amount of pressure it put on the legislative process, if only because ‘it would be a waste of good ammunition’.43 But there was always a risk of rogue interests in the membership advocating a suicidal idea. It is very clear from the Carey-Gates correspondence in 1924 that the membership as a whole rarely agreed on anything – i.e. ‘I am sure this market is not a unit and there is considerable argument’.44 In 1924, a minority of powerful members led by a director, Mr Brosseau, had formed a committee that made arrangements with a lobbyist in Washington to establish their own parallel lobby group. This shows that even if there would have been a window for legislative change, the Board’s membership could not agree on what changes to propose: ‘such suggestions […] for modifications have been in the most general terms. What is needed is a well worked out program
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A united front never materialised during the interwar years. The CBOT remained on the lookout for an opportune time to introduce amendments to the Act, or push through new legislation, but the Cutten corner of 1925 and the general support for farmers’ cooperative marketing efforts meant that there was never a good moment. As Carey wrote to Gates on 12 May 1924, ‘There has been no time […] up to now when I thought it would be advisable to propose any changes to the Act’. For example in 1924 and 1925 there was the Presidential election to worry about, as well as an attempt to solve the farm problem with such bills as McNary-Haugen.

Legislators were wary of the power of the exchange lobby to the extent that GFA head Duvel noticed in 1929 ‘a hesitancy on the part of the senatorial leaders to incorporate proposed amendments to the Grain Futures Act in the so-called farm relief bill, as to do so […] would bring down on them the entire forces of the Grain Exchanges in opposition to the […] bill’. The GFA wanted to make changes to increase their power to fight manipulation, but they were regularly thwarted. However, due to extensive lobbying the legislators were less likely to press for changes to the regulatory regime. As will be shown in Chapter Five, this lobby remained dominant until 1936. In fact, the CBOT was so prominent in Washington that it even managed to roll back the 1923 Rules on occasion.

4.2.4 Ideological Bias against New Legislation

The story of the GFA’s early years, the 1924-25 Cutten Corner and the innovations that followed in 1926 spans two US Presidents and three Agricultural Secretaries. Henry C Wallace remained the Secretary of Agriculture since his appointment by President Harding on 5 March, 1921, and it was under him that the GFA and the Rules came into being. The developments in modern futures markets that are the subject of this chapter occurred during the early years of William M Jardine’s tenure at the USDA from 5 March 1925 to 4 March 1929 under Calvin Coolidge. Harding, Coolidge, Wallace, Gore and Jardine were all Republicans, as were their successors on 6
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March 1929, Secretary Arthur Hyde and President Herbert Hoover. Coolidge was generally against economic regulation, even as he was sceptical of Hoover’s pro-business initiatives.\(^{51}\)

One example of Coolidge’s biases occurred when CBOT member CW Lonsdale had a conference with Secretary Jardine in early 1926. It was clear that the Dickinson Bill that would set a tariff-protected domestic price floor for wheat would not pass due to the President’s fundamental ideological objections: ‘The administration at Washington has gained considerable reputation by standing firm for sound business methods and frankly telling the public it would not stand for any wildcat law which directly or indirectly puts the government into business’.\(^{52}\) The USDA was seen by the President to be the source of expertise in legislative issues concerning the futures markets; however, Jardine did not hold any overriding power at the White House. Outside pressure – whether from Capper, the Board or other interests - for change had no hope of succeeding.

### 4.3 Information Gathering at the Grain Futures Administration

As head of the USDA’s Bureau of Markets in 1919, Charles J Brand had Chester Morrill, a young solicitor and cotton expert, placed in charge of cotton and warehouse divisions. Henry C Taylor became Bureau of Markets chief soon after, and eventually headed the Bureau of Agricultural Economics that was to have a huge influence on 1930s legislation.\(^{53}\) By 5 May 1923, it was clear that Morrill would be in ‘real’ charge of both the GFA and the Packers and Stockyards Administration, with Duvel and Mathewson as field supervisors.\(^{54}\) Rollin E Smith, ‘well known to the trade in Minnesota’, would be assistant to Morrill, who would be the day-to-day administrator.\(^{55}\) Smith had been a floor trader who wrote a long study *Hedging in the Futures Market*, published by the Board around 1919. Dr JWT Duvel, formerly the Grain Exchange
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Supervisor in Chicago for three years, replaced Morrill in Washington in 1925, with LA Fitz replacing Duvel in Chicago.

The CBOT were asked to fill the remaining supervisory roles in June 1923. After experienced directors Robert McDougal, Sam Arnot and Hiram Sager had all declined to join Duvel, the GFA hired Paul Mehl, who had struggled against the Board as a leader of one of the early cooperatives. As a result, though the CBOT had the opportunity to stack the deck in its favour using the ‘revolving door’, the GFA remained solidly independent and technocratic for the time being.

The revolving door between government, industry and academia was hardly one way. When the CBOT was considering a cotton futures contract, it took an employee from Herbert Hoover’s Commerce Department on secondment and then full-time and another grain industry expert went from the GFA to Continental Grain and then back to the GFA in 1931. Herbert Hoover had responded to Carey on 20 September 1924, ‘it is some consolation to know that the experience to be gained in a Government Department may increase rather than lessen a man’s usefulness in private business’.

### 4.3.1 The 1923 Rules and Regulations

On 16 April 1923, the Supreme Court ruled in favour of the government and upheld the constitutionality of the Grain Futures Act. As the law was to go into effect immediately, it became necessary to revisit the draft Rules that Duvel and Morrill had drafted in 1921. The CBOT, which conformed to the 1922 Act as accurately, diligently and quickly as possible,
pressed other exchanges to follow suit, reporting transgressions by other exchanges to the Secretary of Agriculture.\textsuperscript{62}

In rewriting the Rules to conform to the 1922 Act, there was room for significant interpretation of the Act itself.\textsuperscript{63} Some new rules were simple and uncontroversial, such as having those found guilty of corners or other manipulation expelled by the Board rather than just suspended, even if the information demands would be resisted by much of the membership.\textsuperscript{64} The exchanges up to this point viewed the Rules as another opportunity to water down the legislation indirectly through appointing exchange-friendly staffers at the new regulatory agency or by rendering the Rules harmless. However, the new Rules required more from exchange members than they had anticipated, since daily reports were now expected that had to include detailed information about all the positions of clearing members and those of certain large special accounts.\textsuperscript{65} The membership thought that they were both impossible to produce and irrelevant, given the weak oversight that was mandated by the Act. Before this, members’ data was their own, and there was no possibility of compelling members to provide it to the directorate, the executive or any committee, let alone the government. Prices were of course reported by floor reporters in real time, but that was the extent of the transparency at the Board. Concern also focused on the potential uses of such confidential information should it fall into the ‘wrong’ hand – that is, other traders. Nevertheless, Morrill concluded ‘that we cannot get along without daily reports’.\textsuperscript{66}

When some CBOT members complained bitterly in public about the informational requirements, Wallace castigated the exchanges, saying:

Violent opponents of the law have always claimed that [it...] affected legitimate operations, [but that was because of ...] persistent misrepresentation by men who ought to know better. The quicker the law and the rules and regulations are accepted in good faith [...] the better it will be for every legitimate interest.\textsuperscript{67}
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Again, it appears the public outbursts were more for show, in spite of the occasional internal rebellion at the Board.

The final Rules and Regulations of the Act signed by Secretary Wallace in Des Moines required reports to include the following information for each clearing member of the market:

1. The net position [number of contracts long or short] at the beginning of the period covered by the report.
2. The quantity of grain purchased and the quantity of grain sold on contracts.
3. The quantity of grain delivered and received.
4. The net position at the end of the day.
5. The aggregate of all long and short accounts.
6. The net position at the end of the day of each separate account carried by the firm making the report, if the net position equals or exceeds such amount as may be specified by the administration [a ‘Special Account’]. It is understood that this amount may vary according to the size of the different markets.68

The underlying records and their sources were to be kept and furnished to the GFA when requested.69 The Special Account hurdle was initially set at 500,000 bushels long or short.

The CBOT directorate, though not the executive, was livid that the 1922 Act had actually made some substantive demands on the membership, rather than simply protecting and encouraging the Board’s activities. By 1924, the Exchange Legislative Committee was of the opinion that:

Our trouble under the Act has come from regulations of the Department of Agriculture rather than the Act itself. A more friendly attitude on the part of the secretary of agriculture would obviate much of present troubles, and such friendly attitude can hardly be expected of the present incumbent. The officials representing the Trade should canvass the field for a desirable successor to be suggested at such time as a change is indicated.70

The above report had two important implications. Firstly, as shown previously, the exchanges did not view the Act itself as particularly problematic. Secondly, as theory predicted, many command and control elements – or lack thereof – were often written into the formal and informal rules applied by the agency responsible for the day-to-day administration of the original
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Act, and this appears to have been the case here.\textsuperscript{71} As such, it is necessary to study not just the Acts but also the Rules in order to assess the effectiveness of the regulation. While the Act was captured by lobbying, the Rules were designed to give the GFA the most power it could glean from the Act, as the USDA and the White House believed that transparency and analysis were in fact the key elements of the regulatory regime. The CBOT should not have been surprised, therefore, that it had to ‘pay’ the government in information for receiving its legitimacy and protected monopoly. The CBOT would not have given this information up freely, and who knows what the impact would have been on the present day futures markets if such data had never been collected, distributed or analysed.

The CBOT membership displayed both strong opinions and obvious disunity upon hearing that Wallace had ignored at least one major concern when he approved the Rules. While the directorate did not threaten to close the Board, some vocal members felt that it was a legitimate form of protest, and were quoted by the press as threatening such action.\textsuperscript{72} The grain trade was said to be ‘furious’ and set up a group ‘with the thought expressed to give the ninety-days’ notice of the termination of this association as a contract market in wheat’.\textsuperscript{73} A few days later, exchange members were spreading rumours that the enforcement of any reporting requirements would ‘be construed as the dead line for speculation’.\textsuperscript{74} Duvel, however, was confident that the Board would never make good on any of its threats. Consequently, he and Morrill ignored the often-hysterical concerns that daily reports could not be produced at all, never mind by next morning, and stuck to their demands for timely position reporting.\textsuperscript{75} The CBOT executive found it necessary to remind members, often half-heartedly, that the GFA had the right to inspect books.\textsuperscript{76} Not only were many members regularly late in filing, but many others protested the
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GFA’s very existence.77 Pushback on reporting requirements came from almost all members, who could not easily cope with the increased workload.78

The truth was that most firms did not keep adequate records, even for themselves.79 As mentioned earlier, a big concern was the security of confidential information. One firm complained that the inspections ‘will substantiate no facts, and give no basis for clear determination, so far as we can see, of any of the objects which might bear upon business of any given’.80 The committee speaking for Chicago, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St. Louis, Duluth and Milwaukee, wrote to Morrill and Wallace that ‘no good purpose will be served by collecting the data’.81 Mauff was furious that the lobbying effort in Washington turned out to be ‘an awful waste of time and effort on the part of the committee’.82 Nevertheless, he did feel that convincing the Secretary to have the committee suggest supervisors, having the CBOT benefit from the ‘revolving door’, was a significant success.83

The CBOT directorate, unlike the membership, were nonplussed by the GFA’s demands. Not only did Mauff and Stream believe that the reporting would have no impact on futures trading, they felt it incumbent on themselves to ‘refute allegations to the contrary with considerable publicity’.84 In an article in the Chicago Tribune in March 1924, an ‘official of the Board’ was very clear in the article that neither the Act nor the Rules had unduly affected futures volume.85 Although the CBOT executive was supportive of the Rules privately, the biased public record often erroneously stated otherwise. For example, another Chicago Tribune article about the Rules ‘carried the impression that [the executive] had recommended closing the Exchange as a result of the regulations under the Grain Futures Act’.86 This latter case is another example of the divergence between private action and public record. The executive of the CBOT was in fact
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cognizant of the information deficit, and agreed with the government that such transparency was
good for the markets.

LC Brosseau was chairman of the CBOT’s Legal Advice and Rules Committee in 1923 when the
Board had to conform to the Rules.\textsuperscript{87} Rewriting the CBOT’s own rules was not a trivial exercise,
and there often existed a significant disagreement on what conforming entailed amongst the
membership, with even the executive, Board counsel and the GFA all in disagreement.\textsuperscript{88} At one
point an exasperated Mauff demanded counsel to accept the GFA proposal, whereas, at times he
expressed frustration with the GFA’s views and on 2 May 1923 he sent them to counsel with a
note:

Comment is unnecessary because you will readily perceive that what is contained therein is
not practical and workable and would completely ruin the futures market […] We would like
to have your views and also any suggestions as to just how much of this we could eliminate
and still have the rules and regulations consistent with the Grain Futures Act.\textsuperscript{89}

Even the exchanges couldn’t agree on the logic and substance of the Rules. For example, a rule
vilified by the CBOT was welcomed by Baltimore,\textsuperscript{90} revealing that the CBOT’s interests and
those of the smaller exchanges often diverged.

\textbf{4.3.2 Inspections}

Even before the Rules were put into effect in 1923, the GFA was given the right to inspect the
books of CBOT members as part of the 1922 Act. Duvel reported to Rollin Smith on 13 August
1923 the results of his investigation of a potential corner of July oats and corn. After examining
all transactions at the end of the July 1923 delivery month, Duvel was able to ascertain that ‘I do
not think [certain operators] undertook to force the price too high’ by cornering the market, even
though there was an extra 205,000 bushels of oats that they were defaulted on and had to be
satisfied with a settlement price set by a CBOT committee.\textsuperscript{91} Reports like these were useful to the
Agricultural Secretary in responding to the many inquiries he received from Congress, the
administration, industry leaders and lobbyists. In another case, on 2 May 1922, Duvel verified
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intelligence received through the Secretary that speculators were fighting on both the long and the short side to the point that hedgers ‘are afraid to hedge in May owing to the tight condition and do not like to hedge in July or September because the latter two are at a considerable discount under May.’

One of the first truly significant reports concerned the famous New York speculator, Jesse L. Livermore, a frequenter of bucket shops as a boy and a famous personality of 20th century stock market lore. In October 1922, after attempting to get the CBOT to fight an inquiry, Livermore told the Federal Trade Commission that in 1921 he bought 7 million bushels of wheat futures in Chicago in twenty minutes without moving the market. Duvel immediately investigated this far-fetched claim by obtaining records of any trades by Livermore or his known associates. Referring to his source by code number, Duvel reported that a ‘Mr (3)’ said the orders reached Chicago via Ware and Leland, where the other famous speculator of the age, Arthur Cutten, had an office. Apparently Cutten was shown Livermore’s orders before they were sent to the pit, thus the orders were ‘crossed’ between the two parties off the exchange floor, as is quite common today in stock trading. Duvel had identified a particularly large bucketing trade, but the conclusion was reached that Livermore’s trades were not illegal or unethical at the time.

GFA operations did not always run smoothly, and there were many misunderstandings between the grain men and Duvel. A casual comment by the GFA could move markets as easily as a spurious rumour. This occurred on 29 March 1924, when Duvel put up a notice under clause 7 of the 1922 Act asking members for information about why markets appeared ‘unduly depressed’, especially in corn but also in wheat. Traders wondered if Duvel had inside information about the position of certain large traders, and so the Board members sought a hearing with the grain supervisor. They argued that Duvel had no right to interfere in the markets. The Chicago Tribune reported that ‘members were disposed to put their own construction
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of what Clause 7 […] means’. Duvel also wanted to ‘publish the net positions of the Chicago market’, which Carey thought dangerous and not in any spirit of cooperation.

One CBOT member complained to Fones that there was not any good reason to require the public dissemination of futures volume data. As the information was furnished to the USDA, there was no reason to distribute it further. Unlike today, the lack of transparency was felt not to be an impediment to free markets. While there are many examples after 1925 in the archives of cases where the GFA and CBOT worked together to address manipulation after the bureaucrats brought suspicious activity to the Board’s attention, there was a good deal of pushback at this time from a membership affronted by the enthusiasm and persistence of the GFA Chicago office. The CBOT favoured the Act, of course, but members continued to complain to the directorate and to the executive about the amount of information demanded. Carey in a letter to Gates suggested appealing to Secretary Gore to tone down the information requests.

Despite the pushback on the reporting requirements and information dissemination, in the early years of the Act’s administration the GFA was often on the side of the Board, especially in legislative hearings. For example, when Senate Bill S 454 tried to ban futures after egregious manipulation in 1925, although the public record was full of damning testimony, there was opposition to any such legislation by Secretary Wallace and Duvel. The GFA wanted free markets as long as they were fair and efficient. Even so, Wallace and his team at the USDA were not viewed as friends to the industry. Carey argued that:

The best move we can make in the interest of the entire grain trade is to lay the ground for a new Secretary of Agriculture, getting a man in there who understands the grain interests and then we can probably shape [new] legislation, with the endorsement of the Agriculture Department.

The membership often complained of ‘socialistic people in the Agricultural Department’, recommending that the CBOT should work to ‘get them out’. In one classic example, Siebel
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Harris, a powerful CBOT member from Cross, Roy & Saunders Inc. in Chicago, complained that:

Dr. Duval is inclined to favour [...] prohibit[ing] brokers [...] doing a brokerage or commission business in futures for customers from speculating in great futures for their own account. [His contact] calls attention to the fact that this would put them out of business, as well as nearly all of the leading houses. He states that no firm there could live on its commissions.\(^{104}\)

Siebel was obviously unaware that the CBOT's rules already prohibited a member from acting as agent and principal in the same transaction. It is likely that the CBOT did not enforce many of its own rules at this time because of pushback from powerful elements of the membership, and CBOT members resented the GFA enforcing the rules the Board itself had developed over the previous sixty or so years.

In theory, it is often difficult for associations to enforce rules on its membership, since all actors are part of the same club and have to deal with each other on a day-to-day basis.\(^{105}\) But the executive was interested in enforcing rules that would give the impression of an efficient and fair marketplace, even if such enforcement was difficult to effect. In 1926, however, the inspections and the BCC were the solutions to this additional collective action problem.

### 4.3.3 Governance by Threats

As stated earlier, in 1926 the CBOT executive, along with progressive elements of the membership, was interested in markets that, at the very least, appeared fair and efficient, and often encouraged the GFA to bring the committees evidence of wrongdoing, usually uncovered during inspections by analysing Special Accounts before the BCC. However, because the GFA had limited powers, the government was reduced to moral suasion, threats of legislation and negative public relations.\(^{106}\)

According to Chester Morrill, the GFA was intended to mirror the philosophy of the rest of the USDA. In his 1952 oral history Morrill stated that:

---

\(^{104}\) Letter, Siebel Harris to the Board of Directors of the CBOT, 20 August 1923. CME III.16.6.


\(^{106}\) Telegram, Barnes to Gates, 12 May 1919. CME III.s1.6.
Secretary Wallace personally laid down the view that [...] the elimination of an undesirable practice or the institution of a desirable practice by informal methods [...] would be [...] in the public interest [and that [...] formal procedures should be resorted only when it was apparent that the interested parties were unable or unwilling to agree with the administration.107

In 1925 and 1926, the GFA and the Secretary were able to significantly influence the evolution of the most dominant futures markets in the world. The goal was more important than the method.

4.3.4 Information as Goal and Outcome

One of the key themes throughout this study is that the US Federal Government – the powerful agriculture committees as well as the USDA – was not interested in controlling the futures markets, but focused instead on gathering information in order to ascertain whether or not control was necessary. There is hard and circumstantial evidence for this up to 1925. For instance, both private correspondence and public reports are littered with references to the main function of the Grain Futures Administration being one of information gathering. On 21 October 1924, Morrill wrote to USDA economist HC Taylor that the Grain Futures Act of 1922 was intended to gather information for legislators and the general public.108

In the Agriculture Secretary's 1923 Annual Report, he was non-committal with respect to the potential advantages for farmers under the Act: 'The law which brings the grain future trading markets under Government supervision has afforded an opportunity for an investigation and study of these markets which in time should lead to beneficial results'.109 In the 1924 Annual Report of the Department of Agriculture, Secretary Gore wrote that:

An opportunity was given the Government for the first time under the Future Trading Act to supervise and study the operations of grain exchanges [...] In time systematic studies now being made should enable us to form a reliable opinion as to the value and function of grain exchanges. Heretofore these institutions have been regarded in some quarters as wholly good and in other quarters as wholly bad. These conflicting opinions were not based on adequate knowledge. No one had the necessary information to form a trustworthy opinion as to the

108 Memorandum, Morrill to Dr HC Taylor, 21 October 1924. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-15.
merits and demerits of grain exchanges. It is now possible to learn what takes place on grain exchanges [...] and to form an idea of the effect of grain-exchange trading on prices.\textsuperscript{110}

The Report added that:

A discriminating public opinion is beginning to grow up on the basis of facts ascertained and published by the grain futures administration [...] The intention of Congress as understood by this department has been to dispel the mystery which has always beset the public mind with reference to trading in grain futures [...] for both the seasons during which the grain futures act has been in effect.\textsuperscript{111}

As such, the USDA and the GFA had now opined both publicly and privately that the Rules were intended to gather information as well as in order to market the benefits of the futures market to the public. Nowhere in the Annual Reports is control mentioned, neither does it show up in the private record.

The information gathered by the GFA immediately allowed it to understand markets better, and helped the USDA respond to criticisms of market behaviour. In one example, in late 1923, Senator Capper had reported some Illinois farmers complaining of a ‘bear’ raid by large speculators. Secretary Wallace ascertained from his Chicago office that many of the largest accounts were likely hedgers and, anyway, short interest was not concentrated in so few hands.\textsuperscript{112}

Equally, Chester Morrill at the USDA was able to reassure Senator Capper that ‘Your letter of the 3\textsuperscript{rd} with reference to the administration of the Grain Futures Act in connection with the possibility of a “May squeeze” in the wheat futures market has been received [...] A copy [...] is being sent to our Chicago office, with the suggestion that the market be watched with more than usual care’.\textsuperscript{113}

The GFA and the USDA pressed hard for the timely release of key data and in 1924 the GFA began to provide open interest information for each future on the following day. Duvel issued a press release countering rumours in the Chicago press that Arthur Cutten was ‘holding the biggest line of [grain futures] that probably one individual ever carried in the history of the Board


\textsuperscript{112} Letter, HC Wallace to Capper, 27 December 1923. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.

\textsuperscript{113} Letter, Rollin Smith to Capper, 7 May 1923. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6. Response to earlier letter, Capper to Morrill, 3 May 1923. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.
of Trade'\textsuperscript{114}, however the previous day’s ‘open interest’ showed that this size of holding was not possible, thus dispelling the rumours. CBOT members were furious; the executive called Duvel in for a conference and asked him how dare the GFA release open interest data from the day before, especially without consulting the Board?\textsuperscript{115}

There was also a disagreement over whether or not the CBOT should have access to the GFA’s data. On 9 October 1925, Gates circulated a letter from Senator Capper responding to a query from the CBOT on the details of the interaction between the government regulators on the ground and CBOT committees. Contrary to the CBOT view, Duvel did not feel compelled to share data from his reports with CBOT officials. Capper, however, as the primary legislative sponsor of the 1922 Act, relayed to the Secretary that it was his opinion that the GFA should share its data with the CBOT.\textsuperscript{116} In the end, though, as a result of the inspections and Special Account reports, the most prosecutable cases, together with all the relevant accumulated information, were turned over to the CBOT.

In December 1925, Duvel and the GFA were able to easily ascertain that a false rumour broadcast by Armour Grain Co was unlikely to have been a malicious attempt to profit from positions. The GFA was able to examine the positions of Armour through the daily reports, and Duvel was able to quickly conclude that, ‘reports do not suggest any motive for releasing the contents of the cable except the common practice of passing out trade gossip’.\textsuperscript{117} Duvel added that, in the three years he was in Chicago, he found it unusual if a member spreading rumours was actually pre-positioned by ‘front-running’ to take monetary advantage. It is worth noting that, again, this conclusion was reached without the need for a full audit, putting paid to the trope, proposed by Jerry Markham, for example, that lack of resources held the GFA back from using their access to information.\textsuperscript{118} In fact, accurate information was gathered on a regular basis, and specific details were gathered on special situations, often by the supervisor himself. The GFA, therefore, was able to examine the books of all members and their clients, including overseas investors and brokers, in search of anomalies. On 12 October 1925, Duvel provided

\textsuperscript{114} Copy of US Department of Agriculture Press Release, authored by JWT Duvel, 17 December 1924. NARA/KC, 101-1.

\textsuperscript{115} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{116} Letter, Capper to Gates, 6 October 1925. CME III.11.9.

\textsuperscript{117} Memorandum for the Secretary on Argentine Crop Report, by Duvel, 22 December 1925. NARA/KC, 305-1.

the Secretary with a detailed breakdown of the positions of the London, England branch of one of the board members: 63 accounts, net short 4.5 million bushels, mostly from London and Liverpool clients.119

Senator Capper remained a bee in the GFA’s bonnet throughout the interwar years by consistently writing to the Secretary, Duvel and even junior employees of both the USDA proper and the regulatory agency. He had a question and/or demand for every situation that occurred in the grain markets, often based on letters he received from constituents or to interested parties and the GFA and the Secretary received such inquiries or complaints directly. Once, Capper asked why the Chicago wheat price was lower than the Winnipeg price and, on 28 July 1924, Duvel responded with the justification that Chicago July represented the new crop being harvested and Winnipeg July represented the old crop that had very little carryover.120 He added that Canada was experiencing drought conditions, and was faced with ‘the wildest and most demoralising bull market in its history’, so Canada’s crop wouldn’t be available until the autumn, whereas the US crop was bountiful and was moving freely. This kind of analysis was performed by the GFA on a regular basis, resulting in an accumulation of useful knowledge by the regulators, which was then often passed on to academics, the press, politicians, other bureaucrats and, indeed, even the grain trade for its own use and to inform others.

The CBOT membership was generally against the release of any data to users or the public, even when its executive accepted there was no obvious reason to oppose it. FL Carey mirrored the public opinion of the Board on 26 December 1924 when, in a conference, he ‘condemned the position taken by the department in releasing any of these figures – even the daily volume of trade’.121 Carey felt ‘it [was] harmful to the Institution and that the government had no right to do so and that it is very unfair’.122 However, he admitted in private that ‘so far as he knew [the release of the figures] had worked no hardship and had not done any harm’.123 In his official letter to the Secretary, Carey more circumspectly asked the Secretary for warning if data was to be released, and also to be consulted before any action was taken. If they had been consulted, he wrote, ‘we might have shown you that such statement[s] should be approached with the utmost care [as] the protective service of the Exchange Trading might be greatly undermined to the

119 Memorandum, Duvel to the Secretary of Agriculture, 12 October 1925. NARA/KC, 305-1.
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express disadvantage of the American farm’. However, Duvel saw the demand to be warned and consulted as effective censorship, given that the Board was opposed to the release of any data on a timely basis.

The GFA had pressured the exchanges to release other information for some time, as they and powerful users could see how important such data was to understanding market movements. For example, the Millers National Federation adopted a resolution in the spring of 1927 to request that the GFA publish daily volumes of trading and open interest for each delivery month. Capper added pressure to this movement in a letter to Jardine on 19 July 1928. Even though the 1922 Act could not compel the exchanges to provide such information, the GFA eventually succeeded in wresting the data out of the hands of the membership, and in August 1928 such figures that all traders take for granted now were finally compiled and released on a daily basis. Information was finally beginning to flow freely to those who needed it to make key buying and selling decisions.

Scientific management, and even industry self-regulation, required data, and this is what the Grain Futures Act provided, with two major implications. Firstly, information was disclosed and disseminated to interested parties, including traders, hedgers, academics and government investigators, hence, from 1923, government and exchange officials could explain otherwise confusing aspects of this previously opaque market to the public, powerful constituents, the administration and government leaders, either to allay their fears or to highlight limitations of the system to encourage voluntary or legislative change. Secondly, measures of speculative interests were now available and it became possible to evaluate the consequences of the actions of the largest operators.

4.4 The Cutten Corner, 1924-25

Price volatility between the wars was comparatively high, with wheat prices falling from a wartime high of $2.45 a bushel just after the markets reopened in 1920 down to $1, languishing

124 Letter, F Carey to the Secretary of Agriculture, 26 December 1924. NARA/KC, 101-1.
125 Resolution adopted by the National Millers Foundation in May 1927 at its annual meeting, as quoted in letter, Capper to WM Jardine, 19 July 1928. NARA/KC, 14-6.
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at the lower end of the range into 1924. The depression continued into early 1924, with the CBOT directorate stirred up by the announcement of a new government investigation of the depressing wheat situation. Prices rallied hard again in 1925 back up to over $2, before crashing in 1925. Prices fell again beginning in 1928, eventually bottoming at 43 cents per bushel during the depths of the Great Depression.

The key trigger in 1924-25 however was the move in the May 1925 wheat contract, referencing 1924 wheat in storage from $1.20 per bushel on 8 July 1924 to $2.06 by the end of January 1925. It was the 75% increase in prices in 1924 that turned the public’s attention away from the plight of the farmer towards the potential of a shortage. This rise in prices held the attention of the entire nation, frequently appearing on the front pages of major newspapers. The USDA wrote on 6 January 1925 that:

For four years the wheat grower has been staggering under a load of distress. Depression and deflation have driven hundreds of thousands of wheat growers from the land. The complaints, generally speaking, rest upon the misapprehension that speculation has driven the price up unduly in the United States and hence that the United States price must be above a parity with the rest of the world […] The charges are now in circulation that the grower is receiving no benefit for the high price of wheat and that the consumer is being unduly mulcted as a result of them. Furthermore, the grain exchanges are held responsible for existing conditions which those unfamiliar with the facts call very bad. Certainly complaint against wheat prices being too high is unwarranted when they have merely attained a parity of purchasing power with all commodities and when the index number of wheat prices is still far below the index number of wages.

The rumour at the time, later verified by the GFA, was that Canadian speculator Arthur Cutten had entered the market on the long side, driving wheat futures prices up. But artificial price rises cannot last forever, and bearish news from Europe forced prices down in very short order (Figure 4.1).

However, the farmer was not to gain from the explosive rise because, by the early winter, very few producers had wheat left to sell, and prices rose 55 cents per bushel after early October.

\[128\] Letter, Amot to Carey, c/o New Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C., 2 April 1924. CME III.ss1.9. The CBOT had an emergency meeting of the directors.

\[129\] Holbrook Working, “Prices of Cash Wheat and Futures at Chicago since 1883,” Wheat Studies of the Stanford Food Institute, II (1934).

Long before the coming harvest, after holding above $1.75 for about a month, a crash sent prices down to $1.35 in early April. Cutten was in Florida on 3 April 1925 when the wheat price broke.

In 1924, Charles Brand wrote to Capper that:

Extensive “come along” tactics were followed by the commission houses in soliciting buying orders during the rise that culminated on January 28. World shortage warranted higher prices. Propaganda attracted the public into the market in a wild buying orgy. Once the public is a heavy participant in the market it is technically weak because participation is based upon shoe string margins combined with ignorance of the true value of the commodity. [Prices then fell] due to extensive short selling […] Money and credit, together with almost uncanny knowledge of the use of the future markets, have become concentrated in a relatively small group of powerful hands. This group was ready to take advantage of the technical weakness of the market, selling it short and buying it in again on the way down for heavy profits.131

Recently, history has disputed the Corner argument and concludes that fundamentals drove prices up and then down.132 Regardless of the actual driving forces behind the volatile moves in wheat prices, it was clear that the CBOT was embarrassed by the press coverage and the eventual findings of the GFA. The Cutten Corner period was recognised, especially by the CBOT executive, as a PR disaster. The CBOT president wrote in 1925 that ‘unfair tactics […] were nevertheless very disconcerting to the trade in general [and …] prevented legitimate grain interests carrying on their hedging and speculative business in a normal way’. May 1925 wheat futures trading ‘developed into an emergency for which the exchange […] was not fully prepared to meet in a wholly satisfactory manner’.133 The CBOT executive, in effect, was admitting it had mismanaged the issue.

The millers were outraged that the CBOT and the GFA appeared powerless to stop large speculators who were driving up the prices of their future purchases, even after the farmer had been paid for his harvest. Soon after the collapse, on 9 May 1925, RG Winter of Quaker Oats, a major miller, reported to Carey, ‘considerable dissatisfaction was expressed by many of the members because the wide swings and rapid changes did not permit of satisfactory hedging operations’.134 During a meeting of the Illinois Grain Dealers’ Association, a resolution passed to work with the CBOT to find ways to eliminate such price swings. Duvel informed them that

131 Letter, Brand to Capper, 1 June 1925. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.
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price limitations worked well in the cotton market, and that he was about to undertake a study of the extent of hedging in the grain markets. Th
ere had been violent reversals, with a four day period in March having greater than ten cent ranges, ‘paralysing the grain and milling businesses’, according to the GFA investigation, which was to come.

The answer, at least in the short term, was clear in the minds of the GFA and the USDA. In a 31 March 1925 letter to Senator Capper, Secretary Jardine wrote:

I [...] acknowledge your letter [...] transmitting one from the Clyde Milling and Elevator Company of Clyde, Kansas. I realise how disastrous these violent fluctuations are to millers and other legitimate interests in the cash grain trade. My purpose in having the Grain Futures Administration conduct an immediate investigation of the causes of the recent situation is to determine if possible what steps can be taken to obviate future occurrences of this kind… The apparent remedy, if investigation should disclose unlawful manipulation, would be to cancel and revoke the designation as a “contract market” of any exchange that was found not to have enforced its rules for the prevention of abuse of its facilities as evidenced by the sudden and apparently unreasonable fluctuations that have recently occurred. This, of course, would be an exceedingly serious step and one that could only be considered if there was absolute proof of wrong doing. Nevertheless I want to know we are going the limit of our power under the law and that we are not passing any opportunity to ascertain the influences that have been at work.

4.4.1 Fluctuations in Wheat Futures

Congressional reactions to the fluctuations of 1924-25 are prominent in the interwar record of the futures market through hearings on Capitol Hill and the reactions of various actors in the press. What has been less clear is how the perceived market abuses during this period impacted on private decision making and relations in government and the CBOT. Under normal circumstances, a policy window might have been opened but there was no hope for new legislation, and the GFA was powerless to act to prevent manipulation or to prosecute the culprits.

135 Ibid.
137 Letter, Jardine to Capper, 31 March 1925, NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.
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The Senate tasked the USDA and therefore the GFA with investigating the 1924-25 volatility, resulting in Senate Document No 135 *Fluctuations in Wheat Futures* (*Fluctuations*). But even before this formal command, the GFA began investigating the situation due to the public and private outcry, and this did not sit well with the membership of the CBOT. Members and other grain men privately threatened a boycott of speculative buying on account of the uncertainty surrounding the inquiry. Brand wired Duvel from Washington on 1 April 1925 that a rumour was widespread that ‘dealers have practically gone on strike as a result of the investigation into the grain trade being conducted by your department’. Given that prices were unaccountably depressed at this time, Brand felt that there may be some grounds to the rumour. In the meantime, the GFA was not having much success in tracing the causes of the volatility.

On 9 February 1925 Duvel wrote to Morrill that they had made significant progress towards reviewing the books of all the commission houses, but that the completed examinations had revealed nothing new. Nevertheless, Duvel pressed on to audit houses outside Chicago, requesting more staff. George Wright Hoffman, assistant professor of insurance at University of Pennsylvania, had played a key role in the analysis to such an extent that he was brought in as co-author on the next two investigations and remained a consultant through WWII. The investigation was further supported by others in the GFA, such as Paul Mehl, the Department of Commerce and the Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice. Again, the idea that the GFA’s supervisory function was severely limited due to the presence of only one true auditor is likely incorrect.

While a good proportion of the membership cooperated with the GFA, members trading over a fifth of the total number of Special Accounts caused serious delay. *Fluctuations* covered approximately 70% of May futures volume from 2 January to 18 April 1925, with 627 accounts in the ‘above 100,000’ class. Reports were obtained from 89 CBOT clearing members, with extra

---
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investigations elsewhere.\textsuperscript{147} \textit{Fluctuations} further made reference to the CBOT’s own annual report, agreeing with its president’s analysis that some tactics were unfair.\textsuperscript{148}

\textit{Fluctuations} revealed a crucial flaw in the daily reports. Specifically, single positions were split into different accounts just under the reporting limit of 500,000 bushels – in some instances apparently for the sole purpose of avoiding having to make a daily report – as to render conclusions based on the reports data alone unsatisfactory.\textsuperscript{149} This was a huge surprise to many members and also the government, since manipulators could still operate in large size without the CBOT or the GFA being aware. Additionally, it was found that large speculative long accounts became net sellers just as the market itself turned lower.\textsuperscript{150} The final report came too late to influence any public decision regarding further regulation of the futures markets, as described below,\textsuperscript{151} but Duvel used the preliminary findings to defend two suggestions made at an earlier conference, namely (i) modern clearing adoption at the CBOT, and (ii) the creation of a BCC.\textsuperscript{152} Both institutions would make monitoring of the markets easier. But modern clearing did not come about as a result of GFA or USDA concerns. The next section reveals that the Secretary of Agriculture effectively lowered the CBOT’s ‘coordination costs’ at the latter’s request.

4.5 The Fight for Modern Clearing

Throughout 1920 to 1926 the Board executive felt strongly that certain innovations were needed to enforce the CBOT’s dominance but did not have the power to force change. It was feared that continued manipulation – now easier to observe thanks to GFA monitoring – could lead to outrage amongst the powerful users of the futures markets, such as the millers and their representatives in Congress. At the very least, such revelations could jeopardise the Chicago futures monopoly in that less use would be made of a market that acted irrationally. The CBOT ‘boxed’ itself into adopting two important features of modern derivatives markets, (i) the clearing house, and (ii) the Business Conduct Committee (next section). Even though toothless, in 1925 the 1922 Act was useful as it revealed more manipulation at the CBOT, while the threat of new bad publicity and the potential for new restrictions influenced the CBOT executive to attempt to
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change the ways of the membership. This was because the clearing house assures users that they
are not taking counterparty credit risk while the BCC tends to ensure that manipulation is
punished when identified, hopefully resulting in more efficient markets with rational pricing. The
system of large trader reporting, also an innovation of this period, provided further transparency,
which still exists to this day. No derivatives market in the present age functions without these
key innovations.

4.5.1 A Collective Action Problem at the CBOT

Besides the fight for modern clearing, described below, and the private wire controversy
discussed in Chapter Three, there are many examples of infighting at the Board. Many members
felt that the 1922 Act’s requirements should be fought in Washington, but these concerns were
dismissed by Carey and others at the Board for the reasons explained in Chapter Two. In fact,
members were generally kept in the dark about confidential negotiations in Washington.153

However, in early 1924, a plan was conceived by CBOT director Brosseau, with the backing of
the directorship, but not of the executive, to have a new committee seek congressional support
for a bill amending the Grain Futures Act in the CBOT’s favour, but Arnot and Carey wanted
this committee discontinued.154 Committee member and Board chairman, J Simons, though, was
undeterred.155 Arnot told Carey that even though the rest of the committee was in support of
ceasing attempts to amend the Act, ‘I don’t believe we will ever be able to do much constructive
work until he [Brosseau] is sat upon, if that is possible’.156 The Brosseau committee failed, but
‘rebellion’ did not end. At CBOT Board meetings, discord was a given. On 7 May 1924, at one
such meeting, an argument ensued over asking for modifications to the Act. Yet again Carey was
clear that ‘it would be unwise to attempt any change’.157 Also in 1924, ‘the same general element’
had begun campaigning to ‘secure a modification of the Grain Futures Act’, but Gates and Carey
agreed that ‘it appears to those most familiar with the situation in Washington the present session
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in Congress is an extremely inopportune time to ask for a modification’. As further evidence of the divergence between private and public opinions, executive vice president Mauff publicly argued for the repeal of the 1922 Act, even though he had fought his own membership to cease from any challenge.

Meanwhile, differences emerged within the directorate and the close-knit group of powerful directors. Not long after his arrival in Washington, as Secretary of the Legislative Committee, Sam Arnot fell out with the Committee, especially Lonsdale, yet on 23 May 1924 Gates refused to intervene. Arnot saw the committee as being unfairly ‘exceedingly hostile to Chicago’. The committee, resenting Arnot’s inroads into confidential matters, demanded that they ‘be consulted before any one was permitted to visit the Capitol or an office of the Senate or House of Representatives’. However, Arnot stated he was unable to reveal all his information because ‘a portion of my work, and the most effective portion, was political and confidential’. Behind the scenes lobbying was still crucial to the success of the Board, another reason why the public record is at best an insufficient source for this legislative and administrative history. In the end, despite all this infighting, the CBOT mostly refrained from agitating for legislative changes.

4.5.2 Modern Clearing

The most obvious example of an innovation co-constructed by both government and industry was the adoption of the CBOT’s modern clearing house. By 1925, the CBOT was the last remaining major exchange to use an antiquated, resource-intensive and credit risky method of settling trades called ‘ring settlement’ or ‘ring clearing’. In such a system, the default of any one counterparty could cascade down a series of often offset trades to affect a large number of traders (Figure 4.2). This meant that traders would always prefer to trade with those they trusted from a credit perspective, even so, they were still exposed to the poor choices of other

---
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counterparties. Thus, in the pits, the bigger, more respected and most highly-capitalised traders were always the preferred counterparties, which gave them an enormous competitive advantage, thereby reducing market efficiency. This was especially true at the time, as members did not generally call margins on each other, and were thus fully exposed to the credit reputation of their counterparty.

In ring clearing, unsettled trades were linked to one another if not paired off in the ring. Without modern clearing, therefore, ‘many times a single delivery will clear up many contracts as it passes from one to another’.¹⁶⁴ Thus a single failure could lead to a system collapse. For instance, Jackson Brothers notified the CBOT executive that it had defaulted to Updike and Rosenbaum on 15,000 bushels of July oats because Armour and Norris had defaulted to Jackson.¹⁶⁵ In 1902, George Phillips’ bankruptcy caused losses for more than 42% of Board members.¹⁶⁶

Figure 4.2 Breaking the Settlement Chain in Ring Clearing
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Other exchanges resolved this problem by inserting a well-funded central counterparty – the modern clearing house, which stands between every trade and becomes the counterparty to every open trade, meaning that if one party defaults the other is unaffected (Figure 4.3).

¹⁶⁴ Letter, Carey to WA Starr, 10 June 1925. CME III.11.4.
¹⁶⁵ Letter, Jackson Bros & Co to Fones, 31 July 1923. CME III.665.9.
Modern clearing has a long history as a robust method of credit risk mitigation. Since its inception in the late 19th century, clearing houses have survived the Great Depression and every other crisis, including the 2008-2010 Global Financial Crisis, with only one single default documented in the literature. In fact, the lack of central clearing in the over-the-counter derivatives markets, as opposed to exchange traded futures exchanges, may have caused, or at least worsened, the effect of that crisis. But modern clearing accomplishes far more than simply reducing credit risk for trading counterparties. Modern clearing anonymises transactions, unlike in over the counter trading where the true buyer and seller are revealed to each other, usually well before the trade is consummated. Because traders in a ring are taking counterparty risk to unrelated entities, a default results in catastrophe. Also, modern clearing marked the end of ‘ungentlemanly’ capitalism, where each trading counterparty knew, but perhaps disliked, each other, because such financial engineering is anonymous, which is a key ingredient in modern financial capitalism.

From 1900 the CBOT executive had made several unsuccessful attempts to establish modern clearing, but many powerful members were against it. There were very good reasons why its competitors had modern clearing and it did not escape the notice of certain CBOT members that the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the KBOT had employed it since the end of the

---

19th century. The executive and many members who relied on commissions for their revenue recognised the competitive threat. On 27 October 1919, a petition signed by over 100 members, including two future CBOT presidents, was submitted in its support:

[Modern clearing] is used and approved in every exchange of the importance in the world, except the Chicago Board of Trade. A very considerable number of our members feel that we should be sufficiently progressive to at least try out this system which is in successful operation everywhere else.\(^{171}\)

However, on 27 January 1920, even after investigation, no doubt reflecting the interests of powerful members who benefitted from the then-current system and who had little interest in simply increasing volumes, it was rejected ‘with disapproval, on the grounds that a change in the Clearing House System is not necessary or warranted’.\(^{172}\) However, in the CBOT’s 1921 Annual Report, Griffin, one of the original petitioners, urged:

For the third time I respectfully submit the urgency of a modern method of clearing our transactions. Millers and grain merchants everywhere are protesting bitterly because of the inability of our members to make advances on unclosed trades. As a result, a large volume of hedging business is being lost to this market and executed elsewhere at such points operating a modern clearing house and where hedgers as a consequence are not obliged to employ so much capital in carrying insurance contracts.\(^{173}\)

Given what transpired in the early 1920s, it is very informative that modern clearing was not installed during such a period of instability. In 1922, many powerful members, who were at best indifferent to the Board’s overall potential loss of competitiveness and fearing that their own personal positions would be affected, intensely defended the clearing status quo. For example, even the basic legality of modern clearing was challenged, and the executive had to obtain an opinion from counsel that the concept was legally sound.\(^{174}\)

The CBOT leadership had been trying for years to adopt a modern clearing house, with much of the membership in support, when it was put to an unsuccessful vote on 22 March 1922.\(^{175}\) However, the issue had ‘neither been pigeonholed nor forgotten, having had such thought and
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attention as to insure impetus and direction in 1923 with only a little more clearing up of hitherto
insurmountable obstacles.176 Yet, in spite of the executive wanting it, modern clearing did not
arrive either in 1923, 1924 or 1925. Opponent James E Bennett, indeed, was furious at the
executive that a clearing house vote remained on the agenda over the 1923 Christmas holidays,
even though over half the membership was not so informed. Worse, clearing house proponents
were aware that the proposal was still in play while opponents and the local press believed it was
dead.177

By 1924, the membership was still divided on modern clearing and it was Sam Arnot who was
tasked with advancing the proposal. Several high profile executives were still opposed, including
Fred S Lewis of the eponymous FS Lewis & Co and first vice president of the CBOT at the
time.178 Lewis accused Arnot of:

> Forgetting in his enthusiasm his present official position, which without question calls
> for a neutral attitude at least on all amendments to our rules […] He simply does not
> control his enthusiasm when there is what seems to him even a small chance of changing
> our Clearing House […] Naturally I strenuously object to having to try to reconvert
> those whom Arnot, in his official capacity, has convinced a change is necessary.179 […]
> The more I go into the matter the more convinced I become that [modern clearing is] all
> impracticable in a gigantic market like Chicago.180

Because it is more expensive to replace a defaulted contract if the market has moved substantially
in a trader’s favour, highly volatile markets increase potential counterparty risks to futures users,
such as millers. As a result, after the Cutten Corner volatility the pressure from industry
customers on the Board was even greater than in 1921. On 8 May 1925, CBOT president Carey
promised the Millers National Federation, which was in favour of modern clearing, to resolve the
matter soon. Shortly after sending a resolution dated 29 May 1925 demanding modern clearing,
representatives of the Millers Federation met the CBOT Executive Committee requesting the
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establishment of a clearing house along the lines of the clearing houses in use at Minneapolis.\textsuperscript{181} The CBOT executive acknowledged the competitive pressures, but was powerless at the time.

Neither the agitating members nor the CBOT executive viewed modern clearing as a response to Cuten Corner magnitudes of volatility through manipulation but as (i) a tool to place the smaller trading members on equal footing with their better-capitalised counterparts, and (ii) to put the CBOT on equal footing with its competitors for hedging and speculating business. Commission houses, especially, being often both less well capitalised and dependent on outside customer orders, would benefit the most, while the better capitalised large speculators would lose some of their competitive advantage. Floor brokers would be able to trade solely on the basis of the best price rather than guess who was the best counterparty from a credit risk standpoint. Of course, reducing such risk should be a benefit to all, while settling daily with a sophisticated counterparty, such as the clearing house, injects a high degree of discipline on traders to properly account for all trades, a point that had been made by CBOT counsel Robbins in 1920.\textsuperscript{182} Brand informed Capper that modern clearing would do nothing to curb speculation:

No clearing house can prevent manipulation, nor even curb it. The Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the Kansas City Board of Trade have perfect clearing houses; but while they are of direct benefit to the commission houses on those exchanges, that benefit does not extend to the public nor in any way to decrease nor “purify” speculation. I hope Secretary Jardine will not have anything “put over on him” by the shifty Board of Trade men.\textsuperscript{183}

Nevertheless, the USDA was more than happy to cajole and even threaten the CBOT membership into accepting modern clearing, even though the biggest beneficiaries would be the CBOT, itself.

Knowing that futures markets were useful for the marketing of grain and that there was no chance of obtaining any amendments to the Act in 1925, Capper contented himself with letting the CBOT self-regulate in terms of the clearing house and BCC issues, stating, ‘If the boards of trade will inaugurate in good faith the suggestions made a few months ago by Secretary Jardine, I am confident that […] beyond question, the wheat growers of the country will profit’.\textsuperscript{184}
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4.5.3 The Road to Modern Clearing

The private record shows that the CBOT executive entered into an agreement with the GFA and the USDA to force modern clearing on the Board’s membership. On 17 June 1925, Gates reported to Carey that ‘the present may be an opportune time to get through a clearing house proposition’.185 Two days later Carey appointed a committee of five members, including Joseph Griffin as chairman, to handle the clearing proposition.186 Carey lamented that ‘there is going to be a real contest on here over the clearing house, as Fred Lewis is very actively working against it’.187

In June, a new Progress Committee followed up on a request from Gates and Carey for suggestions on how to improve the functioning of the market. It was especially important as there was a large participation by ‘the public’, i.e. the small speculator, at the time of the Cutten Corner, who had been the biggest losers. The committee asked the membership: ‘Could a modern clearing house, similar to those in operation at Minneapolis, Kansas City and other markets, help prevent a recurrence of conditions prevailing in recent months? And are you in favour of a modern clearing house?’.188

On 25 June, Carey, in response to a letter from Wells, who had stated that Jardine had confidence in Carey, still believed that ‘we have made considerable progress here toward the establishment of a modern clearing house’.189 In an attempt to pre-empt government intervention through self-regulation, Carey wrote, ‘I would rather put the rule on our own books than to have such a rule passed by Congress’.190 In fact, the CBOT did enact modern clearing precisely due to the government threat. However, this study stresses the importance of the difference between self-regulation under credible threat of outside control (quite common in modern regulation studies) versus under a far from serious threat by an otherwise powerless and possibly captured government department.

The Executive tried persuasion from peer exchanges as well. In July 1925, Carey sent a petition to the exchange directorates at Duluth, Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis to be
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signed by CBOT members in those centres and returned to Griffin at Bache & Company.191 Carey further asked for a resolution from each exchange ‘commending the Chicago Board of Trade on their efforts towards establishing a modern clearing house.’192 On 15 July 1925 Griffin received from Lonsdale in Kansas City a petition signed by all Kansas City members of the CBOT as requested by Carey.193 Lonsdale also had a resolution adopted by the KBOT board of directors favouring the clearing house proposal at the CBOT, and wrote to Carey that he assumed that all CBOT members from Kansas City would have to appear in person to vote on the clearing house sometime in the future, but needed time to ensure that as many as possible could attend.194 There is no evidence in the archive for a farmer-driven lobbying effort of Jardine or Duvel at this time, contrary to what has been written in some of the literature.195 Certainly, the rhetoric in the press calling for reform on behalf of the farmer is ubiquitous but hardly convincing.196

4.5.4 The Private Arrangement

A letter on 17 July from Gates to CBOT president Carey referred to the troubles with Lewis and others.197 Carey then proposed to the CBOT executive that he request Secretary of Agriculture Jardine to ‘order’ the CBOT to start a modern clearing house for its own good. Carey replied to Gates on 20 July:

I feel Lewis and Rumsey both will do whatever they can to defeat [the clearing house] measure, and they don’t care whose feelings they hurt, or what accusations they make […] As I see it, those who are inclined to extend credit and be very lenient with margin calls […] are opposed to a new clearing house. I am quite sure the Secretary would be perfectly willing to write a letter definitely advising the Board to establish a clearing house.198
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Gates ‘wired Lonsdale in Washington to find out if the Secretary would be willing to advise the adoption of a clearing house as this would satisfy the opposition, which believes that the Secretary has not made any such recommendation.’

On 23 July, the Herald & Examiner published an obvious and direct threat from Secretary Jardine ‘promising federal action Jan. 1 if steps [to ‘clean house’] fail’. But this was not considered direct enough. While Jardine was critical of the CBOT, he stopped short of ordering the establishment of modern clearing. Jardine wrote that ‘the Chicago Board of Trade is in control of “little men and scalpers”, who are resisting efforts to clean it up. If the board does not set its own house in order by 1 January, the government will step in and do it for them’. The letter went on to state that ‘the department’s agents found a “lot of gambling going on”’. The CBOT executive was livid and on 28 July passed a Director’s resolution to have Carey take up the matter with Secretary of Agriculture. Carey was now in an uncomfortable position, caught between powerful yet reactionary members and a generally friendly yet now exasperated USDA.

On 30 July, Carey wrote to the Secretary of Agriculture Jardine in a personal manner requesting that he endorse the clearing house reform more vociferously: He stated privately, ‘I have brought down upon myself the animosity of those opposed to the measure […] They are secretly creating the impression on the trading floor […] that this is a personal matter of mine’. Presumably he was referring to Armour & Co, who were his vocal opponents. Carey up to this point could not use the big stick of USDA threats as Jardine hadn’t played along. Carey wrote to Jardine that ‘My statement to the membership […] has been that you have not ordered a modern clearing house […] but that you felt a clearing house would be in the right direction’. Carey did not think this would be enough to push recalcitrant members to vote against their initial interests, and asked Jardine to reiterate his request, wondering ‘how strong a letter would
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you care to write us, if any, endorsing this plan? Carey further suggested that a public threat would be stronger than a private letter to the membership and directorate.

By August, the clearing house plan was still not guaranteed to pass, and Carey was still waiting for a letter to come from Washington as Mrs MacMillan had promised. However, Secretary Jardine had been taken ill around this time. In early August, a petition signed by 464 members supporting modern clearing was rejected by the CBOT Board by a vote of 10-4. Soon after, Carey assured interested parties, such as Sidney Anderson of the Millers National Federation, that, if the petitioners re-submitted, then the directors must hold a vote. Carey was optimistic that the vote would support the clearing house, as he expected soon to allow non-Chicago based members to vote by proxy.

Meanwhile, Jardine and President Hoover both made private threats, as per a letter from Morris Townley to Carey, ‘Mr Hoover told Mr Strawn [who told Townley’s partner, Mr Wild] that he and Mr Jardine were in absolute accord […] that unless the Chicago Board of Trade cleaned up its own house in the near future, Congress would do the house cleaning at its next session’. On 11 August, member Harry Lobdell of Lamson Brothers [Gates’ firm] tabled the proposition and discussed both the strengths and the weaknesses of the plan.

On 15 August, president Carey received a copy of a ‘very confidential’ telegram addressed to Gates quoting a Ray Roberts that Secretary ‘Jardine told me […] that he regarded it as very essential that Chicago Board of Trade set up clearing house system’. The telegram stated further that even though the directors had just rejected a modern clearing house in a vote, Jardine was expecting a full membership vote to get it through. The author of the telegram quotes a key Jardine aid as arguing that ‘there certainly will be legislation if Congress ever lets loose on the subject. If Chicago cleans up, [it would not be] necessary’. On 15 August 1925, Jardine agreed and officially threatened the CBOT Washington delegation with legislation if it was not
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enacted. Gates and Murray then wrote from Washington that Congressional committees were in support of Jardine’s threat if modern clearing, and the BCC, were not implemented. This letter was circulated to the membership. Although there is no evidence that the threat was the only driver of change, the clearing house amendment passed by a huge margin on 3 September 1925.

The new clearing house was announced to great fanfare and began operating on 4 January 1926 with $1.7 million in paid up capital, represented by stock in the corporation held by the members of the CBOT clearing association. The clearing house could also call for margins as further credit enhancement. The positions were marked to the market price daily and all payments to the clearing house needed to be settled by the close of the business day in which they were demanded. Payments out were to be netted and also paid on the close of business.

In an editorial in the *Country Gentleman*, president Carey crowed:

> Of its own initiative the exchange took other steps which are calculated to meet and prevent future emergencies […] The incorporated Clearing House, which began to function in January […] is an important part of the improved machinery. This modern incorporated Clearing House will succeed an antiquated system installed 40 years ago.

Yet the clearing house was not at all solely a result of the Board’s ‘own initiative’. Tellingly, in this same editorial, Carey commented in a rare turn of understatement that the clearing house, ‘had considerable opposition from members of the exchange, but we believe now is that the whole market will be safer and sounder for it’.

This section has demonstrated that neither of the two common myths about modern clearing is true. Modern clearing was not a precondition for futures trading - in this, the largest exchange had been a laggard. Secondly, the adoption of such a major innovation at the CBOT as the modern clearing house was not a result of successful self-regulation. In fact, the CBOT executive did not appear capable of implementing key changes on its own, and modern clearing was rather the result of threat, if not entirely credible, of more government regulation. The government effectively forced changes favoured by the CBOT executive on its membership. Hence, the
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Federal Government played a major role in dragging the CBOT’s membership and directorate kicking and screaming into the very late 19th century, catching up with the other exchanges in forming a modern clearing house.

A second major innovation, the Business Conduct Committee, was also announced by Carey in an editorial in the *Country Gentleman*:

‘The creation of [this] committee by the Board is regarded as a matter of equal importance with the incorporated Clearing House. It may be said that the Chicago Board of Trade has put its house in order […] If the exchange is left alone and encouraged the way will be smooth and the road easy’.

But, again, the BCC, like modern clearing, was not a result of the Board’s ‘own initiative’.

### 4.6 Business Conduct Committees

#### 4.6.1 Towards Co-regulation

Before 1925, enforcement of the CBOT’s own long-standing rules, the anti-corner rule of 1876 for example, pertaining to reducing manipulation, was lax and random, or at worst subject to power relations. For example, when the Board executive attempted to fine two traders for an attempted corner, an emergency board meeting was held and it was the executives who were censured rather than the perpetrators.

So if the CBOT committees were unlikely to enforce their own rules, perhaps new tougher rules would be a viable alternative. Yet, as the GFA’s Brand observed in a letter to Capper, ‘The exchanges have it in their power at all times by the relatively simple expedient – though unwilling resorted to – of correcting conditions by changing the rules that make up the contract’. Prosecutions required proof, with such proof almost impossible to obtain. Position and trading data was the property of the member, and, though provided to the GFA in aggregate form, was unavailable to the CBOT’s own committees. Additionally, rules were not easily interpreted and applied, or the original purpose of a rule may have disappeared over time. For example, Rule 16 Section 3 might, or might not, require that a broker act in the best interest of his client. CBOT committees often sought outside counsel on
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interpretations of rules, and for suggested changes to rules, in order that they would work in the way intended. Additionally, it was unclear what powers and obligations the Board’s committees had to prosecute even obvious transgressions such as trading in banned privileges.\textsuperscript{224}

The CBOT executive changed between 1922 and 1926, but the strategy to support the ‘harmless’ 1922 Act, to self-regulate the worst excesses of the market out of the exchanges and to establish modern clearing had not. John J Stream was elected president in 1923, supported by executive vice president John Mauff.\textsuperscript{225} The report of outgoing president Robert McDougal summarised the two issues of the day as (i) the elimination of the most egregious manipulation, and (ii) the clearing house proposal. He further noted that, ‘the extraordinary number of expulsions and suspensions necessary during the year indicate that the requirements of membership need stiffening and ought to be raised’.\textsuperscript{226} Newly-elected president Stream’s welcoming address mirrored McDougal’s farewell report, cautioning that:

\begin{quote}
The Board must remove from within, the causes that have been the source of all our antagonism; and until these evils are eradicated, it will avail us little to shout our virtues from the housetops or damn the agitator or reformer. We must have clean hands if we are successfully to plead our cause and hold public confidence.\textsuperscript{227}
\end{quote}

The 1922 Act did not curb manipulation, since the CBOT had not become a better policeman, and the Grain Exchange National Committee admitted that the exchanges were equally powerless to stop most manipulations.\textsuperscript{228} Squeezes still occurred on a regular basis, as did defaults by members, yet this did not motivate members to lobby for market clearing or a limit to speculative operations. For example, in March 1923, members felt the need to petition the Board to intervene in the oats market and set a settlement price for the March contract to negate a suspected corner.\textsuperscript{229} As described earlier, in early 1922, Arthur Cutten had attempted a corner
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of May 1922 wheat, but had been foiled by a ruling of the CBOT directorate to allow delivery by rail cars in addition to that evidenced by elevator receipts.\(^{230}\)

The CBOT executive, if not the entire membership, sought to curb abuses in the markets rather than have the government do it for them. But, due to collective action problems, especially as regarded some of the more powerful members, Stream did not reduce manipulation and was not able to establish modern clearing.\(^{231}\) Those tasks were left to the president of the CBOT in 1924 and 1925, Frank Leighton Carey, a partner at grain trader Hallet & Carey Co. with offices in Minneapolis and Duluth. During World War I, Carey served as vice president of the United States Grain Corporation and was involved in the US Food Administration, and from 1919 he was a Special Agent of the US Wheat Director Julius Barnes, tasked to investigate wheat trading and storage.\(^{232}\) In order to keep Mauff within the executive of the CBOT, even though he was replaced by James J Fones as secretary in 1923, the CBOT created the new position in early 1923 of executive vice president at $17,000 per year, more than double the secretary’s wages.\(^{233}\) Clearly the Board realised Mauff’s value if he was to be paid more than twice as much as the Secretary. It was Fones, Mauff and Carey, working with LF Gates and Sam Arnot from Chicago and FB Wells in Minneapolis, who oversaw the transformations of 1925-26. Carey and Julius Barnes remained close confidantes during this period, especially important as the latter was President (1921-24) and then Chairman (1929-31) of the US Chamber of Commerce.

The CBOT executive, and even former executive committee members such as Joseph Griffin, now at Bache & Co, were fully cognizant of the problems with the self-regulatory status quo. These experienced leaders at the CBOT had not only developed a firm understanding of regulatory tools and both open and behind the scenes lobbying, they were fully aware of the benefits of co-construction and co-regulation beginning in the mid-1920s. Frank Carey wrote to Griffin on 29 July 1925 bemoaning an accusatory letter from a former Illinois Congressman – close to the President – to another about the need of the CBOT to clean up its act. Carey had added, ‘What evils may exist must be eradicated by us. If we fail so to do then the task will be
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accomplished by others who are neither friendly nor competent’. Carey was also planning ‘to have the Clearing House matter in full swing before the end of the week’.234

CBOT president Carey, who died in 1933, went through a period of ill health in early 1924. A set of letters over Carey’s six weeks’ convalescence, together with telegrams and records of phone calls, offer significant insight into the functioning of a self-regulatory business association, such as the CBOT, in times of unprecedented change.235 The letters reveal the internal political strategy of the CBOT executive between members and Board committees, between lobby groups and the directorate and between the CBOT and other exchanges. The executive was mostly in agreement on the reform agenda, yet Gates and others disagreed on some issues. Arnot wrote to Carey on 10 March 1924 that ‘everything will be done that is possible to carry out your policies, because they coincide thoroughly with my own and the Inter-Exchange Committee’.236

Although the Secretary of Agriculture in 1925 was threatening to punish manipulators, the GFA was no better a police force.237 While information gathering and report making were the most visible of works done by the GFA, enforcement proved problematic. The GFA was constantly complaining to the Commission, the Congressional committee on Agriculture, and the Secretary of Agriculture about their lack of power to enforce proper market discipline.238 Attempts at on-the-ground regulation by the GFA were thwarted by the CBOT, the Supreme Court, the Grain Futures Commission and also by the poor wording of the Act itself. For example, two lawsuits seeking to ban known market manipulators failed because the Act only applied to those in the actual process of manipulating the markets as opposed to those who had manipulated markets in the past.239 As a result of its lack of direct power and influence on the markets, when the GFA noticed manipulation or fraud, its only recourse was to report it to the exchanges.240 As such, the exchanges remained in control of the enforcement, even if, legally, they were not obliged to
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enforce their own rules under the 1922 Act. Prosecuting manipulators or bucketers was difficult, as such activities needed to be proven in a court of law. The CBOT’s own counsel advised the executive that, ‘If the charge is that the member has generally engaged in […] irregular practices, it would still be necessary to prove enough specific instances to sustain the general charge’.  

By 4 August 1925 it was likely that a significant increase in wheat futures prices constituted a corner on the exchange. The committee fixing a price for defaulted July 1925 futures contracts had reported that the July price ‘was run up too high and it penalised the short seller for defaulting’. However, the Board’s directorate did not consider it a corner, did not cite any members who were withholding grain, and did not punish a single trader.

Although the CBOT had many committees, they lacked authority and were sometimes caught up in trivial minutiae. Two of the hundreds of trivial petitions in the archives that needed to be handled by one or more of the applicable committees include: ‘I am directed by the president to inform you that you have been suspended from the privileges of the Board of Trade for one day, on complaint of the Room committee for boisterous conduct.’ ‘I wish to file charges against Samuel Mincer for uncommercial conduct. He called me a tout in the Smoking Room yesterday afternoon.’ Of course, much worse behaviour than is reported here was a regular occurrence on the trading floor then and throughout the 20th century. The CBOT admitted internally that it had troubles with members conducting business without adequate funds, and even sometimes when insolvent. In one letter to Mrs MacMillan, the CBOT secretary admitted that he should be glad to support any regulation that helped in expelling such members.

The enforcement provisions under the 1922 Act, therefore, were weak. Allowing industries to self-regulate introduces a range of problems. For example, non-members in a members club can not be prosecuted by the club for violations of club rules. Members clubs tend to me more focused on public relations than on creating and enforcing club rules. In the case of the
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bankruptcy of the Grain Marketing Co, a Special Investigating Committee of Gates (chairman), Griffin, Patten, Hoyt and a Frank G Coe,

[...] carefully examined the voluminous records, held almost daily sessions for nine weeks and examined many witnesses concerning all phases of the organisation, operation and dissolution of the Grain Marketing Co. As a result of the investigation, certain members were charged in connection with the investigation. Wrongdoers [...] were impossible to prosecute, as (1) it was thought the company would be able shift the guilt to non-member employees, while at the same time (2) the private arbitration testimony was privileged and would not be available for trial purposes.249

The Board’s executive and its membership could read complaints in the press, and they received many letters that criticised the Board for allowing egregious manipulation. The Secretary of Agriculture, as per a CBOT letter, had already blamed the large rally and increased price volatility in 1924 to early 1925 on ‘the heavy trading of a limited number of professional speculators’.250 As such, the CBOT executive formed a Members Program Committee, with Gates as chair and Siebel Harris on the committee, to ‘prevent the recurrence of such wide price swings’.251 In an undated 1925 memo from the Committee to the CBOT board of directors, the committee observed that ‘the Board […] is not so well equipped to handle special emergencies or prepare for them […] and there is a traditional reluctance on the part of our Boards of Directors to take preventative steps against, or special action during, emergencies, except […] as specifically authorised by the rule’.252

The committee concluded that the participation of the GFA was crucial to reduce manipulation as well as enact voting by proxy in that the GFA would not be easily swayed by social or political pressures that were rampant at the exchange. As such, the above documents the realisation that it would take the uniting of the two forces, government and market, to make a controlling regime function. The committee suggested:

1. A reorganised clearing house [already acted upon].
2. Proxy vote by mail.
3. No daily price limits, but that the Board should have the power to implement such if deemed appropriate in an emergency.
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4. Restore the trading of privileges.
5. New crop estimate releases may only be made after trading day ends.
6. The creation of a BCC to work with information supplied by the GFA.  

Unlike with the clearing house matter, the Cutten Corner provided a policy window allowing the Board’s executive and the GFA to establish the BCC. Pressure was already being put on the Board’s directorate by the GFA to form a new committee to enforce proper market conduct. The archive shows that both the Board executive and the USDA were in favour of establishing a joint operation where the GFA head in Chicago would sit on the committee and the GFA would provide information and aid in the investigation. In fact, it turned out that it was the GFA that brought most of the cases to the BCC, and the GFA expected the kind of action that would have occurred had it the power to prosecute. While modern clearing was adopted by the CBOT’s membership in behind the scenes collusion with the USDA, the BCC offered a more obvious and undeniable example of co-construction.

There was a precedent for joint operations. In 1925, when the GFA found that reports of unusual trading coming from the floor were often error ridden, the CBOT added a rule prohibiting such ‘flashes’ unless based on provable fact. Also in 1925, the GFA concluded that unusually large trades had the potential to cause debilitating price volatility, with the result that the CBOT adopted a rule limiting daily price ranges in emergency situations. The ‘Cutten Corner’ of 1925 appeared to have been stopped by what the New York Times deemed a public threat to the CBOT from Secretary Jardine, but was actually a product of some behind the scenes pressure. In an interview with the Saturday Evening Post, speculator Arthur Cutten recalled that the CBOT, working with the GFA, pushed him to end the Corner by stating, ‘You ought to sell some wheat for the sake of the Board of Trade. You know, this committee is the device we settled upon to keep the government from taking fuller control of the trading in futures’. This cooperation was announced more formally on 7 July 1925, where the Board authorised the
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253 List is a quotation from Memorandum from the Members Program Committee [undated but 1925]. CME III.18.2.
president, Carey, to appoint a Grain Futures Committee to work with Dr JWT Duvel, Acting in Charge, Grain Futures Administration.256

It was important that the CBOT’s BCC be seen in Washington to be a success. Gates wrote to outgoing president Frank Carey on 26 January 1926 that he should write to Secretary Hoover as to what a success the BCC has been. The GFA’s representative, Theo Hammatt was especially keen that the state-industry cooperation be acknowledged in Washington at the highest level.257 Capper was pleased with the adoption of the BCC, stating, ‘I believe no one can fail to appreciate the fine spirit in which your governing body has approached the problem [and, if the BCC was properly tasked] long steps will have been taken towards the elimination of evils which brought forth the enactment of the grain futures act’.258 Capper, clearly a believer in free markets and self-regulation, added, ‘I have no desire to impose ruinous restrictions upon the proper activity of the Board of Trade’.259

The BCC remains a key component of financial self-regulation, even if was not a result of self-regulatory intent. The National Futures Association, a consolidated regulator of all futures markets, together with individual exchanges such as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, all have such committees. Disciplinary action remains quite common at both levels, as can be seen from the public record on exchange websites. In terms of the BCC solving the CBOT’s collective action problem, Duvel himself commented that ‘[i]t is only fair to say that the majority of board-of-trade members were more or less disgusted with the conditions that existed, but fear of reprisals and ruin of their own business rendered them helpless to do anything’.260 Duvel observed the same phenomenon as is argued in this study; the BCC, like modern clearing, came as a result of co-construction by government and markets.

4.6.2 Cooperation in Committee

The BCC, which comprised five members who agreed not to speculate while serving, was tasked with the supervising of business conduct of members and their relation to the non-member customers, the public, the state and the Federal Government. It could examine books and other

256 Letter, Fones to Carey, 8 July 1925. CME III.16.8.
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records and its conclusions would be final. However, because members were reluctant to reveal information to potential competitors, the GFA would consider the information to be confidential and would not widely expose it to the membership, the directorate or other CBOT committees. That is, the CBOT relied on the GFA to be an independent gatherer of facts as well as the initial arbiter, another useful contribution of government to markets.

By the end of 1925, Duvel and the GFA had agreed an agenda to be presented to the CBOT’s BCC. The GFA wanted the BCC to obtain reports from clearing and non-clearing members of the exchanges, fix speculative position limits, take closer notice of rumours and gossip and amend delivery rules to stop opening new trades by the middle of delivery months. Even though the GFA could alter the reporting levels for Special Accounts unilaterally, it wanted BCCs to agree that the limit should be lowered from 500,000 bushels to 200,000 bushels. On 24 June 1925, the record reveals another committee being formed, this time to properly codify the rules of the CBOT with the help of its counsel, Townley. The new Board rules also empowered the Board of Directors, on a two-thirds majority, to set a percentage limit above or below which no trading could occur. Carey was against limits, but on 25 June 1925 he wrote to Wells that ‘I think if [Jardine] insists upon it that the Board itself should put a rule through’.

In the early days, the BCC was seen to be allied with the interests of the GFA in preventing manipulation, even if this situation was to deteriorate over the years leading up to 1936. According to Duvel, ‘during the delivery months of December and May [1926] the Business Conduct Committee rendered excellent service. They undoubtedly prevented what probably would have been two of the most successful corners ever staged on the Chicago Board of Trade’. The GFA brought potential situations, such as the manipulation attempts by Cutten in 1926, to the attention of the BCC for their investigation and action.

The CBOT brought the firepower, backed by the - usually implicit - threat of government control or criminal punishment. Thus the executive, directorate and committees were able to use government threats to force powerful interests to follow the rules and support the new
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institutions. The GFA analysed detailed confidential information obtained directly from clearing members, then providing the CBOT with evidence if they believed further investigation was warranted. On the whole, members were happier to give the information to the GFA than directly to their friends, enemies and competitors on the various committees. This system functioned well for a time, and is still utilised in many regulatory regimes.

However, one of the biggest issues with the BCC remained that, while prosecution for manipulation was easier to effect, easier to identify, and now up to the BCC to rule upon, the punishment was limited to censure, suspension or expulsion. While admittedly this was a sufficient threat for some grain men, the larger speculators, who were really the target of the GFA’s ire, were likely to be unmoved by such threats. More serious punishment, though, was beyond the scope of the 1922 Act and clearly the CBOT was unwilling and unable to prosecute members in the courts.

Although the GFA and the CBOT cooperated at the BCC during this period, relations between the GFA in Chicago and the Board and its membership were strained. In fact, cooperation at the Board did not last long after 1926. Carey did not think much of Duvel. A letter from Carey to Dies dated 21 January 1926 states, ‘I guess the Washington meeting turned out to be of very little importance on a meeting of the various committees with Jardine and a few fool suggestions made by Duvel, which were quite characteristic of his suggestions’.266 Earlier, Carey observed that Duvel’s recent speech ‘shows the trend of his mind and danger hangs over our market if his suggested limitation of daily fluctuations was put upon us’.267 The CBOT considered GFA staffer Rollin Smith to be a bigger threat. Carey wrote to Gates on 12 December 1924 that Smith’s testimony was overly-adversarial and ill-informed. Carey had ‘already taken steps to have [Smith’s criticism …] brought before higher officials’ and he asked Gates to have his Committee ‘lay [it] before Mr Dean [in Washington] and I think [it] should be laid before the President. If the grain trade is to receive such attacks from employees of a government department, it is high time we at least called the President’s attention to same and let him know that we strongly resent it’.268 Even the CBOT executive and its friends were aware that the BCC had failed by 1930. Barnes complained to Carey on 2 January 1930 that,
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I wish we could study some way to get the Business Conduct Committee, such as the commission you propose, with backbone and conviction, having in mind the greater objective of preserving public confidence in future trading, rather than playing anybody’s interest, buyer or seller.269

That is, Barnes and Carey could both easily could see that the BCC was not designed to adjudicate in the public interest, but was rather captured by powerful member interests, as the Board, itself, had often been in these kinds of situations.

The fracture in relations between the BCC and the GFA after 1927 was to be a major catalyst for the legislation of 1936.

4.7 Conclusion

Between 1923 and 1926 the GFA, as information gatherer, mostly cooperated with the CBOT as rule-maker and enforcer, and the USDA as a barely credible threat to provide for three now-ubiquitous key elements of modern futures markets, (i) large trader reporting, (ii) modern clearing, and (iii) the BCC. The requirement for reports from clearing members, analyses provided by the GFA and the use of the information as evidence in manipulation cases, all stemmed from an otherwise mostly powerless 1922 Act, where the CBOT was provided with legitimacy and protection in return for allowing ever increasing transparency in the markets. Modern clearing was considered as one of the ‘two critical elements’ of futures markets, as a solution to counterparty risk issues, while the BCC was another key element, as identified by Kendall.270

The Rules based on the 1922 Act can be seen as a logical technocratic response to the 1921 Depression, focused as they were on information gathering in advance of any decision to control futures markets. Such ‘information based’ goals were consistent with similar strategies of this and an earlier era, such as the use of information disclosure to inform on subsequent railroad regulation by Charles Francis Adams in the second half of the 19th century.271 However, the
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Federal Government went beyond simple information processing by cajoling otherwise recalcitrant CBOT members who had rejected self-regulation into finally adopting both modern clearing and the BCC. Additionally, the government and the futures industry worked together to prosecute manipulation in the markets, as neither the CBOT executive nor the GFA had the power to do it alone.

The risks of misunderstanding the origins of modern clearing, in particular, are ever present in the current discussions over effective systemic risk management tools in the present day. Randall Krozner, an academic and Governor of the Federal Reserve System, interprets the historical record as illustrating ‘how market forces led to the evolution of organisational and contractual features that have created strong incentives for effective private regulation that addressed both market participants’ and public policymakers’ concerns about risk control’.272 If this is to be believed, self-regulation rather than government interference would be the answer to many regulatory problems. Some academics and policy advisors go further to claim that almost all regulation chokes off innovation in markets and that self-regulation is the only solution to efficient markets.273

This chapter has shown that the Board membership as a whole, at least in the 1920s, would not and did not adopt clearing of its own accord, had little incentive to end manipulative practices and were not interested in transparency in the markets. Modern clearing and the BCC can be seen as relevant examples of government and industry co-construction in the face of a weak regulatory regime and otherwise-insurmountable collective action problems in industry. As such, neither are parables of effective self-regulation but examples of effective polycentric and co-regulation, where many interests benefited from the cooperation between governments and markets.

Popular literature, therefore, is at least as error-filled as the academic work. In Emily Lambert’s work on futures market speculation she writes that the Secretary of Agriculture demanded that Board of Trade members oust the clique of “gamblers and scalpers” in control of the exchange.

And members in the 1920s had no choice but to adopt something they had resisted … Central clearing’. However, the archival records indicate that the history is more complex. The fight for modern clearing and the BCC can not be said to have been won by an ideologue in the form of Jardine, as has been claimed by Falloon. Again, a focus on farmers and their representatives as the key interest in wheat futures regulation misses the story entirely since there is no evidence in the archive that farmers’ groups in any way shaped the regulatory demands either at the federal level or at the CBOT.

After having threatened and cajoled the CBOT ‘for its own good’, in late 1925, Secretary Jardine was said by the Wall Street Journal to be ‘entitled to credit for making issue and forcing rules for good government and better conduct in the business of grain speculation and without sensationalism or popular or political agitation’. Ironically, however, the Journal went even further and suggested that the New York Stock Exchange could learn from the CBOT how to establish its own good conduct rules. However, as this chapter showed, this innovation was not a result solely of CBOT self-regulation.

Another key archival revelation referred to in this chapter is that the CBOT executive, directorate and membership fought internally as regards the value of, (i) the 1922 Act and the 1923 Rules, (ii) modern clearing, (iii) a reduction in manipulation, and (iv) market transparency. It is often believed that markets are more ‘efficient’ – that is, immediately reflecting fundamental value or at least unbiased – the more transparent they are, the less manipulation is allowed to distort prices and the more confident the counterparties are that other risks – such as counterparty credit risk – have been mitigated. Transparency, improved efficiency and a reduction in counterparty risk were only possible through a concerted strategic effort by the GFA and the CBOT executive. In the 1920s elements of the regulatory regime were ‘captured’, as is predicted in the economic theory of regulation, resulting in the futures industry being supported by government regulation. Kolko has argued such capture was endemic to industry economic regulation during the Progressive Era. However, unlike other cases where excess rents appeared to have been captured by industry or other special interests, alone, the result of the interwar futures regulation was that
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the markets were made more efficient and less exposed to idiosyncratic and systematic credit risk. Additionally, the information gathered during the same period resulted in a huge increase in the understanding of how markets did, or did not, function. Consequently, the ‘captured’ 1922 Act can be said to have actually been in the public interest, inasmuch as the innovations effected are now incorporated into all exchange-traded derivative product markets. The regulations, the rules and the form the markets currently take are based heavily on the actions taken by the Federal Government in that centralised clearing, which is now ubiquitous, was adopted, post-crisis, in the larger OTC markets. Furthermore, the futures exchanges continue to self-regulate and are monitored by the latest iteration of the GFA. Exchanges still have BCCs and provide public daily trader reports. The CFTC (originally the GFA), continues to authorise ‘contract markets’.

The Grain Futures Act empowered a bureaucratic elite to obtain and process vast amounts of expensive-to-obtain information about the functioning of the grain markets. Even though the 1922 Act and the Rules were mostly ‘captured’, the information gatherers and analysts were not, since Duvel, Smith, Mehl and Fitz pushed the limits of their power. The 1925 fluctuations embarrassed the exchanges, the grain men and their regulators, but there was no possibility of new legislation between 1922 and 1935, no matter how many bills were put through Congress. In the meantime, the CBOT, capitalising on the light touch regulatory environment, worked with the government to introduce key institutions and norms into the market. In 1926, the information gathered was not only relied upon to cajole the Board, but it also played a key role in the drafting of the 1936 regulations. Most importantly, however, was the degree of policing of the previously rampant manipulation, which was accomplished as a result of this information, instead of a strongly enforced legal mandate by the GFA. Consequently, even while public victories over the manipulators in the courts were rare (Chapter Five), the GFA was successful in ending some abuses of market function and the ill treatment of customers.

In summary, the GFA and the USDA spurred improvements and important new institutional features, such as modern clearing and business conduct committees, but not necessarily for the reasons given in the literature. Equally, self-regulation can not be said to have caused the spurt of innovation between 1923 and 1926. As a result, the framework described in this chapter, which existed on the eve of the 1929 Crash, should be described rather as ‘market co-construction’ by government and industry in an albeit strange arrangement that did not survive the Great Depression.
Chapter Five

The Grain Gambler and the Commodity Exchange Act of 1936

In time to come [wheat] may be carried through the air in flying machines of fantastic size, but even then there will be a need for a market, like that one we call the wheat pit, where supply and demand can make their adjustments in a clamour of voices crying “Buy” or “Sell”.¹

5.1 From Gambling Den to ‘Necessary’ Institution in the Public Interest

During the Great Depression a significant change in the direction and philosophy of Federal Government intervention took hold in most areas of US business.² From the Crash of 1929 to the declaration of the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) and the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) as unconstitutional in 1935, there were greater priorities than the evolution of futures market regulation. To the extent that the futures markets were targeted at all, federal policymakers and their agents were keen to use regulation to stabilise grain prices. George Peek, chief of the AAA, informed the exchanges in a private conference in 1933 that ‘we are charged by Congress under the Agricultural Adjustment Act [with the …] raising of farm prices to parity’.³ Yet using self-regulation to boost prices was always going to be a pipe-dream.
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The failure of all efforts to negotiate a voluntary code of conduct for the futures markets set the stage for an unlikely coalition of the GFA and the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF), the powerful farm lobby group. This chapter shows that the AFBF, in sponsoring futures regulation at least, was not interested in raising grain prices for the American farmers, as is claimed by Roberta Romano, but was more interested in punishing the CBOT and weakening its resistance to the farmer’s cooperative movement. Market efficiency – less manipulation, less fraud and more confidence in the markets in general - was always the goal of the eventual 1936 legislation, which focused almost exclusively on protecting the small and numerous ‘grain gamblers’ from fraud and manipulation. Previously vilified by state legislators and academics, the small speculator was considered by the GFA and the AFBF to be the critical participant in the efficient functioning of futures markets during the marketing cycle.

Although the GFA was unable to gain the attention of an increasingly distracted and pro-business Secretary of Agriculture in the early 1930s, by the mid-1930s it was able to join with the AFBF to co-author a new bill that passed into law as the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act (CEA), which amended the 1922 Act. The GFA allowed the AFBF to dictate terms surrounding the cooperatives but otherwise had key clauses inserted that protected and encouraged speculators to enter the market. Here, as in 1921, the law did not curb futures trading in any meaningful way. This time it was the powerful idea of the futures market as an efficient price setter and space for risk management that dominated any rent seeking motivations. The CEA protected speculators from fraud and unethical activities. Protections included segregating client margin monies from a firm’s general accounts and the requirement that a firm could not act as both principal and agent in a client transaction, effectively banning bucketing and limiting front-running and other conflicts of interest. These have become, like the earlier innovations of 1923 and 1926, required and routine practices in futures markets.

The CBOT directorate was also privately in favor of these changes, even if publicly many in the membership protested any additional government involvement.

In the final analysis, a non-rent seeking special interest was able to work with a semi-autonomous government agency in the public interest, where that interest also benefited the industry itself.
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Once again, it is clear that the government versus markets debate is a false dichotomy, since it is shown here that they can function together to create stable and long-lasting institutions that are essential to modern business and finance. While the 1922 Act can be explained by a compromise between the ideas and actions of government and markets and the 1926 innovations are best considered as co-construction of a regime by both government and industry, the 1936 Act’s history is much more complex. Three key questions need to be answered when analysing the 1936 CEA; (i) Who was responsible for the successful legislative push in the mid-1930s? (ii) Why did the CEA come into being? and (iii) What is the explanation for the substance of the CEA? The answers to the first two questions require an understanding of the multiplicity of interests within both government and industry and, of course, between the futures industry, different levels of the Federal Government and producer organisations. Without support, the GFA could not adequately advance its case for better regulation in the public interest due to political constraints, as well as it not wanting to alienate the industry that it relied upon for the information necessary to supervise the markets.5

This chapter shows that the CEA of 1936 was born out of a marriage between a powerful private interest and a knowledgeable yet formally powerless government agency. The failure of the voluntary Codes in 1935 in the midst of a worsening depression finally opened a policy window whereby the GFA, working with one powerful farm lobby group, the AFBF, seized control of the process to produce legislation for grain futures that was in the interest of almost all market participants, thereby placing it in the ‘public interest’ and as far from rent-seeking as was possible.

The third question, regarding the substance of the Act, can be answered by understanding the outcome of the previous thirteen years of study. Government analysis indicated that futures markets were a key contributor to efficient grain marketing, in spite of the recent depression in futures prices, and the data and analysis together provided a knowledge base from which an entire field of study was launched. As it did in 1926, the information gathered and analysed by the GFA informed the government about the changes that needed to be made in 1936. This period offers many examples, therefore, of policy learning, common today yet also popular in

interwar regulatory policy. Hoover, for example, considered the AMA and the Federal Farm Board intervention to be a grand policy experiment. Consequently, the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act established a key new concept in financial markets regulation in the US, and which did not exist elsewhere, which encouraged and protected the small speculator. While New Deal economics dominated FDR’s war on depression, the CEA, like the Securities Act of 1933, was remarkably free from the socialism attributed to farm relief programs.

This chapter first explains who was involved in the creation of the Commodities Exchange Act of 1936 as well as why and how the stage was set for the further institutional changes that survive into the present day. Secondly, the ground-breaking analysis of the GFA between 1923 and 1935 will be studied, especially with regard to its effect on the legitimacy of the markets, how it informed those interested in amending the 1922 Act and how it influenced a new generation of financial markets scholars. Thirdly, it will cover the political economy in terms of the fight for the 1936 Commodity Exchange Act, and fourthly, it will explain the changes that were made to the 1922 Act. The chapter concludes with a detailed analysis of the legacy of the Act by discussing the significant social turn, away from futures speculation as ‘gambling to be restricted’ and towards being considered necessary for the functioning of markets.

5.2 Conflicting Interests: The CBOT, the GFA and the AFBF

As documented in earlier chapters, any change to the formal regulatory framework was virtually impossible before 1936, even though the GFA regularly announced the 1922 Act’s failings on Capitol Hill and at the USDA. Futures regulation was far from at the front of the minds of most of the powerful interest groups, even – and perhaps especially – throughout the Great Depression years. Immediately after the Crash of 1929, the interests that eventually forced change in 1936 were powerless to intervene; therefore, the response to the crisis in the futures markets was not immediately legislative. Previously, in 1925-26, the government initially worked with the futures industry rather than against it. In 1930 and early 1931, the Federal Government, through the Federal Farm Board, failed in its use of futures markets to prop up farm prices.
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Nevertheless, such government intervention legitimised futures trading by acknowledging the effectiveness of the futures market. In fact, it was Duvel’s idea to allow the Federal Farm Board to use futures to hedge their cash positions, facilitate marketing and, possibly, aid in any government price support activities.\(^9\)

By the time of the 1929 Crash, the CBOT had become less cooperative with the USDA and its regulatory agency, the GFA. The Board’s BCC was less enthusiastic in punishing accused market manipulators, and, even though the CBOT was in favour of being legitimised and protected by the Federal Government, it fought further half-hearted Congressional interference, while, in 1927 and again in 1933, also succeeding in having earlier reporting requirements rolled back. Yet the Board’s executive could not agree even with its own membership or other exchanges during much of this period. Equally, the CBOT and the GFA rarely saw eye-to-eye. Hence, the GFA was becoming more aware that flaws remained in the futures trading framework and that the Board membership had little interest in improving its institutions.

However, in the early 1930s, while factions in Congress dithered on bills that had no support from the key legislators, neither US President Hoover’s office, nor the powerful Agricultural Committees were going to endorse any legislation without the full support of Hoover’s Secretary of Agriculture, Hyde. Yet the Secretary was pro-business and unsupportive of any of the GFA’s proposals. As such, the GFA could no longer work with the CBOT executive to move modern futures trading closer to the market-efficient ideal; therefore it turned to a new partner, the American Farm Bureau Federation, to push for needed changes. The following section will explain how and why the GFA began to focus less on working with the CBOT and more on co-opting powerful groups to introduce new legislation in order to make markets safer for all participants – especially small speculators.

The AFBF, the dominant farmers’ organisation, sought to punish the CBOT for not providing adequate exchange and clearing house membership to farm cooperative marketing companies and the GFA provided evidence that the Board was failing to protect market participants, especially the small speculator. Together, in the ‘public interest’, these organisations sought to alter the futures markets. In designing and lobbying for the Act, interests outside the futures

\(^9\) Letter, Duvel to Chester Gray, 6 April 1929. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2.
industry were not proposing rent seeking alternatives, focusing more on cleaning up the markets and making them safe for speculators and hedgers.

The ABFB favoured free grain markets, much as did the millers and other industry interests in 1926, and Capper and the CBOT itself in 1921. And few actors, other than fraudsters and manipulators, would be against any of the 1936 amendments that were proposed by the AFBF and the GFA. The regulatory regime innovations of 1936 were constructed by government and a special interest acting in the public interest, fighting the entrenched monopoly of the Board and the status quo. Rather than vilifying the grain gambler, as individual states had attempted to do in the previous century, the Act was designed to protect small speculators’ interests in the future markets based on information gathered and analysed by the GFA. While some legislators wanted the public to stay out of speculation in grains, the GFA’s support of speculation actually provides another example of the Federal Government supporting and defending the interwar futures industry.

5.2.1 A Coalition Formed

The AFBF’s articles were formally ratified in 1920 and it became the dominant US farm organisation, immediately contributing to the forming of the Farm Bloc in Congress.10 The AFBF has a long history in policymaking, taking credit for the Packers and Stockyards Act, the Grain Futures Act and the Capper-Volstead Act, all in 1922. It has also admitted to notable policy failures, such as McNary-Haugenism and a suboptimal construction of the Federal Farm Board under the AMA of 1929.11 When considering the AFBF and farmers, it is important to note that it is not necessarily an organisation with farmers’ interests at heart. In its current form,

the AFBF mostly represents large agribusinesses.\textsuperscript{12} Even in the interwar years, it ‘was cool, if not hostile, toward all radical agrarian groups’.\textsuperscript{13}

Following the 1922 Act, the cooperatives’ frustration with the CBOT did not diminish. On 22 December 1925, the Minnesota Wheat Growers Cooperative Marketing Association complained to Secretary Jardine of ‘a long and very unsatisfactory correspondence with Mr Duvel’, as the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce had filed charges ‘with a view of expelling us from the Minneapolis market for criticising grain speculators’.\textsuperscript{14} Additionally, the AFBF had been informed by the GFA that manipulation was still common in the grain markets, which was not in the farmers’ interests. As a grain man and chair of the US Chamber of Commerce, Julius Barnes admitted, ‘I feel it would be great reassurance if the Board of Trade authorities just had the courage now to see that the legitimate hedger was not to be made the victim of manipulative tactics by concentrated ownership of contracts’.\textsuperscript{15} By 1930, AFBF officials were angry over the handling of the cooperative issue, with their affiliate the Farmers National Grain Corporation (FNG) fighting hard for acceptance as a CBOT clearing member.\textsuperscript{16}

As a result of discussions with the GFA, the AFBF lobbied Congressional leaders for new futures regulation. The GFA and the AFBF had a long history of working together in legislative circles and even before the 1929 Crash, the GFA gave recommendations to the AFBF regarding futures trading amendments to go into 1929 farm relief bills. Duvel had the AFBF propose new legislation directly to Congress, with the AFBF justifying the proposed amendments as reducing manipulation or protecting Board clients.\textsuperscript{17} Even though he acted as a policy entrepreneur in that he identified the need for, conceived and drafted the proposed legislation, Duvel could not take the lead on any legislation. Firstly, the USDA and the Grain Futures Commission had already shown themselves to be against new legislation. Secondly, Duvel did not want to be seen by the
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\textsuperscript{17} Letter, Duvel to Chester Gray, 6 April 1929. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2.
grain trade, many of whom he had to work with on a regular basis, to be encouraging government support. Duvel wrote to the AFBF in his covering letter to the amendment proposal that, ‘I have not been anxious to appear before the committee on this matter at any of their public hearings, knowing that the ideas presented would not appeal to the grain trade’. In the end, futures regulation was not included in the Agricultural Marketing Act. When he realised that the futures regulation reform would not be allowed in the AMA, Chester Gray of the AFBF informed the GFA on 16 April 1929 that any amendments to the 1922 Act would need to be considered in a new Capper Bill by the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.

Duvel and the others at the GFA, with support from certain legislators, had been lobbying internally for more power, especially after the recurring frustrations with the CBOT’s BCC reverting to protecting powerful interests rather than reducing manipulation. However, it took an advocacy coalition with the AFBF to get any traction with the Secretary of Agriculture and the administration. While the AFBF was pushing farm relief, there was an understanding, even at the lobby group, that the futures regulation was not in fact going to help the farmer in any way—it was, in fact, revenge. Capper too had renewed his efforts in cleaning up manipulation. Again, he was far from anti-futures.

GFA head Duvel, who was aware that he needed allies in order to be heard by his own bosses at the USDA, encouraged and supported both Capper and the AFBF to progress legislation independently, though with full private support from the GFA. As Duvel wrote confidentially to the AFBF president:

I hope the bills, when they shall be introduced by Senator Capper and Congressmen Dickinson, will at least in general form agree with your wishes, and I am hopeful that the Department of Agriculture can be helpful to us in giving official support at the proper time to the measures.

The AFBF originated, introduced and/or supported legislation that mirrored the thinking at the GFA, including a Capper-Dickinson Bill (HR 193) that limited short selling and licensing.
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brokers. All the Federation’s proposals originated with GFA, yet Duvel clearly didn’t want attribution for, nor to be seen as pushing, the legislation.22

In a private letter from Duvel to Chester Gray on 5 January 1931, it is clear that the AFBF was forced to drive any legislation forward for it to be successful. Duvel and his team would draft clauses that were then sent to the AFBF for incorporation into draft legislation.23 The key requirements agreed by both parties included broker licensing, limitations on short selling and giving the Secretary of Agriculture powers to set exchange rules.24

Once again, Duvel was clear that the amendments should not appear to originate with the GFA, by stating that:

I have felt some reluctance in complying with your request for assistance in the preparation of a suggested bill for the reason that such assistance can so easily be interpreted to mean Departmental approval of the bill and may indeed give the appearance of the bill itself being a Departmental measure. This Department does not wish to express its view relative to proposed legislation until requested to do so in the regular way […] In any use which you may make of the enclosed material, may I request that you please make clear that this Department does not at this time take any position as concerns the merits of any of the proposed amendments.25

So, while the GFA wanted to be seen as neutral, it was in fact the most important influence on the new bills.

While the AFBF was the dominant advocate for new futures regulation, it must be stressed the legislative push was not intended to provide any sort of farm relief. The organisation’s stated goal of ‘curbing of speculation that affected adversely the price of farm commodities’ was only the fifth and last resolution from its report of 1932, and nowhere does rent seeking enter into the justification for futures regulation, unlike in the other farm relief efforts.26
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25 Letter, Duvel to Chester Gray, 5 January 1931. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2. See also ‘Markup of a Bill, to amend the Grain Futures Act,’ 1931, by Duvel. NARA/KC, Box 3. 2-2.
26 Report of the condition of the organisation and its activities during the period from December 1, 1931 to November 30, 1932, American Farm Bureau Federation, 1 December 1932. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2; Resolution, Regulatory Legislation, AFBF, 10 December 1930. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2.
The AFBF was driven both by its disgust with the CBOT for harming cooperative interests and by its desire to have markets function efficiently during the grain marketing cycle. Even though the Grain Futures Committee had found for the FNG and required the CBOT to include the FNG in the clearing corporation, the CBOT fought the ruling in court.\textsuperscript{27} This seriously angered the AFBF as well as powerful Midwestern legislators. At the same time, the CBOT’s recalcitrant BCC had angered the GFA. The GFA aggressively supported position limits to be set by the USDA and it also justified new bills in terms of the previous difficulties in attempting to enforce the 1922 Act.\textsuperscript{28} Alternative sanctions to the ‘bazooka’ authorised in the 1922 Act were clearly necessary. Price and basis volatility had angered millers and even some of the grain men who relied on efficient markets in order to set and remove hedges for cash grain purchases and sales. But still the USDA had not felt the need to demand new legislation, and Congressional forces had experienced little success on Capitol Hill.

5.2.2 The CBOT and the GFA, 1926-36

Throughout the 1920s, the CBOT had grown in institutional stature. On the eve of the Crash of 1929, the CBOT planned on opening a securities exchange which would rival New York and become ‘the most comprehensive marketing exchange in commercial history’.\textsuperscript{29} Additionally it was contemplating a takeover of the Chicago Securities Exchange.\textsuperscript{30} In October 1929, since a CBOT seat sold for $58,000, 30% higher than in January of the same year, it was on top of the world, or at least the Midwest, installed as it was in its new forty-four storey building with the Roman god Ceres at its peak.\textsuperscript{31} Speculation had become part of the American cultural, business and social fabric, even as agricultural markets continued their long-term descent from Great War levels towards 1929.

Throughout the interwar years, though, the CBOT continued to experience governance problems of its own, with collective action issues and high coordination costs very much in evidence. As shown in previous chapters, its interests were not always aligned with the majority of its grain market participants since the Board, its directorate and its executive each acted in its
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own interest, which often conflicted. Its membership was almost entirely profit-driven, thus many Board members, especially the large brokers, were under pressure from their clients to reform. Carey’s firms, for example, handled many of the large cash and futures trades as well as storage businesses of then and current grain giants Louis Dreyfus and Archer Daniel Midland (ADM) in both the US and Canada, and Carey was great friends with Ed Stuhr of ADM.

It was clear that the CBOT could not police itself. In 1934 and 1935, the GFA made Congress aware of at least twenty-four CBOT members suspected of bucketing. Indeed, the GFA had brought charges against several of these previously. But it was powerless to stop the activities, and the CBOT’s BCC was not interested in helping. As a result of both attempted and successful speculative operations, hedging was sometimes as risky as outright speculating, which both the GFA and the Board executive recognised as early as 1923, hence the development of the Business Conduct Committee (BCC) in 1926. In 1926, the government felt it could work with the CBOT to eliminate abuses. In the early days of the BCC the Board welcomed the GFA’s contributions, hence the GFA and the USDA were not immediately willing to make changes to the formal regulations; also, amendments were unlikely to succeed for reasons given earlier. Secretary Wallace and Duvel were opposed to Caraway’s 1926 attempts to further regulate futures, with the latter finally dropping the attempt in 1929 after one final flourish to ban futures outright. As it was was not entirely objective and could be easily swayed or pressured by fellow members, the BCC did not eliminate manipulation, and relations rapidly worsened between the BCC and the GFA after 1927.

Although manipulation and fraud were considered more and more by the GFA to be serious shortcomings of the futures markets, the CBOT lobby and membership continued to fight against any additional controls. In fact, the CBOT was able to go on the offensive in 1929, with
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Hoover in the White House and speculation becoming an accepted part of American business life. The CBOT executive was rarely caught out by legislative intentions, and there are many examples of just how plugged in to Washington it was during the interwar period. In one instance in 1933, the CBOT's legal counsel was able to ascertain during an off the record lunch that a lawyer was called in to draft investor protection laws for both securities and commodities, and that this lawyer was aware of certain of the President's off the record discussions with certain industry representatives. The CBOT's counsel agreed to 'help' with the draft, thereby allowing the regulated industry early and anonymous influence into what were possibly going to be tough new regulations. All of this was of course highly confidential.

Our Board of Trade friends [...] are determined to get rid of the Grain Futures Administration. Apparently they believe the best way to do this is to try to hook up our organisation with the Federal Farm Board and to press for the elimination of both as a form of farm relief that has not helped farmers by way of securing satisfactory prices for their grain. This is rather silly and far-fetched, and yet it is quite possible that in the farmers’ present state of mind, some progress may be made in building sentiment against us.

Capper and Duvel shared a similar philosophy regarding futures markets, and sought to keep each other informed throughout the interwar years. Capper wrote to Duvel and others at the GFA regularly, in one case stating, 'I am thoroughly sick of the Farm Board, but I think they are licked bad enough without these smart aleck speculators trying to bankrupt the entire agricultural regions of the United States'. Indeed, there were pressures even during the Great Depression to remove all restrictions on the CBOT. On 4 January 1933, the exchanges, through the Grain Committee on National Affairs (GCNA), published a pamphlet, *A Survey of the Farm Question*, claiming that the 1922 Act should be judged a failure as it did not meet its goal of bringing higher prices for grain. Of course, this was not the goal of the 1922 Act, at all. Moreover, the grain trade accused the 1922 Act of interfering with the proper functioning of the markets. The conclusion of the pamphlet was that the 1922 Act should be repealed in its entirety. Many in the US were anti-government intervention, even in 1933. The *Wall Street Journal* was sceptical of government involvement in the regulation of securities markets. On 27 July 1933 it reported:
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It is a fair inference that the pressure that the government has exerted against short selling in the past few years had no small part in the building up of a price structure in the grain market that resulted in last week’s crash. If we are to have healthy grain markets, neither codes nor regulations should seek to restrain the very forces that prevent prices from making mushroom growth that ends in collapse.\(^{41}\)

Additionally, relations between the CBOT’s BCC and the GFA became severely strained as the interwar years continued. However, by 1933 the NIRA’s Codes of Conduct (Code) required the Board to exercise a significant amount of self-regulation, overseen by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. In the end, the Code failed for many reasons even before it was declared unconstitutional. However, the Code failure did provide an important catalyst for the AFBF in lobbying to devise replacement regulation.

Futures industry lobbying could be aggressive. In 1929, Senator Caraway was furious with the access, through Julius Barnes, the grain men had on Alex Legge, the Federal Farm Board Chairman. Legge was said to have agreed with a proposal from Barnes that ‘the Farm Board will not in future announce any policy affecting the price of grain until after a consultation with those engaged in the grain business’.\(^{42}\) On 23 December 1929 Caraway sent an open letter to Legge, carried in full in many of the papers, stating that, ‘Your announcement […] is a surrender of the [Farm] Board to these grain people’ and that it ‘showed that the government was not supportive of the cooperative movement, contrary to the intentions of Congress’.\(^{43}\) Caraway was furious that Legge went ‘into a private, if not a secret, meeting with Mr. Barnes’ where clearly a public hearing was warranted.\(^{44}\) This example typifies the extent of the CBOT’s lobbying efforts.\(^{45}\)

After the Board earlier resolved to abandon the exchanges’ lobby group,\(^{46}\) president Arnot wrote in a 10 May 1929 letter that the ‘membership in Chicago, itself, as well as the Board of Directors are divided on what form representation to Washington should take’.\(^{47}\) Arnot felt that it was almost impossible to produce a legislative agenda that would satisfy the Board’s own
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membership, let alone all the member grain futures exchanges. Wells from the Legislative Committee went further to state that attempts to distill a ‘unified action in legislative matters’ might ‘hinder rather than facilitate agreement among the Exchanges’. It was now even more clear that the CBOT’s interests, even if agreed within the membership, were diverging from those of the primarily cash grain and regional futures exchanges. Carey accused Wells of representing ‘such a small minority that he himself said he felt he ought to resign from the committee’. Soon after, Wells did resign. There was no longer a pretence of a united front in terms of one unique grain trade lobby, as Mrs MacMillan pointed out to Carey in a letter dated 15 March 1930: ‘There is such a variety of opinion in the grain trade itself as to what is the best policy […] the trade to pursue in the present situation’. Neither the exchanges nor the memberships of any one exchange were of one mind on any of the key legislative issues of the day. The collective action problems of the Board had clearly not lessened in the 1930s.

Under attack by the exchanges, almost abandoned by the Secretary of Agriculture and unsupported by the Courts and even the GFC, the GFA was experiencing its own existential crisis. Additionally, infighting was rife, especially in the Chicago office. In 1925, Duvel moved to Washington, after having spent three years in Chicago, taking over as head of Grain Futures Administration. LA Fitz became head of the Chicago office. However, Fitz did not get on well with key CBOT members; consequently he was far from an ideal head of the Chicago office. In fact, it may have been the case that part of the deterioration of relations between the BCC and the GFA was down to personal relationship issues. On the other hand, several valuable new names had joined the GFA. Futures scholar George Wright Hoffman was hired as a consultant to the GFA soon after completing his PhD in 1926; he finally departed in 1942. In 1933, one of the CBOT’s own, Samuel P Arnot, a progressive even before he moved from industry to government, turned gamekeeper to act for the AAA and the GFA as special advisor at the
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request of AAA Director, Peek.\textsuperscript{55} Duvel wrote of Arnot in 1933 that, ‘He has been vitally interested in working for reforms relating to operations on the Board […] As a result of Mr. Arnot’s efforts much good has been accomplished’.\textsuperscript{56} As another example of the understanding that the Board directorate, the executive and the membership could often be at odds, Duvel observed that, ‘During his incumbency as president of the Board he necessarily had to reflect the policies approved by the […] Directors even though they might not have been as good as his own personal policies’.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{5.3 Evidence on Speculation, 1926-1936}

In the later interwar years, the information gathered under mandate from the 1922 Act contributed to the evolution of futures markets and their regulation in four ways. Firstly, as already described in Chapter Four, this information was used to legitimise markets and to investigate questions of market function and efficiency. All key legislative actors had already agreed that futures markets were in the public interest as long as certain excesses were tamed. Secondly, information and analysis provided by the GFA were used to thwart attempts by the exchanges to roll back regulation. The GFA, the USDA and others used the information gathered to battle misinformation in the press and aggressive lobbying efforts by the CBOT. Thirdly, as with the 1926 institutional changes, the 1936 Act was the direct result of GFA analysis, this time revealing that buying by small speculators was critical to the efficient functioning of markets. The GFA concluded that accounts of sizes ranging from tiny (1,000 bushels, even below the minimum in Chicago) to 100,000 bushels tended to be long through the harvest. It was decided that such long-biased speculators, as well as frequent hedgers such as the millers and country elevators, needed protection from fraud and sudden price moves that could scare off buyers and/or hedgers at crucial times The GFA concluded that large speculators, generally classified as over the Special Account threshold of 500,000 bushels, were actually more likely to be short during the harvest rather than facilitating the risk management goals of farmers and middlemen, which contradicted Keynes’ theory of speculation.\textsuperscript{58} Fourthly, the GFA analysis uncovered other flaws in the system that it attempted to remedy beginning in 1925, and
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communicated these conclusions to powerful lobbyists and legislators. The next two sections analyse the results of the GFA’s interwar analysis on modern understandings of futures markets and their regulation, and the defense of the regulatory regime from industry pushback.

5.3.1 Transcending Ignorance and Rhetoric

Before the GFA began its detailed investigations, ideology and normative theory dominated in academic and policy circles, beginning with Emery’s 1896 thesis, with limited progress thereafter. Confusion reigned, and this permitted rhetoric to fill the void. As late as 1933, Duvel lamented that:

Since the Grain Futures Act went into effect in 1922, we have had 2-dollar wheat as well as 40-cent wheat. However, when the story is told to farmers, it is that speculators were responsible for the 2-dollar wheat and that the Grain Futures Administration is responsible for the 40-cent wheat.59

In hearings, nonsensical answers to simple questions were commonplace. Julius Barnes, for example, answering one inquiry about speculative losses responded that ‘in my experience, [speculative loss] is largely a revolving fund - a revolving insurance fund to cover this risk’.60 Pressed for more, Barnes deferred to the only real expert on the subject, ‘James E. Boyle, […] an investigator for the Bureau of Markets and the Federal Trade Commission, [was] brought up in Kansas […] and I should be glad to give a copy of this book to any member of Congress who will promise to read it’.61 But Boyle’s book contains no empirical evidence for any of his theories on speculation. Around this time, Boyle had proposed, in a long report commissioned by the CBOT, that the Board ‘court’ academics in order to legitimise markets through academic support.62 Academics at this time were ideologues, even if, in the 1920s, their popular theories had no empirical justification. For instance, a supporter of the free markets of Chicago, Emery, in 1896 remained confused by speculation. While unsophisticated investors were experiencing often catastrophic losses, Emery felt that they should not, nor could not, be eliminated.63
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Harrison Brace, in his 1913 book, *The Value of Organized Speculation*, agreed with Emery that the minor reforms needed to manage ‘incompetent’ speculation and manipulation were achievable in the short run.\(^64\) John Maynard Keynes, who likely would have read Emery, wrote in 1923 in the English *Manchester Guardian*, which was followed up in the *Treatise on Money* in 1930, that speculators were incentivised to go long towards harvest time and beyond in order to earn risk adjusted returns.\(^65\)

Before 1923, academics were as much in the dark as practitioners when explaining how markets actually functioned with respect to hedging. In 1896, on hedging, Emery declared that ‘[i]t is now universal in the trade in grain’. Yet the GFA showed in the 1930s that it was far from common, with many so-called hedgers such as the country elevators either unhedged, or sometimes ‘Texas hedged’ – i.e. ‘long grain and long futures’, increasing risk rather than reducing it.\(^66\) This was not to be the first time that GFA work disproved or supported a common theory or misconception. Hoffman began his 1925 thesis on futures markets with the observation that the 1922 Act had ‘brought with it renewed interest in […] organised marketing’, while resulting investigations had provided ‘a considerable body of additional information’.\(^67\) Clearly, more data was needed in order to ascertain exactly how markets functioned and what, if anything, could be done to improve them. Without the GFA analysis, myths might have dominated facts, and it is impossible to know if regulation would have been harsher, or perhaps completely avoided, if error-ridden theories and unsubstantiated rhetoric had prevailed.

The first widely-distributed GFA study was *Fluctuations in Wheat Futures*, a far reaching piece of research on the Cutten Corner, with supporting documentation inches thick.\(^68\) The investigation
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examined the trades of 627 entities that made large transactions in the May wheat future from 2 January to 18 April 1926. Two-thirds of all May wheat trades totaling 3,230,530,000 bushels were examined, no matter where the accounts were located.69 The GFA reports on market activities continued to arrive on the desks of the legislators, the USDA, the president and, of course, the grain men, on a regular basis. Two reports covered futures behaviour in Chicago from 19 April 1925 to 31 December 1926, periods of much lower price volatility. The main conclusion of the GFA reports was that the small speculators were at risk in so many ways, but that they were usually long when short hedgers were active and generally lost money as a group. This observation was important when new regulation was being seriously considered in the early 1930s and up to the passing of the CEA in 1936. GFA reports informed others as well. Before detailed investigations by the GFA, it was normal to believe that hedging was universally practiced by country, line and terminal elevators together with the major grain users, such as millers.70 But the GFA work showed clearly that hedging was not as common as was assumed by academics.71

The most vociferous protests at the CBOT over the 1922 Act and the 1923 Rules concerned the Special Account reports, analysis of which revealed that the large speculators, rather than supporting hedging pressures during harvest, tended to be net short when the grain harvest was in its primary marketing period.72 Evidence gathered by the GFA percolated into academe. Hoffman, for example, modified Emery’s ideas using GFA observations and data in 1937, arguing that ‘the most important single source of information on this subject are the records of the Grain Futures Administration’.73 The GFA knew in 1930 what Hoffman reported in academe in 1937. Hoffman, who based his work on the GFA/CEA, revealed that ‘a large number of speculators carry the price risks of a much smaller number of trade interests, while large
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speculators tend to be long when prices rise and short while prices are falling, and it is their trades that influence price movements’.74 He concluded that, ‘Small speculators supply the necessary counter positions completing a market that hedgers need but can not rely on large speculators to facilitate’.75 Yet the fact that the small speculator was a key component to market function was understood and communicated within the GFA and the USDA much earlier, and then relayed to both Capper and the AFBF.76

In addition to the observations regarding the small speculators’ usefulness, the GFA recommended restrictions on large speculators, based on the knowledge that these bigger accounts often risked pushing markets lower at exactly the wrong time. Special Account reports could disclose the market actions of the large operators, but changes to either CBOT rules or the 1922 Act were not immediately forthcoming. Eventually, a frustrated Duvel publicly requested a limit of 2,000,000 bushels per speculator.77 The New York Times reported that Duvel ‘declared that one speculator carried thirty-four different accounts with eight commission houses’.78 Duvel was further quoted as reporting that “Several years ago two traders held 32 per cent of all contracts in futures in the market at that time. They were 23,000,000 bushels short, and they were not carrying hedges”.79 Such evidence supported the more general observation that large sophisticated speculators were not consistently long through harvest periods.

Privately, also, the information gathered by Duvel and others was useful in justifying, or not justifying, activities on the exchange. Much earlier, in a note to the Secretary, Duvel concluded privately that one trader had been long 7,300,000 bushels on 26 December 1925, then short 9,900,000 less than two weeks later before switching again to a long position of 6,100,000 bushels by 3 February.80 On one of the most active days for some time, 1 March 1926, 110,000,000
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bushels of wheat futures changed hands. That is, large speculators were not passive accepters of the risks of the hedgers during the marketing cycle. That role was taken up by the small grain gamblers.

In another episode, Senator Capper had heard from constituents that certain interests had been shorting the market in order to give adverse publicity to the President. However, Duvel was able to inform Capper that the Special Account reports did not indicate any such action:

As to the wave of short selling for the purpose of embarrassing the administration, there is nothing which leads us to believe that any such conspiracy exists. Rumours of a similar character are frequently circulated but our studies of the records indicate that speculative traders enter the market only when they think they can make a profit.81

In total, the interwar period witnessed an amazing amount of analysis. Up to March 1934, the GFA had issued at least twenty-five publications and mimeographs, including *Fluctuations in Wheat Futures*, Senate Documents 264 and 123 *Report by Members of Grain Futures Exchanges*, Senate Document 61, *Suspension of Reports of Large Speculative Accounts in Grain Futures*, Departmental Bulletin 79 *Major Transactions in the 1926 December Wheat Future* and *Annual Reports* for the years 1924, 1925, 1930, 1931, 1932, and 1933.82

GFA studies legitimised futures and drove the 1936 CEA by informing on the many issues involving speculation and manipulation. Based on analysis and legislative action during the interwar years, futures were assumed by almost all observers to be the most efficient markets for managing commodity price risk, and then financial asset price risk, for the rest of the 20th century.83 However, the GFA work revealed two serious issues with the markets. Firstly, manipulation was far from rare, while prosecutions by the CBOT were infrequent. In one particularly egregious case, on 19 and 20 July 1933, wheat futures lost over a quarter of their value. The CBOT executive were livid, but did nothing.84 The GFA found that ten traders who
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controlled fifteen accounts were responsible for the volatility. Secondly, as identified above, the large speculator often moved in opposition to the small speculator, and in the same direction as hedging pressure, during the important harvest period and that therefore the small speculator was essential to deep and efficient markets. Further, the GFA identified that the small speculator’s interests were poorly represented in the futures markets in the 1920s and early 1930s. Solutions included requiring consistent margining by all parties, customers’ margins held in segregated accounts as opposed to being accessible by the clearing broker for other uses, and customer agents forbidden to act as principal, i.e. bucketing. The implementation of these solutions in the face of pro-business administrations and a strong CBOT lobby was difficult, however, even if the AFBF and the GFA together finally succeeded in 1936.

In addition to government reports, data and analysis from this era was, and continues to be, used in scholarly research into futures markets long after publication. As such, the information mandated under the 1922 Act and the 1923 Rules were critical to the development and study of the current modern futures markets.

5.3.2 Information Used Against the CBOT Lobby

The Federal Government had to defend itself regularly from CBOT attacks. As Secretary Wallace observed when interviewed in the Northwestern Miller on August, 6, 1924:

Ever since the Department of Agriculture has attempted to enforce the Capper-Tincher law there has been a constant stream of propaganda to the effect that the regulation killed trading, kept money out of the markets and thus hurt farm prices […] Market conditions [of…] the last few weeks have shown the government supervision does not kill trading. It has been enormous.

At the time more detailed analysis, with far-reaching implications, had not yet arrived.
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After 1926, CBOT members had filled their press releases and lobbying efforts with discourses to the effect that removing the restrictions would result in higher prices, which eventually convinced the Secretary of Agriculture ‘early in 1927 that [restrictions] were responsible for the low price of wheat’. After taking the advice of the grain trade Legislative Committee that the rules were keeping those who might support the falling prices of grains out of the markets, on 25 February 1927 he lifted Special Account reporting requirements for large traders, which was seen as a victory among the Board’s membership, and this was echoed at the GFA, with Theo Hammat complaining to Duvel that Jardine’s action ‘seems to be rather generally regarded as the beginning of the end for us. I hope they are wrong’. Once again the CBOT lobby had flexed its muscles.

With new data and analysis filtering in, the government was able to counter this powerful CBOT lobby. Not only did the information gathered during the interim years inform new regulations in 1936, it was used to defend the previously implemented status quo from industry roll back attempts. The GFA found no evidence that long-biased speculators had returned to the market following the first roll back of the 1923 reporting requirements. In fact, as Duvel reported to Jardine on 3 May 1927, a few months after the experiment began, generally the reports showed that the large speculators had mostly entered from the short side during the period. Moreover, the GFA found the large speculators were short before the suspension, and carried sizeable shorts throughout the 1927 suspension period. Chicago wheat prices fell during this time, while foreign markets rose, most unwanted during a period of depressed prices. However, the lack of data during the period of suspended reports made many legislators uncomfortable and eventually, on 21 February 1928, Congress asked for and received a report based on the activities of the large speculators. In the last of these reports, Duvel concluded that ‘the reports […] of
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large traders have always been regarded as essential to effective regulation of the futures markets and to prevent manipulation of grain prices'.

The price action in the 1927 May future embarrassed the grain trade, coming just after the CBOT’s success in having reporting requirements lifted. The subsequent volatility caused the Senate to request even more information than was previously provided before the reporting requirements were lifted. The GFA was then tasked with obtaining evidence showing all accounts with purchases, sales or net long/short positions over 200,000 bushels between 3 January and 31 October, although code numbers were used for each account to preserve anonymity at the data collection level. The CBOT membership, of course, tried to push back against such demands, with Gates finally asking Jardine on 30 March 1928 ‘to determine how seriously Senator Mayfield’s office intended to embarrass the trade in asking for the information called for in Resolution 40?’

The conclusions of Resolution 40, released in 1929, should easily have been able to counter any future CBOT attempts to roll back reporting requirements. However, the CBOT was not easily thwarted, and once again Secretary Hyde responded to demands from industry, suspending the reporting requirements on 22 October, 1932. The degree of pressure put on Secretary Hyde must have been immense, illustrated by Henry A Wallace’s statement that ‘it is not clear […] why the suspension of these reports as an experiment again in 1932 should have been necessary in the face of the conclusive results from a similar experiment conducted in 1927.’ The report responding to a Senate resolution concluded that ‘a requirement of daily reports covering the commitments of large operators on the boards of trade serve a very useful purpose’.

As in 1927, futures prices fell soon after reports were suspended, but this time open interest was seen to be falling as prices fell, leading to the suspicion that those CBOT insiders who had called for
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the moratorium shorted the market anonymously. Additionally, this study has revealed that, before requirements were lifted, large speculators were actually very active, but on the short side once again. Therefore, based on the GFA evidence, the claim that reporting requirements kept out large speculators rang untrue to legislators and the USDA.

In both 1929 and 1933, the GFA concluded that the largest traders were actually short, therefore eliminating the reporting requirements did not result in any large traders entering the market from the long side. Again speaking to the GFA’s desire to understand rather than control the markets, the GFA report stated that:

By actual demonstration the claim that the removal of reporting requirements would attract large buyers […] was shown to be unjustified, and the 8-month suspension, by settling this important question, is regarded as having served a useful purpose.

Thus, twice the CBOT lobby had been able to evade previous regulations and twice the power of information and the GFA had prevailed. No further attempt at rolling back such regulation was attempted.

5.4 Post-crash Government Interventions

5.4.1 Legitimacy through Intervention, 1930-31

Immediately preceding the 1929 Crash, agricultural markets were in the midst of a major crisis of confidence, with cash Chicago wheat falling from 165 cents per bushel to 95 cents per bushel from 27 April 1928 to 31 May 1929, a decline of 42%. Nevertheless newly-elected President, Herbert Hoover, opposed subsidies championed by those in favour of the McNary-Haugen-like demands to increase the domestic price level for the major export crops relative to the world level. As a compromise, he supported a bill that created a Federal Farm Board (FFB) that, with a $500 million stabilisation budget, would loan money to farmers to create and strengthen farm cooperatives in the hope that they would control production and bring crops to market more
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efficiently. A political deadlock ensued, as factions in Congress battled over farm policy while Hoover did little to break the impasse.  

Finally, in June 1929, Congress passed the Agricultural Marketing Act, replete with a Federal Farm Board but no subsidies for farmers. Hoover saw the Board as a shining example of how voluntarism and cooperation between competitors could produce a more efficient economy without government intervention. The FFB was intended to strengthen farmer cooperatives through operational loans, while also providing for short-term price stabilisation known as ‘orderly marketing’ using a $500 million revolving fund. FFB loans supported larger advances to cooperative members, and loans were forgivable down to a ‘pegged price’ or ‘loan basis’ for wheat, effectively creating a floor price for the farmer.

At the time, Sir Josiah Stamp was appointed in April, 1930 to head a Royal Commission in Canada, asking the key existential question as to whether futures markets should be allowed to continue in the interests of ‘orderly marketing’. On 11 April 1931, Fisher reported to Carey that, ‘If the findings should be adverse, trading in grain futures will be doomed as far as Canada is concerned’. Incredibly, although the FFB was a similar existential threat, bypassing the futures markets at first to deal directly with cooperatives, certain powerful exchange interests practically begged the government to intervene to stop the falling prices of late 1929 and early 1930, even while publicly vilifying the new government institution. As the Board continued its actions and distorted normal price relationships, the CBOET began to protest both publicly and privately. In the end, the manipulation failed, and the use of futures markets by federal authorities succeeded only in reinforcing the legitimate nature of trading on the CBOT, especially after the GFA had already produced defenses of futures as a key institution in the marketing of grain.

While publicly vilifying the Farm Board, the CBOT membership privately practically begged for intervention, then profited from the intervention and the speculative fever surrounding it, finally benefiting when the intervention further bolstered arguments in favour of the exchanges as vital elements of the grain marketing cycle. In the ensuing panic, ‘a good many people in the grain
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trade, including Lonsdale and Wells, telephoned their advice to the Farm Board to enter the market.\textsuperscript{107} Not long after this, aware that intervention by the Farm Board endangered markets, the grain trade changed its tune. However, the grain men indulged in a good deal of hindsight when criticising FFB's intervention. On 7 March 1930, the Minneapolis exchange president admitted that the FFB had 'saved the market from a real break' and that he felt no need at the time to second guess the government since perhaps the intervention was 'the lesser of two evils and it may work out'.\textsuperscript{108} Interestingly, in 1930, Carey was terrified that a short crop may come to pass and make the FFB's actions look prescient, setting the stage for similar government interference.\textsuperscript{109} But a bumper crop in 1930 sealed the fate of the intervention and such action was never attempted again.

Privately, the CBOT executive and its lobby machine recognised that the FFB was legitimising futures trading. MacMillan wrote to Carey:

> The use of the Futures markets by the Farm Board agencies at least served to show the country, particularly members of Congress, that the Futures Markets must be used in any grain marketing plan and, from an entirely selfish standpoint, the Futures Markets are now saying that the Government has proved the need for Futures Trading. Certainly this all has humorous aspects.\textsuperscript{110}

At the time not everyone in Congress supported the role that futures trading had in economic policy, and several Congressional post mortems were held for years afterward. However, the intervention did confirm that futures markets were legitimate venues for effecting policy in that futures prices influenced the cash prices that farmers received for their commodities.\textsuperscript{111}

Also, CBOT resentment and ideology did not seem to affect members' desire for more business and profit. The archives are full of discussions about how to profit from the FFB buying, whether by trading with the government, against the government, or even for the government (as agent).\textsuperscript{112}
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5.4.2 The Failure of the Voluntary Codes

The legislative efforts of the AFBF, other grain market users and the GFA were diverted due to the passage of both the 1933 Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) and the 1933 National Investment Recovery Act (NIRA). The highly contested 1933 election resulted in a victory for Democrat Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) as President and Henry C Wallace’s son, Henry Agard Wallace, as Secretary of Agriculture. It was the father who had been heavily involved in the founding of the AFBF in 1919. But even if the younger Wallace proposed the ‘ever normal granary’ in 1933, he was not interested in intervening in the futures markets. The pro-business Hoover was out, but the interventionists were marginalised in at least two key areas of policy, the first being securities legislation - the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, where Felix Frankfurter and James Landis were given the power to design an Act that focused on disclosure rather than restriction. The second key area was commodity futures regulation.

Several years before the CEA was passed, the grain trade was focused on developing a voluntary Code of Conduct to satisfy Peek and his Agricultural Adjustment Administration. The entire history of the event cannot be covered here, but it is important to note who demanded what, and who achieved their goals for the Code. The Code negotiations between the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the exchanges, primarily the CBOT, pitted a rent seeking Peek against a rent-seeking CBOT executive. Nevertheless, the voluntary Codes of Conduct required for each industry under the NIRA influenced the substance of the eventual 1936 Act, while also finally setting mandatory margining of futures positions by the futures customers of clearing house members. The Code officially recognised the right of the CBOT to govern its own affairs, and, even if the AAA felt differently, it was not intended to be rent-seeking in any way.
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Eventually, many of the often controversial key features of the Code were implemented in the 1936 Act.

The AFBF and the GFA, although supposedly tasked to act in the interests of grain producers, were not interested in Peek’s goals. The AFBF felt the CBOT was bullying cooperatives by, for example, banning them from clearing memberships, while not adequately protecting the interest of the key market participants, especially the small speculator. As a result, the AFBF did not support the Code, and, when it failed, was eager to lobby for the changes it had worked out together with the GFA to make futures markets more efficient and not, in any way, rent seeking. Consequently, the AFBF passed a resolution ‘condemning the proposed code of fair competition prepared by the grain exchanges’ as it did not force the CBOT to take on cooperatives as members, while also, importantly, not addressing problems caused due to manipulation.118

The cooperatives, in their turn, demanded more protections for their interests, including guaranteed membership in the Board’s clearing operation. Membership to the clearing corporation was restricted, with even Grimes’ Cargill, the grain giant, denied privileges. The FNG was unsuccessful, in gaining access for some time, as the exchanges pushed back on all such suggested amendments.119 The archives reveal a concerted effort by the AFBF to bypass what they saw as unproductive Code negotiations, to which they were not invited, to focus directly on legislative solutions to the cooperative problem.120

On 24-25 July, the AAA hosted the first of two private hearings. Peek focused on a fixed lower bound for grain prices on the temporary actions of the CBOT that set minimum prices for wheat and limited daily fluctuations to five cents.121 But as much as he tried to focus on raising the price of grain, almost all of the other participants at the hearings focused on reducing manipulation and price volatility. Therefore, the Code, focusing as it did on the enforcement of good behaviour by industry, did nothing to increase farm prices.

The Board’s negotiators proposed to include permanent daily price limits, maximum open interest limits per speculator, and adequate margin requirements particularly as applied to
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increased requirements for larger speculative commitments. Permanent price limits were put in place under CBOT Rules immediately following the banning of privileges. However, even though the CBOT executive and lobby agreed on a ban on privileges, many members battled for the reinstatement of privilege trading. The discussions in the hearings reveal a disunited CBOT, but they also provide another example of the power of information over the CBOT lobby.

The information gathered by the GFA refuted statements by the grain trade, such as those by a vice president of the Ralston Purina Company and St Louis exchange representative, that privileges had legitimate uses within the marketing system. Duvel replied to aggressive statements to the contrary, ‘In the investigation with reference to puts and calls, we find them used very little by the people engaged in the grain business’. Lindley of the clearing house at Chicago was an unlikely supporter of Duvel’s observation, confirming that privileges ‘are usually sold by the professional traders and bought by small speculators’. That showed, when pushed, even CBOT members representing the grain trade found overnight options indefensible.

A second informal conference was then held with CBOT representatives, Thies, Duvel, Peek, Milnor (of the FNG) and others. These internal discussions of 9 August 1933, which were not meant for public release, are crucial in understanding the key issues of the day and how the various parties felt about the current situation in grain markets and their regulation. Peek insisted that the Grain Committee members ‘clean house in their organisation’ through a better functioning BCC. Self-regulation, which was to be the keystone of both the Code and then the 1936 Act, focused on increasing the power of the BCC as well as the GFA as enforcers of last resort. Enforcement was actually seen as a burden that could be mostly shifted on to the exchanges. Finally, Peek wanted the exchanges to fully cooperate with the GFA in every aspect of their business. As evidence of the rent-seeking nature of Peek and the AAA, Peek declared:

Unless we get these farm prices up, and immediately – I don’t mean after the farmer has sold his grain, I mean before he has sold his grain – I anticipate that you will face legislation next
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winter which makes what we are talking about now fade into insignificance compared with
the restrictive provisions that will be pressed upon you. And I say that with all the friendliness
in the world.128

Carey responded that ‘None of us, least of all grain exchange men, want a repetition in the break
in the market that did occur two weeks ago and we are doing everything possible to avoid
reoccurrence’.129 But the CBOT could not really help Peek with his problem. Peek, noticing
there was little support for his latter statements, said for the record that, ‘I didn’t hear three
rousing cheers to the suggestion of the possibility of a minimum price’.130 Carey responded
immediately that the problem was that the price had to be indicative of supply and demand,
eloquently stating the obvious:

As to the minimum price, we would all be in favour of putting that as high as possible if it
could be maintained, but with the thought of minimum price must go the same thought that
the buyers must be provided on that minimum price, in some way.131

It must have been clear to all present, all grain market experts, that the Code could in no way
bring about higher prices.132 Yet Peek did not let up in his rhetorical support for higher prices.133
This could not have been a calm and pleasant conference.

As a result of subsequent conferences, it was agreed that the CBOT would notify the Secretary of
Agriculture upon any rule change and other exchanges would follow the CBOT’s 1926 lead in
setting up BCCs and full time supervisors would be hired to execute the Committee’s duties.134
Such professionalisation was becoming more commonplace in the interwar US.135 The Code of
Fair Competition for Grain Exchanges and members was made effective on 31 March 1934
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act and the National Industrial Recovery Act.136
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As part of the collective action problem – perhaps better labeled ‘the herding cats problem’ – the CBOT had to negotiate with government without having the unanimous support of its membership. Of course, many members, including the powerful interests, rebelled against the imposition of rules that had been decided without their input. The CBOT’s Clutton, with others, regularly had to defend the GCNA’s and the CBOT Executive’s actions against its own membership, taking the obviously legal stance that:

Our Board of Directors was quite within scope of our charter powers in accepting and approving suggested code as binding upon the Chicago Board of Trade and its members. Members were advised via newspapers and publicity of features of code on various newspaper released beginning in July. Many copies of code were distributed to those interested who requested them. Safe to say practically every member of floor understood the code and [...] that a code once adopted became binding on all members in industry, and understood further that Directors were acting on their behalf.  

But it is also clear from the archive that the CBOT membership was uncomfortable about combining lobbying efforts with the other exchanges. It was aware that it dominated the industry. A handwritten note reveals such thinking, leading to the conclusion that the CBOT should leave both the Code Authority and the GCNA.  

Even after the submission of the Code, the powerful lobby machine of the grain industry did not rest. On 23 December 1933, Grimes and Markham of the GCNA, met with the final judge and jury of their Code and, at the last minute, appear to have deflected some unfriendly proposed changes. The Code hit new snags in the middle of 1935 when, between 15 and 17 May, a hearing was held to determine if the CBOT was acting monopolistically by deliberately excluding certain grain marketers – the cooperatives – from membership; the question was also raised as to ‘whether [or not] the Code Authority selected pursuant to the provisions of such Code is truly representative of the industry’. The Code appeared doomed to fail, even as it was signed into law.

5.4.3 Mandatory Margining

Regulating the size of the initial and ongoing – or ‘maintenance’ – margin required to be placed by a trader as a good faith deposit is justified on four grounds, (i) protecting investors from self-
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harming, (ii) defending markets from fragility caused by over-speculation, (iii) limiting price volatility, and (iv) limiting over-allocation of credit to the financial markets.\(^{141}\)

After years of asking the government not to interfere in its own affairs, between 1929 and 1931 the CBOT came to realise that mandatory margining would improve business prospects by mitigating counterparty credit risk.\(^ {142}\) Equally, however, there were strong forces at the exchange that did not support mandatory margining, and particularly did not want to cede control to the government over the existence and size of margins. This, again, was a collective action problem, since margins made most traders better off, in that credit risk was mitigated, yet some wanted the power to set their own margins, and/or use them in order to manipulate markets. Additionally, though history has proven otherwise, it was argued by some CBOT members and even Board directors that the mechanics of margining was too complex to be implemented in the immediate future.

There existed a real worry at the GFA that ‘emergency calls’ after a huge move might exacerbate price volatility by forcing week hands out at just the wrong time. This became a well-understood phenomenon during the FFB intervention. Dr Duvel observed that 'the real difficulty on these emergencies where there is more or less of a general call from practically all the commission houses when the market gets into difficulty for increase in margin is that it is a form of manipulation'.\(^ {143}\) CBOT President Carey responded:

I called a special committee to go into that question. The Chairman of that committee doesn’t know himself that I have appointed him. He is here, the Vice-President of the Chicago Board of Trade, Mr. Boylan, together with two members of the two Board of Directors, and we are going to put teeth in that business conduct rule of the Board of Trade. We intend to put auditors and such other help as may be necessary to properly supervise the marginal requirement and long and short commitments and every other requirement that is intended either in spirit or in letter or in anything that is included in this code. With the cooperation of Dr. Duvel’s department, I think we will clear this situation up.\(^ {144}\)
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This unit was to work under the Business Conduct Committee, even if the members were unaware that they had been drafted into serving. The 1936 set up of the BCC is echoed in the professionalism of current market supervisors such as those at the CFTC.

However, such margining was rare; James Boyle observed that ‘credit is rather freely extended in these matters’. The Code set mandatory margin requirements at 10% and 25% percent for positions greater than two million bushels – much higher than previously called for by the clearing house or by some members from their clients. Contrary to the historiography, even though margins were indicated by exchange rules, they were rarely called for, even in the 1930s. EJ Grimes admitted that margins ‘have not been strictly applied, are not enforced at the present time by a mandate of the exchange, but in effect they are operating with perhaps almost all of the houses’. The CBOT had finally acknowledged another key weakness in its business model.

The recognition that margining could both control unwanted speculation and reduce credit counterparty risk was not new. For example, the FTC in 1926 called for stricter margin rules, methods to ensure the financial stability of the ‘commission houses’, and mechanisms to restrict the use of margin deposits by brokers. Yet, when Peek asked what the present policy at the CBOT was regarding margins, EJ Grimes confirmed that:

[Margin called for] varies. In the last month it has been down to 5% or less. Maybe some grain has been carried down to the full clearing house requirement, which is around 4 cents […] It has been up to the judgment of the house itself as to what could be applied.

Until 1933, ad hoc and inconsistent enforcement could be used to manipulate markets, as well as putting members at financial risk to their clients. Additionally, Grimes acknowledged that the banks that lent to the grain trade did not have the information to properly judge the credit risk of hedgers and traders on grain futures, and the banks were said to be in favour of enforced standardised margining. Lindley boldly added that enforced standardised margin requirements
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would reduce price volatility. The margin requirements from the Code were so favoured by so many of the key interests, such as the CBOT directorate, the GFA and the AFBF, that they were easily accepted into the 1936 CEA. As such, fixed margins, currently mandated in all futures markets and many over-the-counter markets, became the next important institutional consequence of the co-constructed interwar regulatory regime.

When a new ten cent price limit pledge was announced by the CBOT after the hearings of 24-25 July, “The Secretary evinced pleasure [...] Administrator Peek smiled. “That’s fine,” he said, adding quickly [...] “what about margins?””. Peek demanded that they act by August 5th, otherwise he was ‘prepared to [do] the job for them’. Soon after, mandatory margins were incorporated into the Code. The Code set 10% mandatory margins and higher limits for larger sizes up to the limit of two million bushels, with Kendall identifying mandatory margins as the main feature of the Code, but when the Code was declared unconstitutional, margins were no longer mandatory. Nevertheless, after 1934, the CBOT membership found that margins were indeed beneficial, especially in reducing counterparty credit risk to customers. As a result, they remain a fundamental requirement at futures exchanges to the present day.

5.5 The Commodity Exchange Act and the Grain Gambler

The Code negotiations and their eventual failure had two important results for futures markets. Firstly, mandatory margining was finally adopted and was never abandoned by the CBOT membership. After many years of ad hoc rules and lax enforcement, a key counterparty credit risk mitigation method as well as a useful policy tool was universally adopted. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the Code’s failure left a policy window open that the GFA and the AFBF were able to take advantage of in 1936.

Even before the New Deal institutions were ruled to be unconstitutional, the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) had begun its work with the GFA on a new bill that eventually became the CEA, but in May 1935 when the Supreme Court abolished the AAA in *Schechter Poultry Group v US 495 (1935)*, the stage was set for voluntary aspects from the Code the GFA
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and the AFBF supported, together with other controls, to be set into legislation. The Codes, which mandated significantly more robust governance policed by the Boards themselves, were now the starting point for new regulations.

5.5.1 In Defense of the Small Speculator

The FTC study had showed that low margins both encouraged speculation, resulting in more losses, and, potentially, discouraged and even bankrupted small speculators. Sophisticated scalpers and traders took advantage of the small speculators, who were usually long, by ‘gunning for the stops’ – i.e. selling temporarily to force the longs out of the market.\(^\text{155}\) Therefore, mandatory margining leading to limiting manipulation was the solution, even if the Federal Government was never allowed this level of control.

It was generally agreed, even at public hearings, that small speculator participation benefited commercial hedgers who bought futures at the precise times in the marketing cycle when producers were selling. Responding to a question about price making from Mr. Peek, Lindley stated, ‘A risk-bearing public of millions of individuals, nationally and internationally [are among those who] determine from day to day and from time to time what is the market price of grain’.\(^\text{156}\)

The USDA was not particularly supportive of the GFA’s policing efforts in protecting customers. For example, in 1933 the Grain Futures Commission ruled that fraud could not be prosecuted under the 1922 Act, as it did not result in a manipulation of prices.\(^\text{157}\) Therefore, customers could not seek protection from the GFA, which the GFA saw as a major issue, since small speculators needed to be encouraged. But neither the USDA, the Commerce Department nor the Attorney General agreed. Importantly, the CBOT’s BCC, under no such limitations, did


not expel these same fraudsters, nor did it prosecute other fraudulent activity such as that of the Reddy Brothers in 1930.\textsuperscript{158}

During Code hearings, it was confirmed even by the exchanges that the small speculator ‘is the fellow who carries our hedges and without those hedges […] prices [will be] substantially higher than they are otherwise’.\textsuperscript{159} Mr Wells of the Minneapolis Chamber, and key exchange lobbyist, agreed, adding, ‘I personally would not want to see the men who trade in five, ten, fifteen, and twenty thousand bushels drift out of the market because he is our mainstay in controlling the market’.\textsuperscript{160} Clearly, the exchanges favoured having a greater number of smaller speculators, since more gamblers meant more revenue. But both the exchanges and the farmers’ organisations agreed with the GFA that market stability at harvest time might be an additional benefit. Milnor of the Farmer’s National, the cooperative grain market originally associated with the AFBF, also defended the need for a liquid futures market, stating that:

```
Opportunity of hedging cash grains, stocks and purchases is very vital to the economical handling and marketing of the grain that we handle for farmers [therefore] you should have enough volume of trade so that when we sell cash wheat over night to a miller we can buy in the hedge during the market session without much variation in price [and] reverse the trade after the cash grain is sold.\textsuperscript{161}
```

Protecting the small speculator would be a key component of the 1936 Act. The unsaid corollary was that the large speculator tended to make life more difficult for hedgers during the marketing season, often shorting alongside the ‘legitimate hedgers’.

Roosevelt was also aware of the benefits of small speculation. In his 1934 message to Congress he attacked the securities and commodity exchanges by calling for legislation based on eliminating ‘destructive speculation’; crucially his priority was to protect both stock and commodity investors and safeguard values.\textsuperscript{162} However, the legislation that emerged in 1936 only met his first priority.
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5.5.2 A Policy Window Opens

Before 1934, pressures had been building against new commodity legislation, therefore the Code was intended to be the final word on regulation. The Senate Banking and Currency Committee sponsoring securities legislation in the form of S. 2693 did not want to include commodities in any such regulation. Edgard Markham of the GCNA guessed that the Secretary ‘doesn’t seem to be very strong for further legislation now’. Secretary Wallace was not immediately in favour of a legislative solution, it was clear, even to the CBOT, by early February 1934 the Code was being delayed ‘to afford opportunity to get commodity exchange legislation introduced in Congress before the Code is sent to the President for approval’. The GCNA was well aware of the legislative pressures that began in 1934 and were still growing. The CBOT’s Washington representative wrote to the Board executive on 10th February 1934, ‘While definite information is lacking, there are strong intimations that a commodity exchange bill will be introduced early next week’.

Chairman of the House Agricultural Committee, Representative Jones of Texas, who had been conferring regularly with the Department of Agriculture on commodity exchange legislation, was to be the ‘father’ of the eponymous Jones Bill. The Dickinson Interdepartmental Committee, reporting on securities regulation, rejected commodity regulation suggestions from the USDA as they appeared to be conflicting. However, after many meetings, Dr. Duvel, chief of the GFA, and Nils Olsen, head of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, had resolved such conflicts within the Department. At a press conference on the Thursday before 17 March 1934, both Secretary Wallace and Administrator Davis ominously served notice to all parties of an intention to approve the Code as it should help reduce volatility, but that the Code’s adoption would not affect the likelihood of further legislation. However, shortly afterwards, Representative Jones, at an executive meeting of the House Committee on Agriculture, threatened new legislation even as some in the media had attributed to Jones comments to the effect that new legislation may not be necessary if the Code is approved by the President.
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In early 1934, the President had stated in Congress that while exchanges ‘are necessary and of definite value to our commercial and agricultural life [there is a need for the] elimination of unnecessary, unwise and destructive speculation’. The President refused to get involved directly in the new legislative process, stating the matter was a strictly Congressional measure. However, it was clear by the mood in Washington that ‘this Congress is still for what and only what Roosevelt wants’. Nevertheless, the President did interfere and in February he sent letters to Representatives Jones and Senator Smith of South Carolina, chairman of the Senate Committee on Agriculture, advising them that he wanted Congress to introduce new futures regulation immediately. Thus, the window opened for a bill from the AFBF and the GFA. However, on 24 February, the preferred Administration Commodity Exchange Bill had not been formally introduced in either branch of Congress, with neither ‘Representative Jones of Texas, chairman of the House Agricultural committee, nor Senator Smith of South Carolina, chairman of the Senate Agricultural committee, anxious to sponsor the legislation’. Things were looking up for self-regulation advocates, with Jones and Smith more interested in ‘calling the presidents of the various grain exchanges to Washington for a conference looking to action by the exchanges that will make legislation unnecessary’.

The AFBF, which had played a key role in writing the AAA in 1933, was dealt an overall setback when, in January 1936, the Act was ruled unconstitutional. However, it saw the failure of the Code as a particular boon, since they had been lobbying for new futures legislation in any event. The price action during the Great Depression, the behaviour of the futures industry during key hearings and the final straw of a glaring weakness of the 1922 Act had embarrassed all those individual, at all levels, who had been involved. In Duvel’s 1934 testimony before the House Appropriations Committee, he stated:

We believe in the futures market: we think it should be maintained, but that it should be on a basis where everyone who finds it necessary to use it for hedging or who desires to use it for speculative purposes should have a fair chance. Whenever a single individual can control 10 or 15 percent of the open contracts or can do 10 percent of the days trading, that it is not a free and open market; it is anything else but that […] Based on information accumulated
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during the past 10 years we believe the system of future trading should be maintained, but it
does need to be improved in many respects.\textsuperscript{176}

By 1935, the GFA wrote to the AFBF asking to have final changes made to Section 6a of the
Jones Bill HR 6772 so that it could offer its unconditional support when asked by Congress and
the USDA, and would permit the GFA to mention this support in a report by the Agricultural
Secretary to the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.\textsuperscript{177} Thusly, the AFBF was able to
rally the USDA and the powerful Congressional Committees around a bill mostly written by the
GFA technocrats and supported by the largest farmers’ organisation. Indeed, the archival
records provide evidence of the pressure from the FNG on the AFBF, which then worked with the GFA
to pressure the USDA and federal legislators. A key section of the AFBF’s comments on HR
6772 covered the issue facing the FNG:

The American Farm Bureau Federation is for H.R. 6772, which proposes to amend the Grain
Futures Act and to re-designate it as a commodity exchange act […] The Farmers National
Grain Corporation is interested especially in one amendment [that] would give a cooperative
its day in court before being disciplined by the exchange in which it had membership.\textsuperscript{178}

The FNG and Paul Mehl, assistant head of the GFA, were unimpressed with the arguments
against allowing shared commissions within a cooperative transaction.\textsuperscript{179}

To summarise, the FNG and the AFBF objected to the treatment firms were receiving at the
hands of the Board of Trade under the useless ‘captured’ sections of the 1922 Grain Futures Act.
The GFA, displeased at being targeted by reactionary elements of the Board of Trade and
experiencing a new lack of cooperation with the CBOT’s BCC, was keen to help the AFBF get
what it wanted in exchange for forwarding its own agenda; though most of the proposals for new
regulatory legislation were benign. Up until the early 1930s, the futures exchanges were loosely
supervised or controlled, and the political environment, biased as it was to free market ideology,
was not conducive to any improvements of the 1922 Act; however, key new catalysts were to
emerge in early 1935.

\textsuperscript{176} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{177} Letter, JM Mehl to Donald Kirkpatrick, General Counsel, American Farm Bureau Federation, 14 June
1935. NARA/KC, Box 3, 2-2.
\textsuperscript{178} Letter, Donald Kirkpatrick to Seth Thomas, General Solicitor, Department of Agriculture. NARA/KC,
Box 3, 2-2.
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The GFA, which had little interest in the cooperative movement, accepted the support offered in the Jones Bill and became a key supporter of AFBF regarding the changes required by the GFA. Mehl wrote:

Regarding the support of Grain Futures Administration for the cooperative features of the bill, I wish to make clear, if it is not already clear, that neither the Grain Futures Administration nor any member of our staff will oppose the cooperative provisions of the bill even in their present form. While we feel it our duty to point out what we think are objectionable features, we shall leave to the cooperatives and farm organisations determination of those questions which directly affect their particular problems.

The failure of the Code, even before the AAA was declared unconstitutional, only spurred on the demand for new legislation. The GFA was adamant that new legislation was needed in spite of the Code, and was working with the AFBF during the Code negotiations. Mehl reminded the exchanges in Washington that Code approval would not preclude new legislation. In its 1934 Annual Report, the GFA Chief, Duvel, made a public appeal to the USDA and Congress to ‘reinforce’ the 1922 Act. Yet it was still too early.

In 1935 the Commodity Exchange Bill passed the House but not the Senate. However, the Cutten decision spurred all parties to move forward. Cutten was charged in 1934 for the 1931 violation that, (i) he underreported his short position of over 2 million bushels, and (ii) for market manipulation. He was often spectacularly short, once in excess of 7 million bushels. But the Supreme Court ruled that he could not be prosecuted for alleged manipulation due to the poor wording of the 1922 Act, in that it was not a criminal offense since manipulators could only be barred from the markets if ‘caught in the act’. In 1935 the Supreme Court ruled that any other punishment required proof that manipulation was actually in process, and, even if manipulation could be proved, charges could not be brought at a later date. This had been big news at the time, given the focus on commodity prices and farm relief throughout the Great Depression. The Cutten case was brought up regularly in hearings and the language used was
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often very negative on short selling and excessive speculation. The government, of course, was 
embarrassed that the element of power bestowed in the 1922 Act really was close to zero, and 
the GFA and the USDA immediately threw all their efforts behind a campaign for what became 
the Commodities Exchange Act.\footnote{US Department of Agriculture, Report of the Chief of the Grain Futures Administration, 1934 (Washington D.C., Government Printing Office, 1935); Markham, Jerry W. Law Enforcement and the History of Financial Market Manipulation (London: Routledge, 2014), p. 86.} Jerry Markham has agreed that Supreme Court and Grain Futures Commission decisions ‘underscored the fact, as did several price breaks, that the GFA 
was an impotent agency that had no effective means of regulating the markets. In fact, it was 
stated in Congress that the Act was a complete failure’.\footnote{Jerry W. Markham, Law Enforcement and the History of Financial Market Manipulation (London: Routledge, 2014), p. 304.}

5.5.3 The Final Commodity Exchange Act

The CEA, which was approved on June 15, 1936, established the Commodity Exchange 
Administration in place of the GFA, since it now covered wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, flaxseed, 
rice, grain sorghums, cotton, butter eggs, Irish potatoes, and millfeeds, which amounted to 
approximately 90-95% of all futures trading.\footnote{Commodity Exchange Act, 15 June 1936, 49 Stat. 1491 (1936).} Also, under the Act, manipulation became a 
criminal offence, even if most of the responsibility for policing and enforcement remained with 
the Board’s BCC. Improvements were made to the self-regulatory framework under which the 
CBOT operated before 1936 by professionalising the BCC, ensuring that the institution 
responsible for policing the markets had full-time expert support and eliminating most possible 
conflicts of interest within the committee. However, this was far from the Act’s most 
important consequence. In 1938, the Commodity Exchange Administration supervised $13 
where, in 2015, the CFTC, under the authority of the latest CEA, supervised an estimated $300 
The new GFA was tasked with ‘setting limits for daily trading and open interest per speculator [and] to preventing misuse of customers’ funds’. The archives show that these key aspects of the current exchange traded futures regime – including customer protection and mandatory margins – were initially identified in much earlier letters between the GFA and the AFBF, along with letters to and from Senator Capper. Hence, the public interest was satisfied due to a seemingly unlikely coalition of a powerful private interest and a weak government regulator, with contributions from a CBOT continually attempting to solve its own collective action problems.

In spite of the bungling of the CBOT lobby with the Code negotiations and the CBOT membership’s handling of the cooperative issue, the Board faced in 1936 a new regime that focused on protecting and encouraging the small speculator, without imposing any significant control on the exchanges or their membership. The CEA, combined with the margining result from the Code negotiations, bestowed upon the CBOT a set of institutions that remain to this day. Indeed, all substantive changes in the 1936 CEA are present in the rules of all of futures exchanges. From 1936 on, these changes improved the confidence of speculators in the commodity markets. As such, once again the CBOT benefited from benign Federal Government interference, even if such legislation was sponsored by farmers’ organisations and effectively written by the agency set up to oversee the industry.

5.6 Conclusions

The salience of futures markets as measured by the number of mentions of market troubles in the press was very low, even among farmers’ publications. A disinterested public allowed grain professionals and technocrats, grain experts all, even if on opposing sides, to negotiate improved regimes in order to develop rational solutions to small investor protection and reduced manipulation, of which advances stand to this day.

191 Frustration is evident in the archival correspondence. See, for example, Letter, Duvel to Cargill Commission Co, 26 November 1928. NARA/KC, Box 12, 15-1. Interactions in 1930s are documented archival correspondence in, for example, letters between Capper and JM Mehl, including 17 August 1934, NARA/KC, 14-6. See also Letter, Duvel to Capper, 6 January 1932. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6; Letter, Repr. Clifford Hope to Duvel, 11 May 1932, NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6; Letter, Kirkpatrick to Irving G Goldsmith, copied to JM Mehl, 21 January 1935, NARA/KC Box 3, 2-2; Letter, GFA to Arthur Capper, 23 June 1925. NARA/KC, Box 12, 14-6.
The development of the 1936 CEA involved many competing interests. The exchanges had ceased operating as a unit and even their memberships could not always agree on what legislative actions to favour or new institutions to adopt. The GFA sought to implement new legislation beginning in the late 1920s, but the administrations of Coolidge and Hoover showed little interest in regulating business. The government, influenced by rent seekers, compromised with the 1933 AAA. However the Codes failed at the Supreme Court, giving the AFBF an opportunity to work with the GFA in the public interest to overcome both government and the industry’s objections to have key regulatory innovations enacted. Prohibitions on self-dealing and a separation of customer and broker funds were only two of the results. Both of these continue to characterise present day exchange traded futures markets.

Some politicians debating the CEA called its proposals ‘Russian. Only the cellars of Petrograd and mines of Siberia are missing’, while others described the CBOT as ‘one of the world’s great gambling places, where big manipulators […] have been in control of the board of trade and […] used it unscrupulously to accomplish their own ends’.

While the 1922 Act limited government power to information gathering due to capture/rent seeking behaviour of the powerful, the 1936 Act can best be viewed as a rational technocratic reaction by a government agency based on solid analysis of the information gathered under the 1922 Act, aggressively advanced by powerful interests as a non-rent seeking solution to the problem of protecting the small speculator, mostly against fraud, and ensuring and robustness of markets generally. Perhaps such changes may have even contributed to the stability and longevity of futures markets, as well as the enduring monopoly of Chicago.

The CBOT and the GFA from time to time worked together during the interwar years and continued to do so beyond the 1936 Act. This was ‘partnership’, if not quite ‘capture’. Regarding other examples of government working with markets, the GFA and the CBOT agreed that margining should remain within the discretion of the Board, especially since it had been accepted by the membership as an extremely useful rule.

---

5.6.1 The Informational and Intellectual Legacy of the GFA

While the 1922 and 1936 Acts were inadequate in directly controlling manipulation on the grain exchanges, they provided for intensive information gathering by educated and connected experts, resulting in the development of an entire new academic area of study. The GFA requested very different information from that which the CBOT was providing and, before 1923, had been unwilling to provide. This study has revealed the role that data, in raw as well as in its analysed form, played in policy discussions, formations, implementation and reactions by non-state players. Academics and bureaucrats also responded to the dearth of knowledge of futures markets by compiling reams of comprehensive, and often, hand-written data, from which they created sophisticated statistical data. Practitioner and academic studies of futures markets were both a result and a cause of interwar years’ regulation, and some of this work is still being cited and reinterpreted to this day.\textsuperscript{196} In the interwar years and beyond, well-educated bureaucrats worked alongside top academics, some having trained at the USDA’s own school for statistics, produced landmark studies of the futures markets on behalf of the GFA and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

The work conducted by the GFA during the interwar years has often been praised by practitioners and academics alike. Indeed, Todd Petzel wrote as late as 1981 that, ‘the economic analysis behind most regulation of the futures markets has generally been less careful than that performed by the GFA in 1925.’\textsuperscript{197} He further suggested that current work should be judged against the interwar standard. Both modern commentators and numerous contemporary students, ideologically opposed to state regulation, are, and were, not so pleased with the work done by the GFA and its successors. Hieronymus agreed that the GFA’s studies were ‘interesting pieces of pioneering work’ even if regulations based on the studies were on ‘shaky ground’.\textsuperscript{198} Yet the detail in the GFA reports is staggering. In one study, the regulator identified every single long and short position held, even down to one contract held in a small village in deeply rural


Germany. While some details in that study were not particularly enlightening, such deep investigation identified some instances where certain large speculators were acting through more than one account, in some cases by using overseas agents. This latter fact was previously unknown to the CBOT executive, directorate or the membership. From that period to the present, reporting requirements have meant that it is not as easy to manipulate the markets by using multiple accounts.

Outside the USDA, initiatives such as by the likes of Herbert Hoover, the Food Research Institute at Stanford and various academic bodies, broke new ground in related aspects of the markets. Academically-trained bureaucrats in Washington and Chicago, together with academics in Stanford and Penn, gathered information on prices, volumes, participants and other inner workings of the exchanges. A ‘scientific’ – currently called ‘technocratic’ – plea for more empirical and theoretical evidence on which to base policy was met by comprehensive hand-written data as well as larger studies of the markets, such as a dedicated volume of the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science in 1931, as well as the FRI’s Wheat Studies analysis series.

As expected, the results of sponsorship by Hoover, Rockefeller and Carnegie, among others, mixed into an unpredictable froth when combined with the big budget investigations of the USDA. Empirical in nature, and in its earliest days mostly theory-free, the data obtained was used by academics and practitioners to test old theories and hint at new ones that could explain their results. Thus, hard evidence began to inform theory in the 1930s, such as appears in an American Journal of Agricultural Economics Special Issue (1937) entitled ‘Theory and Evidence in Future Markets’.

From such data, Holbrook Working and others, derived the important ‘theory of storage’ in an attempt to identify cases of John Maynard Keynes’ ‘normal backwardation’ and proposed the possible original version of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH).
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a problem with the way futures accounts were classified, by identifying speculation amongst hedgers that he referred to as ‘speculative hedging’, an observation that occasionally remains ignored today.\textsuperscript{203} Unfortunately, some of this early work has since been forgotten by reductionist historical economists such as James Hamilton and Frederic Mishkin.\textsuperscript{204} According to futures scholar Scott Irwin, Holbrook Working ‘was a giant […] who stepped into the public fray over speculation in futures markets […] and saved future markets […] based on his personal observation of the markets’.\textsuperscript{205}

Long after the 1930s, Working praised the efforts of Duvel and the Grain Futures Administration. In 1962 he wrote that the decision to collect statistics on, for instance, open interest, should be credited to Duvel.\textsuperscript{206} Additionally, ‘Duvel […] during his long occupancy of [the GFA] gave research a prominent place in [its] work’.\textsuperscript{207} In 1935, GFA staffer Irwin had reached some interesting conclusions, while Hoffman used the information to analyse grain prices and the futures market.\textsuperscript{208} Working’s comment on Hoffman’s paper is critical of his use of correlations between speculator positions and market moves, but does not challenge the rest of his conclusions. In fact, Working concluded:

I want to [express] my commendation of the Grain Futures Administration for the wise policy it has followed in […] establishing at the outset a program of research aimed at

---


developing the knowledge essential for intelligent supervision of the markets […] The work of the Grain Futures Administration has contributed much to present-day knowledge of the functioning of futures markets.  

As one futures scholar acknowledged in 1985, ‘although it is convenient to think of position traders as absorbing the imbalances in commercial positions in a futures market [such as Keynes proposed210 …] extensive empirical analysis […] has yielded no consistent verification’.211 Peck interpreted Keynes as stating that ‘position traders needed to be net buyers to absorb hedging’. However, the GFA showed that the largest position traders were more often short during peak hedging periods.

Gathering this information would not have been possible before the end of WWI. Indeed, it is possible that, without the academic rational/scientific analysis of the markets that was emphasised in the interwar years, markets may not have been allowed to develop as unfettered as they have been for so long.

5.6.2 From Gambling as Social Disease to Being in the Public Interest

Before federal intervention in 1922, State law provided the sole government restrictions on the exchanges. Yet, State law focused either on limiting wagering or the banning of bucket shops.212 As late as 1926, legislators and bureaucrats still considered speculation by unsophisticated small investors as gambling that required government social regulation.213 The FTC in 1926 recommended that regulation be taken up by the CBOT or the GFA/USDA in order to ‘prevent all unwise speculation [...] and to keep out incompetent speculators’.214 To the FTC, uninformed

futures trading was gambling.\textsuperscript{215} James Boyle, in his 1920 book on speculation, supported the view of some on the CBOT executive that ‘unfit’ speculators should be banned and Emery had a similar take on ‘small town’ speculators.\textsuperscript{216}

During the early 1930s, there was serious talk amongst legislators and bureaucrats about eliminating margin trading in stocks for ‘unsophisticated’ investors. The CBOT was aware even in 1933 that some powerful legislators were not in favour of the participation of unsophisticated traders:

The President definitely announced […] that he was going to insist upon the complete elimination of trading in margin accounts wherein the speculator was too small to be able to completely protect himself. The President has no interest in the large speculator who either through knowledge or funds is able to handle his own business, but he insists that the small speculator speculate on commitments based upon cash purchases.\textsuperscript{217}

Although this stance threatened at times to filter over into commodities regulation discussions, that the opposite occurred speaks to the power of the ideal of ‘free’ grain markets shared by all participants in the legislative process and/or the conclusions of the GFA as to the role of the small speculator in Chicago futures. However, neither the Securities Act, the Securities Exchange Act nor the CEA restricted small speculation in any way.

By 1936, the social, political and legal turn was complete. State social regulation controlling, or even banning, in 1922, futures trades was replaced with federal protections for the industry, increased legitimacy of the markets and speculation in the markets throughout the interwar years, and finally, in 1936, active encouragement and protection for the grain gambler.

\textbf{5.6.3 Rent-seeking versus the Public Interest}

Some forces seeking to reign in abuses at the CBOT had the farmer in mind, and there were good reasons to satisfy the grain producers in this era of communism and fascism. As administrator Peek warned the exchanges in 1933:

If you don’t keep the farmer conservative, then he is going with the other crowd […] and it is in the interest of the nation, I think that everything that can be done be done to keep him
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conservative; and he is not going to remain conservative when he loses his home and his property through no fault of his own under conditions. Yet this study has shown that demands by farmers as a single political force cannot explain the regulation of 1921 to 1923, the co-constructed innovations of 1926, nor the CEA. Although often seen as the result of farmer pressures due to its proximity to the 1933 AAA and a farmers’ organisation being the source of many of the proposed legislative changes, the CEA should be viewed as a more pragmatic attempt to level the playing field for small speculators to encourage their continued participation in markets otherwise shown to be highly susceptible to manipulation and fraud. The AFBF, although it was a farm lobby group, toiled tirelessly to help enact legislation that preserved as free a market for grain futures as was possible while still providing all market participants with important protections. Also, in 1936 the GFA and the AFBF were able to take advantage of a vacuum in policy leadership to enact new laws that were truly in the public interest.

Crucially, while the AFBF was lobbying for new legislation, nowhere in any of the correspondence are higher prices for producers ever mentioned as a goal. It was not the intention of the AFBF to rent seek while it was lobbying for the 1936 Act. In the resulting legislation, there is no evidence of rent seeking. Regarding amendments to the 1922 Act, the AFBF categorically stated that rent seeking was not on its agenda. The president of the AFBF stated in Congress that ‘what our farmers want is not a price which at one time is artificially high and at another time artificially low. Farmers want honest prices’. Kendall identified the dispute between the FNG and the CBOT as important and ‘notorious’. The FNG was finally admitted to the CBOT after experiencing much friction that involved multiple lawsuits and court decisions at almost every level. Therefore, if cooperatives had been the only issue, why didn’t the AFBF drop its heavy support of the bills that were to become the CEA? The 1936 CEA contained provisions that even most of the CBOT were not able to argue against, and these have defended the interests of traders on the exchanges up to the present day.

---
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Might the CEA have been rent seeking by encouraging small speculators, who were generally long, to raise prices for farmers at harvest time? The answer must be no, since, of course, not all small speculators would be long, and few restrictions were placed on larger speculators or on short sales in particular.

Paul Mehl, in his 1937 essay on regulation, shows why self-regulation alone is inadequate to prevent manipulation, and that the law was not intended to restrict speculation; hence it was not rent seeking. Mehl, in a defense of the 1936 Act, wrote:

The Commodity Exchange Act is not intended [...] to guarantee high prices or prevent low prices. It is not intended to stop speculation in commodities. It is not intended to prevent short selling as such, and it is not the purpose of the Act to prevent price fluctuations or changes in price except as these are the result of manipulation or are artificially induced by excessive speculation. It is the purpose of the law to assure the reflection of true prices and to prevent or diminish excessive speculation causing unwarranted price changes [...] It is the purpose of the law to prevent cheating and fraud, to compel honest accounting to customers, to require actual and open execution of orders and to stop bucketing. It is the purpose of the law to require commission firms to treat and deal with customers' margin moneys and moneys accruing as the result of trade as belonging to such customers and to prevent the use of such funds for extending credit to others. Futures commission merchants and floor brokers handling orders for others must register with the Secretary of Agriculture.221

It is difficult to argue that the CEA was not in the public interest. As in the legislation and governance efforts, described in Chapters Three and Four, the CEA and the Code were not meant to help farmers, but to make hedging markets less volatile and to maintain hedging bases within fundamentally justifiable levels.

Chapter Six
The Causes and Legacy of Interwar Futures Market Regulation

We cannot help but be impressed by the international aspect of the business being transacted here on this great trading floor, and that the Chicago Board of Trade is the pivotal point about which the grain commerce of the nation flows.¹

6.1 The Causes of Interwar Futures Market Innovation

During the interwar period, the CBOT remained the dominant futures exchange, a position it would hold until well into the second half of the 20th century. In 1937 it captured 87.9% of all futures trading, or 14,680,000,000 contracts, not far off its 1952 market share of 88.1%.² In 1937, the US television network CBS marveled at the combination of the tallest and most impressive building in Chicago, overwhelming technology, including ‘3,000 miles of wire beneath the floor’, and a mass of ‘600 men in action’.³

Modern futures dwarfs the commodity futures trading of the 1920s. The first women members joined in 1969. At its peak, 10,000 traders occupied the futures and options pits in Chicago.⁴ Current futures markets all have a central clearing counterparty (CCP), report large positions, require daily margining based on daily closing prices, possess Business Conduct Committees (BCC) and have enacted rules regarding self-dealing and segregating clients’ monies from brokers’ capital. Market data of all types are provided willingly by all futures exchanges, rather than distributed grudgingly, or even entirely withheld. All of these innovations were established

¹ Transcript, CBS News Report. 8 July 1937. CME III.23.3.
² Jerry W. Markham, Law Enforcement and the History of Financial Market Manipulation (London: Routledge, 2014),
³ Transcript, CBS News Report. 8 July 1937. CME III.23.3.
between 1923 and 1936. Many commentators view the development of central clearing as the most significant of these. Yet before 1922, elements of the CBOT resisted any such changes. Robert Stassen observed that the US Federal Government interwar regulatory legacy lives on into the present day, as even the 1980s legislation contained much of the wording and meaning of the 1921 and 1922 Acts.\(^5\)

The legacy of the actions of the futures industry and the US Federal Government during the interwar years included; (i) the development and implementation of many of the key characteristics of current markets, (ii) the earliest establishment of still existing legislation and regulatory rules, (iii) the legitimisation of futures markets in the minds of the public, farmers, legislators and academics, (iv) the development of the Chicago futures exchanges as near monopolies for the rest of the century, (v) the establishment of norms regarding what information should be available to market participants, as well as (vi) how that information should be interpreted. All of these changes are documented and explained in this study. All aspects of the evolution of futures markets and their regulation in the interwar years, and beyond, are intertwined and related to the circumstances under which the 1922 Grain Futures Act was passed. As such, an accurate understanding of how and why the 1922 Act was established, and by and for whom, informs not only on the financial regulation of the present day, but also regulation theory and practice in general. This study has analysed the origins of the 1922 Act and 1936 Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and has linked these developments to the present day futures markets and their regulation. To this end, newly organised and available archive material has been invaluable in establishing how policy formation actually occurred.

Chapter One described the reasons for the formal commodity futures regulation together with the key changes to the markets between 1922 and 1936, and it specifically rejected, (i) the self-regulation effectiveness argument propounded by scholars such as Lurie and Kendall, (ii) the idea that the regulation amounted to any command and control by Federal Government agents, and (iii) that rent-seeking and private interest challenges from farmers’ organisations were causes of any futures regulation. Furthermore, any simplified explanations involving pure and dichotomous ‘capture’ or public interest forces at work, were revealed by the study to be not very

valuable tools for understanding the evolution of futures markets and their regulation. On the contrary, capture and the public interest can exist simultaneously in a regulatory environment.

Chapter Three shows that the 1922 Act likely could not have turned out to be anything more than a government information gathering exercise in that the Act was ‘captured’ from the start. It did little more than protect an already well established monopoly in grain futures trading held by the Chicago Board of Trade. Though the 1926 and 1936 developments had their own legacies in the public interest, their construction and substance derived primarily from weaknesses of the captured 1922 Act. As Chapter Four revealed, information analyses made by an increasingly independent government agency in the GFA highlighted key issues that needed to be addressed both by government and the markets, since neither could effect changes independently. Indeed, this study showed throughout that the information led to an increasing knowledge base. Technocrats in Chicago and Washington and uncovered further systemic inefficiencies that, when eliminated, or at least mitigated, benefited both the CBOT membership and users of the exchanges. Chapter Four concludes that the innovations of 1926 – especially modern clearing and formal internal self-regulation by committees – were only possible through a concerted effort by a weak GFA and a CBOT executive faced with reactionary forces causing almost insurmountable collective action problems.

Indeed, as argued in both Chapters Four and Five, the government had to intervene in order to both solve the CBOT’s problems and improve the efficiency of markets, both by co-constructing markets in 1926 and by injecting impetus for change in the public interest in 1936. Chapter Five documents the effects of further GFA investigations into the functioning of the markets since it realised that many more changes were required in order to benefit customers, thereby contributing to fairer markets for all. However, after 1923, new legislation was known to be unlikely and it took the Great Depression to provide the necessary shock to move the legislators. As a result, the GFA forged an alliance with certain legislators representing special interests as well as with the American Farm Board Federation (AFBF) to put forward key improvements. The Act that emerged protected and encouraged participation in the markets of the previously vilified small speculator – the ‘grain gambler’. Another beneficiary of information gathering was a legacy of intellectual study that begat, among other key concepts, the EMH and the Theory of Storage.

The regulation of futures markets in the interwar years is a story of reactions in the formal and informal regulatory regimes to the motivations, power and assumptions of the key actors. Such
reactions, and their legislative and organisational effects, are not necessarily predictable. Unfortunately, there is a bias towards reifying simple theories regarding how policy is made, especially in the field of regulation. Despite the large body of work in the area of alternative explanations for regulation, many historians of the interwar years viewed the regulation of the period covered in this study as a simple battle between the state and free market interests – the latter being represented here by the CBOT. Previous studies of this organisation defined the interwar experience as one of self-regulation, often juxtaposed with narratives of populism and farm relief, which latter they frequently reduced to ‘rent-seeking’ by farmers.

Thus, it is all too easy to frame the 1922 Act and CEA in terms of those older value-driven historiographies that document an inter-war ideological struggle between ‘the people’ and ‘interests’. Many regulation scholars of this period provided evidence of this fight by using public hearings sources. As John Mark Hansen pointed out, however, inferring intent and actions from either policy consequences or public hearings cannot possibly reveal the true legislative history. The identification of the actual motives and actions of those key actors who created the formal and informal grain futures regulatory regime is only really possible by an examination of thousands of private papers, many of which were ‘internal’ so were intended to remain confidential.

Consequently, this study has identified many crucial instances where private action and public words diverged, or even blatantly contradicted each other. As the following examples show, for instance, for all his bluster, Senator Arthur Capper was not anti-futures and, for all of the anti-government control rhetoric pushed in the press and in the hearings, the CBOT executive was far from being anti-regulation. Further, this study shows that nowhere in the corridors of power was the voice of the farmer as ‘rent seeker’ considered in regard to futures legislation. The archives, indeed, reveal highly complex and context-ridden regulatory intent, action and response.

By applying theories of regulation and modern political economy to the history as contained in the formerly private archives of the CBOT, as well as other sources, this study has revealed that the interwar evolution of the futures market was anything but the result of one or two forces with clear and fixed interests sparring in Congressional hearings and in the press. However, was

---


self-regulation the defining element of future markets? The answer is both yes and no. Yes, the CBOT entered the interwar period mostly responsible for its own regime, and certainly many of the rules and institutions that evolved during the interwar years had elements of self-regulation. On the other hand, the Federal Government and powerful interests also played key roles, especially in its attempts to counter the iatrogenic forces at work within the CBOT’s governance structure. Self-regulation appeared to have serious and significant limits. Additionally, during both the 19th and 20th centuries the number and severity of the Board’s governance failures, which have been well-documented here, suggests that no single theory or model can explain interwar futures regulatory and institutional developments. The regime that emerged was far from a victory of a self-regulating organisation over a populist farm-backed interest faction attempting formal outside control. In fact, the CBOT membership, instead of being a bastion of self-regulatory success during the interwar period, was actually forced into making key institutional changes, despite having strong leadership and an equally strong lobby, and even though the legislative, administrative and bureaucratic arms of the Federal Government were not sufficiently empowered to effect most of those changes directly.

Economic theory posits that regulation often operates in the interests of the regulated or some other private interest, which runs counter to the normative ideas of public interest theorists. More recently, resurgent public interest theorists, supported by the latest empirical evidence, assume that government can, and does, often act in the public interest. They label public choice theorists dismal and foolish. Others believe that industries can benefit from government solutions to collective action problems, especially in environmental policy issues. For example, the California Effect describes the competitive advantage the automobile industry had in designing cars to meet strict emissions regulations in California.\(^8\) Government interference is also well-justified in such cases as the Food and Drug Administration’s creation of a market for information.\(^9\)

Self-regulation has tended to be the default mechanism for most financial markets throughout most of history. Focusing solely on industry’s own rules and regulations, however, misses the benefits government and other interests have brought to the markets during the development of
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Regimes that at first appear to be captured by one or more special interests are now often viewed as being controlled at many levels by a multiplicity of forces. The regime that existed in the grain-growing regions of the US during the interwar years can best be described as a ‘regulatory space’, albeit one primarily dominated by the CBOT and its powerful lobby. Regulatory conversations between technocrats and experts took place in such a space, which often bypassed the public. However, this does not necessarily imply that industry always dominates, only that there are many ways for it to do so.

This study has emphasised that regulation and supervision, even if captured by industry, can result in fairer and more efficient markets for brokers, customers and the public, even if, in the end, industry rent seekers benefit the most. The 1922 Act was captured by the CBOT’s interests throughout the 1920s and even into the 1930s. Therefore, Gabriel Kolko was closer to the truth than Jonathan Lurie, for example, in identifying the logic behind industry-biased regulation. On the other hand, the 1922 Act benefited not only almost all users of futures markets, but also, to the extent that markets became more efficient, provided the (global) economy as a whole with an appropriate and continuous price for many grains, the lifeblood of civilisation. At the very least, the information generated as a result of the 1923 Rules under the 1922 Act proved useful to diligent market participants. The government encouragement of monopoly and legal protection were considered an acceptable trade-off for access by government officials and all market participants to key market and user data. Conclusions based on the analysis of that data determined critical courses of action in 1926, 1936 and beyond.

The vitriolic debates in the press and elsewhere obscure a climate of cooperation and compromise in Washington regarding legislation, and, elsewhere, between the regulated and the regulator’s field offices in Chicago and Minneapolis. Even if the rhetoric surrounding the passing and implementation of the 1922 Act was framed as ‘agrarian populism’ – i.e. government control, battling with big business and free markets – the ensuing legislation clearly favoured the
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exchanges. As predicted by the economic theory, the grain business filled the key posts in the government bureaucracy with ‘grain men’. Yet the regime was not fully captured.

Some ‘poachers turned gamekeepers’ were more than adequate defenders of the public interest; Rollin Smith led the way and Sam Arnot followed. Also, certain board executives and directors were in favour of better markets. For instance, CBOT presidents Griffin and Arnot were firm believers in well controlled markets, even if their rules benefited the protected monopoly interest of their entire memberships. Julius Barnes, by defending ‘free markets’, was also on the side of the cooperative movement. Also, although they had limited enforcing power, GFA bureaucrats Duvel, Fitz and Mehl, with others, regularly pushed the exchanges and their members to comply with suggestions and proposals. As mentioned earlier, Senator Capper was not an enemy of futures markets. Although he acted as a pompous uncle at times, he did the best he could during the pro-business anti-intervention government of the 1920s and early 1930s. For the most part, pragmatic coalitions developed, if sometimes only temporarily, since governments and legislators alike needed to be seen to be taking action. Also, the bureaucrats needed information to govern scientifically and the CBOT wanted regulation to further its own interests. The result was the 1922 Act. A similar set of circumstances, this time involving another a third party, the AFBF, led to the 1936 CEA.

Not long after the 1922 Act was passed, the futures industry suffered from further coordination costs. Two key innovations, the Business Conduct Committee and modern clearing, were the result of government/industry cooperation in 1926. Pressure to change originated primarily from the CBOT executive, which, operating through the government, managed the collective action problem. Of course, the GFA and the Department of Agriculture (USDA) were equally pleased to exert some power for positive change. These new institutions benefited all exchange users, but they also improved the CBOT’s competitiveness at a time when certain reactionary members were set against any change whatsoever.

This history of futures regulation identified actors who did not necessarily possess the motives commonly attributed to them by past historians or public choice theories. The AFBF was not interested in rent-seeking, at least in this specific matter. With respect to futures markets, like other larger agricultural concerns, it was mostly interested in increased market efficiency. The GFA was also growing increasingly independent from both its masters at the USDA and its clientele industry. In his ‘administrative process theory’, Stephen Croley shows, in direct opposition to McCubbins et al., that the rules of administrative procedure guarantee some
independence from the legislative bodies, which allow for a more professional bureaucratic and rational and scientific approach, and provides for more transparency than the regulated would have otherwise chosen. Consequently, such forces push agencies toward public-regarding welfare-enhancing regulatory policies whose social benefits exceed their social cost. This study has demonstrated that the GFA in 1936 was just such an agency, cooperating with a non-rent seeking special interest to force increased transparency and better protections for all market participants.

This study also challenges the notion that farmers and their ‘populist’ representatives sought to severely restrict otherwise ‘free’ markets in Chicago, and that the Board’s self-regulatory regime emerged in triumph over state attempts at ‘command and control’. There is no evidence in the archives that indicates that government wanted to shut the markets down, and no evidence that farmer’s groups were responsible for the eventual measures. Certainly, members of the Farm Bloc had an effect on the futures markets, although not by acting in favour of supporting prices for the farmer, while the AFBF was the primary source of lobby pressure during the creation of the 1936 CEA.

What is clear, however, is that rent seeking by farmers never played a part in any legislative, or non-legislative, efforts to ‘supervise’ the futures industry, since the GFA was not initially tasked with the implementation of control, but was expected to investigate what public policy should be and report back to the administration and to Congress. It was accepted, even by those who were ideologically opposed to the Act, that the early interwar regulation had few real teeth, no matter how vociferous the opposition to it was in Chicago. Indeed, both the 1922 and 1936 Acts reinforced, rather than diminished, the CBOT’s power. In the meantime, the GFA engaged with industry and other actors; an interaction that defined the futures markets, then and well into the late 20th century.


14 See, for example, Jerry. W. Markham, “Manipulation of Commodity Futures Prices – The Unprosecutable Crime,” Yale Journal on Regulation, 8 (1991): 281-305.
6.2 Information Disclosure, Analysis and Legitimacy

Industry lobbying, together with the prevailing political ideology in Washington, combined to entrench the monopoly of the Chicago Board of Trade, but – more importantly for the history of these markets – to make the earliest futures regulatory bureaucracy first and foremost an information gatherer, analyst and provider. Even New Deal policy could not attach any shackles to the futures markets. The lack of power at the USDA’s GFA meant that information disclosure and coercion/compromise were the only weapons of government up until at least 1936. One prominent business school recently identified the key lesson that was learned from a history of commodity futures trading controversies: ‘The ability to carry out objective, empirical studies, dating back to at least the release of the Hoffman and Duvel (1941) report’. The history of the 1921 and 1936 regulations shows that the 1922 Act allowed for the gathering of information that legitimised and justified futures markets, while informing on the improvements and developments that have made them the financial market of choice for millions of investors, commercial hedgers and, of course, speculators, for better or for worse. The most important outcomes of the interwar regulations – and partly their cause – were the practitioner and academic studies that continue to be cited to this day. On the government side, well-educated bureaucrats cross-fertilised with top academics, some of whom trained at the USDA’s own school of statistics, to produce landmark studies of the futures markets by the newly-empowered USDA, the GFA, the FTC, and the new Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

6.3 Conclusions, Applications and Further Work

This work chronicles the inside story of the earliest Federal markets regulation, while also explaining the origin of many of the current institutional characteristics of a highly successful financial market. The study of regulation is said to be in flux, especially given the recent contentious debate over the regulatory failures of the Global Financial Crisis.\textsuperscript{15} In regulation study, debates abound about the value of the various formal regulatory regimes available to policy makers. For example, how does society decide between regulation by technocrats, as in the interwar years’ futures regulation, and democratic legitimacy? Balleisen identifies other

tensions, not only between sets of actors, but also within different parts of government. Is regulation meant to foster the most competitive markets, the most competitive industry, provide protection to the unsophisticated, or some combination of these goals? Should policymakers use ‘strategies based on coercion or persuasion/education, inflexible versus flexible rules, or use private/self-regulation or traditional command and control techniques’? In addition to the above practitioner problems, there is a lack of any consensus in academia on these issues. Scholarly works have tended to apply the economic theory of regulation, or public choice, to the exclusion of other tools, and have focused mostly on rule making rather than other elements of a polycentric regime, such as information disclosure and rule implementation.

The notion of a ‘polycentric regime’ in a regulatory space having ‘regulatory conversations’ better explains the history of government and industry regulatory efforts during the interwar years, while it also may be the key to future implementation issues. In futures markets, a multiplicity of actors played important roles in the development of a long lasting institutional framework and regulatory regime. The institutions and regulations that evolved over the interwar years in Chicago have remained relatively unchanged into the twenty-first century. This study, therefore, has applied the widest available literature of regulation of the wheat futures markets in order to analyse those years.

In 1920, the CBOT was faced with many hurdles. Individual US States often interfered in the resolution of futures contracts, competitors – both legal and illegal – were emerging, and the Board’s membership, as a whole, was unwilling and unable to vote in changes that were seen at the time to be needed, and which, in hindsight, were most definitely crucial, in the expanding market of commodity futures. Users of futures, as well as interested bystanders, were disappointed with the reactionary approach of the CBOT membership, despite the executive being more progressive and rational. Additionally, before 1923, academics, market participants, the government and individual exchange members, themselves, had no market data or analysis to rely on in their activities. Data, which was considered to be proprietary, remained confidential in order to defend the exchange from competition and members from each other. Thus, elements
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of the CBOT membership were often reactionary and irrational, rather than being representatives of an innovative industry, as it is often inferred to have been.

Hence the CBOT of the time did not want information out in the open, and many in the membership did not want transparent, well organised and (possibly) efficient markets and market institutions – in particular, modern clearing. Government was able to access, analyse and distribute information and develop initiatives, both legislative and not, which widened the scope of the markets while broadening their appeal and also reducing inefficiencies, such as counterparty credit risk. By 1936, data of all sorts, as well as new groundbreaking academic and practitioner interpretations, were widespread. Futures markets were a protected monopoly, legitimised in the courts and in Washington. Key features that survive into the present provided the means of reporting speculative pressures, mandatory margins, the protection of small speculators, and tackling some, though not all, of the worst abuses, such as self-dealing.

This study has been necessarily limited to addressing three very specific periods of regulatory regime change in one – albeit the largest – futures market. Not only did significantly more occur in this period that contributed to the development of the dominant tool for managing financial risk, but there are both minor and major stories of interest in this particular history of government and industry relations. For example, one interesting comparative analysis is how and why did the US system for grain marketing and its regulation differ so much from those in other countries? In spite of the narrowness and context-specific nature of this study, however, it does provide an important example of a polycentric regulatory regime that was able to overcome many obstacles, including the collective action problems that prevented potentially efficient innovations being readily accepted, but which are now indispensable features of the mostly efficient markets of the 21st century.

The first lesson from this study, perhaps, is that the evolution of a regime cannot easily be predicted based on the initial motivations and power relations of the actors, and there is a banality in institutional change that is rarely appreciated. Multiple forces, including many intertwining and volatile human relationships, were at work, particularly during the interwar period. At different times, different interests held the inside power in Washington, even if the CBOT lobby consistently made its presence felt on Capitol Hill. Hopefully, historians examining the larger story of administrative or political history of the interwar US will be able to use this study as an example of policy making during this period.
The second key lesson is that polycentric forces came to bear on the futures industry during the interwar years. As such, binary-based debates and analyses, such as ‘the farmers versus the (self-regulating) exchange’ are unhelpful. This work is one more example which makes it clear that government and markets relied (and do rely) deeply on each other. Current market practices are testament to the successful innovations of the period. Understanding how the institutions developed and how effective they really were can inform today’s regulatory practices. Regime elements, which were often thought to be against the public interest, such as ‘captured’ regulators and large rent-seeking farm lobbies, can, when fused together, create a long lasting and robust regulatory framework for financial markets. The lesson that this study has revealed is that government regulation, both formal – by government agency – and informal, combined with other interested parties whose intentions were often far from rent-seeking, can be extremely beneficial to society and to market participants, even if they have been captured to an extent by other interests. In essence, this historical study should prove useful, not just to historians, but to anyone engaged in real time policy design, implementation or review. Finally, the successful development of modern futures in the interwar years relied heavily on special interests and government working together behind closed doors. Further work could focus on how ubiquitous the types of forces, contexts and actors analysed in this study are in other regulatory regimes, not just for financial markets, and throughout history. Can the evolution of other industries besides modern exchange-traded futures markets be described in enough detail to make conclusions as to how and why their market structure and their regulation exist today?
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